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Farm, Garden and Household, 
Leaks in the Dairy. 
Hon. Harris Lewis who knows as much 
about dairying as most men, read a recent 
lecture on the above subject, which we 
tiud condensed in the Country Gentleman 
as follows: 
The first he would allude to was the 
manner of driving the cows to and from 
the pasture Many dairymen suffer the 
rows to be driven bv dogs, and not unfre- 
,,uentl\ through a close and muddy bar- 
wav, where permanent injury to the cows 
was often caused by their crowding and 
booking each othei Boys are sometimes 
allowed to drive them with stones and 
stick-, often searing them into a run. He 
Would prelcr a well trained shepherd dog 
to any buy lie over saw Carelessness in 
during "\v- a used a leak of Irom ten to 
tdleeii pc! cent 
l ime and manner ol milking Here 
a leak N, rough man. who storms 
y< il- at the c, w. should be allowed ill 
tin yard H.. should be milked by 
tli dock F.acii maa should have his own 
■ iws, and always milk No 1 first and No 
next and -o it will not do to milk 
Polly first and Sally last in the morning, 
and Sail\ first and Polly last at night. 
Milk ,mckh and gently without any ex- 
., ni, i j'lu eow s will give more milk 
and more readily 
c.tn in feeding It i-important not 
.nv to provide good and sntlieient food, 
it lim-t be fed regularly II tin* food 
delayed, the w be,Mine Impatient, 
and fret like a hungry child 
4 Kind of stock A great leak is 
.‘ to keeping poor ovs livery 
: n an ins keep milch cow that do 
tor their keeping. 11 is had cows 
herd ghat made ‘ii pounds ot 
while others in the 
,ei'd iv le iiioiv than t'U7 pounds 
\V hould -elect our herd with great care. 
dea\ mprove it. We 
m > w i. .ia v o\vs 1 he lia- 
!,e-t -tart with, il selected 
! milk'tig iialit.es I lieu get a 
li nalibri 1 Ini!. • I the breed we 
I, a mid a sure that he comes ot a 
d milking family ot the breed 
\\ -In old raise M pel cent even year. 
!. i .no, \ve -hould 
md when they 
.It to .i the oldest and 
il ow» ciniiee ot breed is 
i, itiiiliani unless tin-pastures 
.... li esc he should prefer 
l ie Huriiam is good for 
a;.! w fails to be a good 
r, he id to the butcher at a 
1 wi years ago there Were 
a id in tin- fail at an average of 
»;;ii ea. h the previous 
v iieesi from each envy cost 
a loiuni. when it was sold tor 14 
a l'i,.- is hig leak 
a\ get over-ripe fills is 
k H would eui the grass 
r -i uiotiiv blossoms appear, 
with -lie. cr if tou do not com- 
ai a tlii- tin* last hay cut 
ie; ripe 1 ed the early cut hay 
w- i- sooi i- they come in. It is 
■•••ttc t tail grain 
K I- -l grass farmers are as 
v. .1.1, : noth’ :■ vass and clover, as 
d ds I'liey kill the 
wing the land, and 
I,,ak ; timothy and clover 
not adapted for 
I v ak cijttal t feeding a 
with b. le n the trough. 
!> ....rge destined to work a 
,n-i oluticu ii. our grass land than 
mb tied 1 he loss sus- 
t i: iii the want of drainage eonsti 
ate ne the worst leaks 
I-,., ne,.it. make flutter and cheese 
I tie ihandon tin business if we cannot 
it,, vk ra selve- or get good help 
i, cv.-at .t c.f butter made that is 
-1i.:■ -- 1 epr lor grease A few cents j 
: a p. und would pay tor the best help i 
,,, ae 1 i.'M Mil. ULI J1 -1M 
ui< 1“ waste t- a great 
!!• w .'i always apply manure on 
Mae A a tain-man he would 
.a : 1 manure applied on the 
mthei ;h:o. ten load-plowed un- 
it ,i Iran m the manure fresh, 
a)... all ...iuoiu when o..nvoniont 
! j asturt Had not a 
; and n hi farm that manure did 
■ ijree vith It i- all moonshine to 
rk ovei manure to rot. It all leaks 
)i. ipr-a ts hi- manure on thesur- 
t with a bush harrow 
1' unj "inents are a great leak 
\V 1 jp,vav~ : t the t.est there were to 
Lirouomy in Feed. 
w j lb,- tact lh:,i drought has, in 
alii,. had tne effect ol shorten- 
it,, usii amount >1 fall teed, the lol- 
,i suggestions from an Ohio corre- 
..t the Shw York Tribune will he 
.nt.-i.-t AtU-i speaking of the scarcity 
1.! and the fear that the supply will 
In id out 1 hr ugh tin* winter, he says: 
.; ini r- w,; liuvif to shift in many ways 
uak, Una! Ted .asi through, i have! 
■ kinds a r mgh grasses, and it has 
n a .i ;1ih-- indeed it by steam 
; mix a a little nidi feed one can- 
tie* stuck through with it 1 
,.| 1 r.-sults from feeding 
a. ui|, md pond grass, cm in 
p. ig hot water over it 
mixing with corn meal, shorts or 
,i 1 ,c -ame process will make 
r< ugh grasses, or 
»reits iii tke vein' good feed, much 
starvatii 1 hose who have 
,i; -learning ,- ai turn'most all kinds 
.■1 ’lift' iiit* palatable feed, and 
ia; mm a ■ -n aming apparatus can 
id substitute by having a box, 
a ii, .. sufficient to hold a feed for their 
: y. and u lioiling hot water to mix 
n, it ha -i mxv ■ r coarse teed with. 1 
.me led the e.iinricr, -wamp grasses that 
1 ng n teaming ap- 
itu ■ d little additional meal w ould 
u ok as well as when they 
itt ue oe-t oi dn hay My plan was to 
11. it .i v' d abom an h*>ui bet a re 
ediug'tiiui and let it -tand closely cov- 
during that time and soften as much 
.5 |1 ie ii was then about the right 
i-uiperature * l>-ed 
... eiYn i: Nam.- > hie of the techni- 
a a, livery tanner who has 
drive a nail into seasoned 
,, 
■- t.n v ability tc* bend and 
|; the point be moistened in the 
mouth, u will usually drive more kindly. 
-till better, but then it is incon- 
I,) -'.’!r 11 nail separately into it. 
V.. ti nj. -bserxed is that boards 
.nu .’.osc* eventually from the rusting 
re- mu which, communicating to the 
.an-, not only an enlargement ot 
< ut. the wearing away ot the 
n mitring the fence or the 
n-i m. fin-may be prevented 
r -igh grease until it smokes, 
and tic i. i *utan: it over the nails to be 
u-cd 1‘hi greust will penetrate the pores 
f in,, iron, and cause the nails to last, 
rithout resting. I n an indefinite period, 
tic-idc- this, no trouble with them will be 
experienced n diiving them into the 
iiarde-t wood 1 he reason is that the 
ating d o-rease prevents contract by 
:or and consequently oxidation Oxygen 
the great destroyer ol iron and moist- 
the inducing cause.” 
i v.rth star says that Daniel <'han- 
't Mat -villi' has a farm of four hun- 
d .i d seventy acres, of which one 
.uidied and five acres are intervale. This 
aiid .- Ire. tdiin stumps and hushes, level 
Bo r< eedingly ri<-h in all 
dements That contribute to an abun- 
of glam and grass. This farm 
tits marl eighty -live tons ol hay, all cut 
machine and raked by a horse-rake. 
xi ( handler raises yearly about one thou- 
ds. the land seeming 
uetter adapted to that crop than to any 
-tiler 
■\ ieuiplc correspondent oi the farm- 
lugton Chronicle thinks that there 
is not 
t.alf Uie amount of sweet corn planted ir 
that town this t ear as last. 
1 he .Journal -ays that thi- year there i; 
the largest yield ol wheat in Kennebet 
ountv in proportion to the seed sowi 
that there has been lor thirty years. g**J* 
kernel is hard and well developed, entirel) 
uninjured by weevil or other pesttferou: 
insect, and the straw is clean and bright 
Milk Diet in Dysentery. 
Dr. Barret states in the Archives ile Med- 
icine Navale, that lie has used milk in 
chronic dysentery among soldiers and 
sailors returning from China. He consid- 
ers a milk diet superior to all other treat- 
ment in such eases The milk must he 
pure, unmixed with water, as fresh as 
possible, and not boiled. Sufficient milk 
was given to a patient, but nothing else allowed to pass his lips Diarrhea! it it 
appears, lasts but a lew days. No change 
ot diet is to be made, and no medicine 
given It the physician tears the persist- 
ence ot the diarrhea* a small ipiantitv ol 
bismuth must be prescribed It the milk 
passthrough the bowels undigested,pepsin will remedy the detect in the digestive 
process. After a time the fleces become 
solid, the patent thinks himself cured, and 
craves othei food. This is the dangerous 
period, for too early relaxation of the diet 
may cause a relapse White of egg. rice, 
cream, and the lightest p ssil.de things are 
to be admitted sparingly : and w hen the 
patient feels convalescent,and will endure 
the restrictions no longer, he is to return 
by the slowest degrees m nis lbrmei diet 
l he Albany Times anil the Dodson Reg- 
ister insists that eggs should In- old by the 
pound t he latter paper in an article on 
the subject says: ••There is no"greater j 
swindle legalized in the land than by tli« 
sale ot eggs by the dozen. It is perfectly 
natural that if the first owner or dealer in 
eggs wanted to use them, he would pick 
out the largest If the un reliant needed 
eggs lor his use he would do the same 
thing, it the‘hangers on' about grocery 
stores want eggs they go to the egg basket 
and select the largest ; and then, if the 
housekeeper desires eggs he can take 
vvliat is left—and to save his life he can't 
tell whether they were laid bv a hen or s 
pigeon.” 
A Fort Madison, Iowa, correspondent 
of the Chicago Inter-Ocean writes a fol- 
lows : 
Some twelve miles below this city (near 
Montrose) are situated some very line- 
looking “apple trees," growing in the 
midst of the torest. l or a long time their 
origin has been a matter of conjecture, 
lhe peculiarities of these trees, iirst. tin- 
shape of the leal, which is much larger 
than the ordinary apple leaf, being long 
and ipiite slender. Second, they bear 
fruit ot the finest flavor, and parties come 
for miles round to taste them, and some 
take leaves and press them to keep as cu- 
riosities. 
An old settler, who resided in this part 
of the country betore Black Hawk and 
numerous other Indian chiefs left, gave us 
the following information: He says the 
honor of planting these trees lies between 
the chiefs Black Hawk and Keokuk am I their 
respective tribes. St. I.ouis being the 
center trading point oi the Far West” 
at that time,these tribes of Indians had to 
go there to procure supplies of Cl en. Clark, 
who was acting as agent of Indian Affairs 
at that point, lie informs us that between 
tlie years 1795, and 1798, Red Wing, then 
a famous young ehiet, on his return from 
St Louis, spent a tew days at St. Charles, 
Missouri, then a small settlement, now 
a tlourishingeity. W idle there he was given 
a tew apples to eat, which he seemed to 
enjoy very much, and asked tor some ot 
the trees. One ot lire settlers procured 
some twenty-five young sprouts, and care- 
fully covered the roots, and gave him 
the necessary instructions in planting 
them. These he carried a distance of 
one hundred miles to his home and planted 
around liis wigwam. Black Hawk gave 
this as the true origin ot the trees. They 
aie one hundred rears old mil Onin iires- 
ent appearances will live the balance of 
this century 
Ci i Tin Thee dimvx. Samson!" The 
followiug story is told of the late Judge 
Keyes of Vermont The Judge always 
had about him a number of workingmen. 
Among them was a man named Amasa, 
One day he told Amasa—or, as the Judge 
always called him, Samson, to cut down 
a crooked, tin sightly tree on the brink of 
his mill-pond 
The Judge stood by watching the pro- 
gress ot the work. Samson was, like 
most young Vermonters, at home with an 
axe,and soon reached the heartot the tree; 
two or three more strokes would sulliiee. 
Seeing the Judge was in a position to be 
hit with a lamb of the tree when it fell, lie 
said : 
•■You had better move. Judge, or you 
will be hit.” 
"Cut the tree down, Samson!” was the 
response. 
Two more strokes, and seeing that 
unless the Judge moved he would be hit 
sure, tlie axeman renewed his suggestion. 
“Cut the tree down, Samson—just as the 
old man tells you !” said the Judge. 
One more stroke, anil the last. Down 
came the tree and down came the old 
Judge, also, into the water’ Samson 
quickly jumped into the pond and drag- 
ged the Judge on shore, his laee all 
scratched and bleeding, and nearly strang- 
led by his sudden bath. Blowing the 
water from his mouth like a sprouting 
whale, he said: 
“That’s right, Samson—that’s right! Al- 
ways do just as the old man tells you I” 
( i vii. lilt hits in a Barb nit Shor. That 
was a good reply which a colored barber 
in this city gave to a delegation of colored 
men who called upon him for the purpose 
ot claiming the right to be shaved “the 
same as a white man.” “Sir,” said the 
spokesman of the delegation, ■• we demand 
the right to be shaved here.” 
“It can’t be done,” answered the colored 
barber. 
men me spokesman came down nan a 
pertinent thrust, saying, “Ain't our money 
as good as anybody’s ? Ami the colored 
barber answered thus: “Yes, just as 
good, but there is not enough ot it." 
The barber in telling me of the circum- 
stance said: ’1 am a colored man and 
have to work for a living, and the minute 
1 commence shaving darkeys that minute 
every one ol my white customers would 
leave me. The biggest radical in town 
would quit me just like the democrats. 
It’s contrary to the nature of a white man 
to mix that way with the negroes; and, 
what’s more, they won’t do it, You can’t 
get a white man in the town to shave in a 
shop where negroes are shaved ; 1 wouldn’t 
either, if 1 was them; and l’nt not going 
to break up my business to accommodate 
a few swell-head niggers who want to put 
in all the style of white men.” [From a 
Chattanooga letter. 
Fro*; and Ai.liuatok. Persons in the 
habit oi walking along Charles street near 
Beacon, are familiar with the tank in 
Snow’s apothecary store, with its numer- 
ous gold fish, which, with a monster frog, 
two alligators, and a turtle, formed what 
seemed to be a harmonious and happy 
family Bu! appearances in this case, as 
in so many others, were deceptive. The 
j1Utrp irog, whose swollsn figure was so 
conspicuous at the side of the tank towards 
the window, was a most voracious mon- 
ster, devouring other frogs as well as 
making a dainty meal off the delicate gold 
fish. A few days ago one of the alliga- 
tors, eleven inches long, was missing, and 
after search had been made everywhere 
else, it occurred to the owner ot the tank 
to examine the inside of the irog, though 
it hardly seemed reasonable to suppose 
that he had swallowed the alligator. But 
on opening his mouth it was clear that this was the ease, and by putting the finger down the frog’s throat the body of the al- ligator, somewhat softened, but riot de- 
composed, was brought up from the un- bounded stomach oi the huge croker. We 
are glad to be able to state, lor the satis- 
faction of mothers with small children 
living in the neighborhood, that the frog •is to be sent away. [Boston Globe ° 
Voices of the Dead, 
A lew snow patches oil the mountain side. 
A tew white loaiu-fiakes from the ebbing title, 
A few remembered words of malice spent, t’hc record of some dead man’s ill intent— 
they can not hurt us, all their sting is gone, 
their hour of cold and bitterness is done; 
Act deepest snows and fiercest lashing seas 
living not such cold or hitter thoughts as these. 
-A few soiled lilies dropped by childish hands. 
A few dried orange-blooms from distant lands, 
A lew remembered smiles of some lost friend, 
''"lilt- words of love some dear dead fingers 
penned— 
They are not beautiful for love to see. 
•And’ death’s pale presence seems In them to he; 
Vet never lit ing blooms, most fresh and gav. fill us with thoughts of love so sw'eet a* they. 
file Deadly Creek. 
I 'here is no more pleasant moment in a 
seaman's life than when lie finds himself 
for the lirst time the master of a ship, It 
is a nervous moment too, and put- a man 
considerably upon his mettle; he feels as 
il he hud the weight of the world upon 
his shoulders, and is absurdly anxious lest 
anything should go wrong those were 
my feelings, at ail events, as I found my 
self leaving the white cliff's of ohl England 
behind me, and the Channel pilot making 
for shore in the cutter that had taken him 
oil'. 
In the lirst place, 1 must give y ou some 
account ot my cratt. Stic was a new iron 
screw, called the Orient, long and low, 
with nvo funnels, She was built Ibr the 
Black Sea trade, and was meant to take in 
corn in the Danube ports, and tiring home 
her cargo w ithout breaking bulk ; and as 
you couldn’t then reckon on over two 
Indiums’ w ater over the Sulina bar, she 
was built accordingly It was my lirst 
command, as I’ve told you ; and 1 was a 
young man, not more than twenty-five, 
although I had been some fifteen years a 
sailor. After iny craft, 1 come to my pas- 
sengers. 1 mil only one, as it happened, 
tint i thought as much ot that one as if 
she had been a hundred, tor she was my 
w ife, and 1 had only been married three 
months, .lane was used to ships, being 
the daughter ot a sea-captain ; she’d take 
a turn at the wheel with any aide seaman. 
In fact, I used to think she knew rather 
too much. "Why don’t you do this, 
James:”’ she’d say; "why don’t you let a 
reef out of this sail ?”—always tor letting 
out reels, mind you, and carrying on, 
female like —till I’d have to tell tier to 
mind her own business, and bear in mind 
that 1 was the master. The reason that i 
took her on this v oyage was, that f ex- 
pected to be abroad tu o or three years, as 
1 went away w ith a sort of roving com- 
mission to trade in the Levant and the 
''lack .Seaports, nr wherever I could pick 
up a freight 
We had a very good run to Constanti- 
nople, w hen 1 discharged my cargo, and 
established m\ wife in lodgings at IVra 
that is, with an Armenian familv who 
spoke English like natives, having lived 
at Manchester for many years. Here I 
was lucky enough to be taken up by the 
Sublime 1’orte as a transport with short 
voyages, and a long while lying idle in 
the Golden Horn. That suited me very 
well, tor 1 had plenty of time to spend 
with Jane. This lasted off and on tor a 
coupie years, auu men took a cargo 
here amt there, doing pretty well for my 
owners, and not badly for myself 
Altogether, i had been away for three 
years or more, when 1 found that the Orient 
must have a complete overhauling. Her 
hull Has foul, so that she lost at least a 
knot an hour of her -peed, and her ma- 
chinery wanted thorough renovation. All 
things considered, my owners thought i 
had better bring tier home as soon as 1 
ci uni i gei a IVeighl lor I-oinlon. ,) ust then, 
our agent chartered me for Trebizonde 
with a miscellaneous cargo : and alter dis- 
charging, 1 was to run across to Galatz. 
to load with wheat for the English market 
After that. 1 should pick up ray wife at 
Stamboul, and then run home. 
Two months would see me back in the 
Golden 1 lorn, I told Jane, as I parted with 
her. I remember very well the place, on 
a hill that looked over Fera and Galatz, 
and the glittering Horn crowded with 
shipping, and the dark-blue Bosphorus. 
There was an old burial-ground close by, 
and Jane, who was very nervous and out 
of sorts just then, burst into tears, and 
said that we should never meet again. I 
soothed her as well as 1 could, and told 
her it was all nonsense, and that we should 
spend our Christmas at home with her 
own father and mother, it being then the 
middle of September; but i own that I 
tell a sort of melancholy presentiment 
about me, as though there was some mis- 
fortune hanging over us. 
There’s no doubt that the Black Sea has 
got a worse name than it deserves, for 
there are no rocks and shoals to trouble 
you, and it you haven’t much sea-room, 
an least you’ve good holding-ground, and 
vi ith -team to help you, there'.- no reason 
why you should get ashore. But for all 
that, I don't like it. Perhaps it’s the con- 
trast from the sunny Mediterranean and 
tiie purple Bosphorus, but it certainly 
strikes me as dark and cold and cheerless. 
It doesn't rise under one like true salt wa- 
ter, either. 
e n il ine ensues oi Europe ami Asia 
behind us, and had a prosperous trip to 
Trebizonde I was along while lying there 
before 1 eouM discharge my cargo, for 
want of proper facilities, I ut I got clear 
at last, and made full steam across the 
Black Sea, toward theSulina mouth ol the 
Danube 1 was glad to get clear of Tre- 
bizonde, because (here was a good deal of 
sickness there. 
From having been so long trading about 
I had picked up rather a miscellaneous sort 
of a crew 1 hail an English mate and 
chief-engineer; all the rest were foreign- 
ers, of what nationality I hardly know. 
They were not much good, as you may 
suppose. One of my hands deserted at 
Trebizonde, and 1 supplied his place with 
an Italian called lliuseppe, a miserable- 
looking fellow, but the best I could get. 
i had no great confidence ill my mate 
either, who was a very worthy man, but 
not much of a seaman, and a peppery fel- 
low into the bargain, lie was always 
falling out. with the men, and causing 
trouble on board The weather was coarse 
ami squally, with thick driving mists, and 
I got little rest after we left Trebizonde. 
I knew 1 was getting somewhere near the 
opposite coast, but couldn’t make out any 
lights or land-marks, on account ol the 
constant fog. The water shoals there very 
regularly, and I felt sure that as long as 1 
kept the lead at work, I needn’t fear run- 
ning ashore; but at last I found it neces- 
sary to drop anchor, and wait for a sight 
of my bearings. The wind was blowing 
pretty strong right oil shore, and we 
steamed gently ahead, to ease the strain 
on our cable. We pitched and rolled very 
heavily, the swell being strong, and out- 
ship very light. The wind rose as the sun 
went down—invisibly to us—and alto- 
gether I didn’t feel quite easy as to our 
position. Those Black Sea gales are sharp 
enough whilst they last—I have had some 
experience of them, having been the mate 
of a ship that was lying off Balaclava that 
night when the Prince, a line steamer 
laden with all kinds of winter-stores for 
the troops, was blown right upon the dill's, 
with several other vessels, and knocked 
all to pieces. 
1 had turned in for a short nap, having 
given orders to be called it anything went 
wrong. I slept heavily, having been up 
for several nights. The howling of Un- 
wind, the rattle ot the screw, sometimes 
working slowly round and round, and then 
whirling with great rapidity, as the heavy 
oround-swell lifted it out of the water; 
The occasional snort ot the waste-pipes; 
the general swing and creak and clatter 
of every timber, spar, rope and block 
from stem to stern—all these sounds min- 
ded with'my confused dreams of other 
and happier scenes 
I was aroused Iroin my slumbers by the 
engineer. He was very sorry to dis- 
turb me, lie said, blit he couldn’t answer 
for his engines any longer. His screw- 
shalt was weak, and already had in.it a 
dangerous llaw. "And,” lie said, ‘T ex- 
pect every minute that thing will snap; 
so, if you can’t ease the ship, we’d best 
disconnect the screw.” 
I didn’t like the thought of trusting al- 
together to my holding-tackle, lor 1 telt 
that the gale was increasing, and was 
doubtful it an}thing would hold against 
such a wind and sea; but it would be still 
worse to lie left helpless to the chapter of 
accidents, as would be the case if the 
screw were rendered useless. So 1 bade 
the engineer disconnect the screw, but 
to keep up a full head ot steam, ready to 
stand out to sea il our tackle gave way. 
Bui as 1 left my cabin to take a turn or 
two upon deck, 1 saw that the tug was 
breaking rapidly, so that the sky to wind- 
ward was quite clear, and the stars sinn- 
ing brightly, whilst a great wall of mist 
was inarching away from us, tolled up be- 
fore the wind just like a carpel in a few 
minute-: i saw lights twinkling on the 
eoast here and there, and before long 1 
was able to make out exactly where we 
were I had run mv course to a hair- 
breadth almost Those were the lights of 
Sulina and that break in the long, low 
coast line was the mouth of the Danube. 
It was rather a risk} business running 
into a strange river at dead of night with- 
out a pilot, with such a wind as now was 
blowing; but I tell that the risk wa- 
greatevTu remaining at my anchorage. ! 
didn't, wait to weigh anchor, which might 
have been a difficult business, but buoyetl 
and slipped my cable, and w ith foretopsail 
and bit 1 foresail set, made straight for 
the bar 1 had no fear of sticking, our 
vessel being light, and the easterly wind- 
having piled the x\ater up, so that there 
was greater depth than usual upon tIn* 
bar ; but 1 did dread that the Orient would 
become unmanageable, and drilt helpless 
)y oil the shore. 
However, it was all over in a few min- 
utes. By good lin k we got smartly over 
the hat ; we found ourselves in water coin 
partitive!} still, meeting the strong river 
current, that formed great eddies with the 
waters of the sea, making steerage diffi- 
cult in the channel. It’s just at moments 
like these, when the safety of a ship may 
depend on the smart handling of a sail, 
that you leel Hie difference between an 
English crew and the mongrel set you pick 
up at eastern ports. 1 believe we should 
have made a wreck of it, after all, just be- 
cause 1 couldn't- get iny foretopsail furled 
quickly enough, when the wind took the 
matter in its own hands, and blew it clean 
out of the bolt-ropes, and rent it to tat 
ters. that went sailing away, looking 
against the dark purple sky, like so many 
seabirds, Aly male went out ot his sense- 
almost at this, and chased the crew down 
into the forecastle; we were well into the 
channel ot the river, and the engineer and 
1 could manage the ship between us, 
1 had some notion that there was a 
quarantine establishment at Sulina, and 
that 1 ought to have obtained pratii/ue 
there; blit 1 lunl a clean bill ot health, 
and it was their business to stop me it they 
wanted to do so. At any rate, 1 thought 
that a tew hundred piastres would set the 
matter right So I steamed slowly up the 
river toward? fialatz, congratulating my- 
self on having done this business so neatly 
Then I began to wonder what my mate 
was doing down below so long, and 1 sent 
my lad lorward to see 
Presently the lad anti he returned to- 
gether and a he came within the light of 
the binnacle lamp I saw that he looked 
deadly pale. 
Have uiose rascais neon mutinous.- 
■■Come below, captain," lie whispered : 
■I've got something to tell you." 
What is it, man ? Speak out," 1 cried 
I can’t leave the deck. 
It s the Italian fellow who was skull; 
ing. as we thought 
■■Well, what of him 
••He’ very bad, dying almost and its 
cholera, cap'll; I’ve seen it before lie 
brought it on board at Xrebizonde. 
The first thing 1 thought of wa- my 
voyage, my ship, and my owners. 1’he 
illness of this Italian sailor might lie the 
ruin of my prospects. Of course, as soon 
as it was known that we had sickness on 
board, we should be kept in quarantine 
till the mail reeov ered or died, and proba- 
bly for months and months afterwards 1 
couldn't bear the thought id' it, lying idle 
in this wretched river, not earning a pen- 
ny, with the ship expenses running on. 
and machinery and stores deteriorating as 
fast as possible. It was now October. In 
a couple of months, it the winter were at 
all severe, we should be frozen up in the 
river So that, in fact, it might be March 
or April n! the following year before we 
could get away. And what, 1 asked of 
myself, would become of June meanwhile? 
That thought struck me the keenest of all. 
She expecting her trouble to come on in 
February, and all alone in a strange 
ioreign place; 1 couldn’t bear the thought. 
1 was not long in making up my mind. 
1 would run out of the river in the morn- 
ing, at the lirst appearance of daylight, 
and make my way home in ballast, touch- 
ing at Constantinople to pick up Jane and 
my belongings at Fet a. Perhaps the man 
might recover on Lhe open sea. 1 ordered 
the anchor to be dropped, the spare one, 
and brought to in the middle of the 
stream, waiting anxiously for the morning 
light. As soon as the ship was made snug, 
I went down below with Sims, to see the 
sick man. All his shipmates had shrunk 
away from him. and he was lying in a 
hunk in the forecastle you could see the 
gleam of his white, dying face, that 
seemed almost phosphorescent in the 
darkness. 1 went up to him and felt his 
pulse. It 11 uttered feebly as 1 held liis 
wrist; presently it stopped altogether, 
and 1 felt a light shudder pass through 
his frame 
“What do you think ol him, sir ?” a ked 
Sims. 
lie'll be bettor lor more air,” 1 said, 
looking round at the narrow, close lore- 
castle, with its dirty hunks and bundles 
of trowsy clothing. ‘•We’ll put him in the 
deck-house, Sims, and that, will give him 
a better chance.” 
We called the engineer, and between us 
\vc carried the man upon deck and placed 
him in the deck-house on a mattress. 
••He’s verra still, sir,” said the engineer, 
looking at him compassionately 
I turned the key in the door, and called 
Sims and the engineer alt. ’The mail’s 
dead,” 1 said 
“Poor fellow,” said the Scot. “Ay, 1 
thought he was ower quiet to be aliye.” 
“What did iie want to come on board at 
all for,” grumbled Sims, “if he meant to 
die like this?” 
Then 1 told them wliat would lie the 
consequence of having this death or. 
board, how we should be laid up in 
quarantine, and he kept prisoners for 
months and months. W hat was I to do ? 
To hoist the yellow and black llag, and 
give out that we were infected on board 
the Orient? 
Perhaps, to you silting in your easy- 
chair, comfortably reading this yarn by 
your own fireside, it may seem that this 
was just what I ought to have done. But 
I couldn’t see it in that way myself. 1 was 
a seaman, and not a philosopher. 1 want- 
ed to do my best by my ship and my wile 
Jane, and I didn’t care a button for their 
quarantines and rubbish, that I couldn’t 
see the good of, hut a great deal ot harm 
instead—hindering the course of trade, 
and stopping people from making what 
they might do out of their craft. So I said 
to Sims and the engineer: “This is what 
we’ll do, if you’ll stand by me. We’ll put 
this body overboard; the man isn’t on the 
ship’s manifest; nobody will know any- 
thing about it; and we’ll take our cargo 
at Galatz, and spend our Christmas at 
home after all. 
They agreed that they'd help me in the 
business; anil we got a hammock and put 
the body into it. lashing it round and 
round securely; then slmgiug a couple of 
heavy shot to it, we put it overboard quiet- 
ly—feeling like murderers all the time. 
But when it was done, I felt wonderfully 
relieved in my mind. As for its being the 
cholera the man had died of. 1 wouldn’t 
believe a word ol it. No; the man had 
been drinking heavily on shore, and had 
died from the effects ol Ins own folly, fie 
wasn't a bit to be pitied; and it would 
have been monstrous if the whole ship’s 
crew had been made to suffer tor him. As 
the thing was to happen, it had happened 
very luckily. 
As soon as it was daylight, we made up 
the river to Galatz, which is a pleasant 
town, upon a steep hill, overlooking the river Before we reached the port, how- 
ever. we were boarded by a health-officer 
-a Greek in a red fez cap and shabby 
frock-coat, with a gilt sash round his 
waist He made a great fuss because we 
hadn't pot pratique at Sulina; but as we 
bad a clean bill of health, and there was 
no s.cknoss on board, he didn't seem in- 
dined to be hard upon us. A little confi- 
dential talk in my cabin, and I didn’t 
doubt hut that all difficulties would vanish. 
Still, there were a few formal questions to 
answer; and as 1 was always a eonseien- 
tiiol- man, and hated lying from the bot- 
tom ot my soul, 1 called for Sims to an- 
swer them. His cabin was on deck, op- 
po ite to the house where the man had 
died; and as lie didn't answer me, I 
opened his door to see if lie were within, 
the Greek just behind me. 
lie was lying there, with just the same 
pallid death-like face as the poor Italian — 
his eyes staring wide, his forehead cover- 
ed with beads of perspiration, breathing 
slowly and painfully I staggered back 
horror-struck. the Greek ran hastily 
across the deck, and descended into his 
boat, which pushed away from our side, 
and rowed rapidly ashore Meantime, we 
were forging slowly ahead, till we were 
nearly opposite the town, when a gun trom 
a battery that commanded the river warn- 
ed us to stop. 
Then 1 made up my mind that I would 
carry out my first intention—drop down 
the river, and put out to sea; but we drift- 
ed'slowly downwards, another gnu from 
the opposite side roared out at us. I did 
not lake any notice; and seeing this, the 
batten tired shot at us. which went over 
our heads, and brought down some ot our 
running rigging. As l saw they would 
-ink us at the next shot. 1 gave in at this, 
and dropped anchor. 
JTcsently the Greek came out again 
with orders to me to follow ins boat into 
a branch of tin; river, which forks into two 
or three channels below Galatz, and this 
1 was obliged to do. This seemed to be a 
sort ot back-water, that wound in and out 
among islands and banks of recd-s and bul- 
rushes. a swampy, desolate country, that 
made one wretched to look at. And here, 
in a creek that opened out of the main 
channel, 1 was forced to lay up my ship. 
1 hat night siius died, and the engineer 
and two of the crew were seized with the 
pestilence 1 was up all night, doing the 1 
best 1 could for them; when morning 
broke 1 found that the rest of the crew had 
deserted; they knew the country, it seem- 
ed and 1 didn't blame them for leaving 
this pest-ship 1 never shall forget the 
horrors ot that dismal creek There was 
just the cabin boy to help me to look alter 
these sick men. and he was frightened out 
of bis iife and could hardly crawl about. 
The two foreigners soon su climbed to tue 
disease, out the engineer made a stout 
light (in bis life. 1 think lie might have 
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cret k seemed to lower all the vital powers 
and gave the poor fellow no chance ol re- 
covery At last, quite sensible and com- 
posed. after giving me his final advice as 
to the care ot the engines during the en- 
suing winter, and sending a few fund mes- 
sages to his wife and bairns, in ease I 
should have the good fortune to reach 
home, he expired, 
1 luring tit is time I hail made several at- 
tempt to communicate with the town, and 
obtain medical assistance and comforts lor 
the sick. But all in vain. A picket ui 
soldiers was posted on the narrow penin- 
sula dial formed the. only connection with 
the im.inland, and a chain had been drawn 
across the channel by which we had en- 
tered, to prevent our communicating with 
the town by water. It I attempted to ap- 
proach the sentries, they menanced me 
with their firelocks, and on my disregard- 
ing their warnings, they blazed away at 
me recklessly. 
I bus thrown entirely upon my own re- 
sourees, 1 was forced to dispose ot the 
bodie of my late comrades by throwing 
them overboard into the river l'he cur- 
rent washed them slowly away from me ; 
but for long afterwards 1 could see the 
vultures hovering about the windings of 
the stream, and quarreling for places on 
their llouting banquets. All this time 1 
seemed to live a charmed life. 1 wasn’t 
afraid of the cholera, although 1 expected 
to share the fate of my shipmates. Indeed 
1 was rather anxious to have an end made 
to it all What 1 feared most was, that 1 
should lie left with no one to moisten my 
lips in my last agony or to close my eyes 
when 1 was dead 
The cabin-boy was the on Iv soul left me, 
and he, i could see, was rapidly pining 
awav lie didn’t take the cholera, but a 
kind of low lever and ague came upon 
him, and lie lost strength day by day so 
that at last I could hardly get him out of 
his bunk. 
Winter came on very early that year 
along the Black Sea coast. Our creek was 
frozen up with thick ice, ami marshes 
about became passable Snow tell, too 
anil everything assumed a white, wan as- 
pect 1 did what i could to preserve the 
ship against the weather. 1 battened 
down the fore-hatch and engine-hatch, 
after giving all the delicate parts of the 
engine a plenteous eoating of oil. 1 rigged 
up my stove in my cabin with an iron pipe 
through the poop-deck, and with a kettle 
of pitch, I calked as well as 1 could the 
seams ot the planks above me. But l did 
all these things in a hall-hearted, mechan- 
ical way, not thinking that they could do 
any good to me or anybody else. 
Great flocks of birds now made their ap- 
pearance—-teal, w'idgeou and wild duck, 
and it occurred to me one day' that 1 would 
l ike one of the ship’s muskets and try to 
shoot some. Perhaps, if 1 could get some 
fresh meat lor the boy, and make him 
some strong appetizing soup, he might 
take a turn and gain his strength again. 
This exercise and the excitement ot the 
sport aroused me a little, and took me out 
of myself and my own mortal thoughts. 
1 managed to bag a couple of snipe and 
three or four wild ducks, and made my 
way back to the ship feeling quite proud 
ol my success. I hail told the lad to keep 
up a good tire in the stove, thinking that 
I might have some luck, and that it so we 
would have a bit ot a least when I re- 
turned. 
As 1 approached the ship, however, 1 
perceived that no smoke was ascending 
from the stove-pipe, and I shuddered as I 
saw how cold anil deserted she looked, 
lying there in a field of jagged ice, her 
wheel and binnacle shrouded in canvass, 
and covered with a thick coating of snow 
—her yards all white and rimy ; her fun- 
nels rusty and discolored; her boats like 
snowy mounds; whilst icicles hung from 
her prow, and all down her weather-stain- 
ed sides. I, the only living figure in this 
desolate waste, looking rather like a wild 
man, than the smart, brisk officer ot a few 
months ago. 
1 was quickly up the ship's side, and ran 
to the steward’s cabin, where the boy was 
lying, intending to rate him soundly lor 
not looking alter the fire. He seemed 
asleep, and I shook him. but 1 found he 
was quite insensible, and in a few moments 
| I saw by tlie quivering of his under-lip 
that life was departing front him He died 
as quietly as an infant going to sleep. 
Somehow, 1 grieved more for that lad 
than for any of the others, and his death 
seemed to take away all the little energy 
that had been left in me 1 had no longer 
any heart for anything—not. even to re- 
light the black cinder lire in the cabin. 1 
read the burial service over the lad, and 
carried him to a great bed of tall reeds, 
about a quarter of a mile from the ship, 
where I covered him up as well as 1 could 
with the dried fragments ot the reeds, and 
left him. When I got back, 1 idled myself 
a pitcher of water, and took half-a-dozen 
biscuits, which I placed at tlie side of ray 
berth, and then 1 covered myself with all 
tlie blankets and rugs 1 had, and tried to 
sleep. 
Here was 1 alone in a frozen-up ship, in 
an inhospitable partol the world, with no 
one to help even for the sake ot humanity. 
I thought bitterly ol poor .Jane, and how 
she would be watching and waiting and 
wearying herself away with trouble and 
disappointment. .She would be getting 
short of money, too, and that adds a pang 
to tlie worst ot troubles. Why did I lake 
her away from her comfortable home to 
expose her to all this ? A few years of 
mingled happiness and trouble, and then 
a long blank life before her-—to go back 
and share her father's narrow means, a 
burden and a trouble; her whole life a 
failure. It was a bad out-look all round, 
and 1 was too sick at heart to have any 
hope of life. 
in the dead of the night I awoke in 
dreadful pain; the cholera had visited me 
at last. Aly brain was all in a turmoil 
with horrible visions and fancies I eoidd 
no longer di ainguish what was real from 
the pictures of ray disordered mind. For 
a day and a night I lay alternately in pain 
and in stupor -perhaps longer—for 1 lost 
count of time. At last the pains and 
troubles in my head and body began to 
abate. 1 recovered the lull use ot my 
senses for a time, but only to feel more 
poignantly the misery and helplessness of 
my situation, i was weak ami helpless as 
an infant. I had emptied the jug ot water, 
the dry flinty biscuit I was incapable of 
swallowing. 1 felt that with nourishment 
and stimulants 1 might have a chance for 
life; but that, solitary and abandoned by 
every human creature, it was only left ! j 
me to die. 1 sank into a state of languid 
torpor, just conscious that 1 w as alive, and 
that the numbness and dead ness that were 
stealing over me were the precursor' ot 
the last moments. 
1 awoke after a troubled dream, still 
in tlie wretched cabin of the torsakeii ship. 
1 was alone, and dying. It was daylight, 
and a chill comfortless light filtered 
through the doorway and the crevices of 
the dead-light And yet I felt a warmth 
and a comfort about me to which 1 had 
hitherto been a stranger I must still be 
dreaming, tor it seemed to me that I could 
hear the roar of a lire in the stove in the 
next cabin, and, most assuredly niv organs 
ql scent were sharing the general illusion, 
for there was a very savory and deiighttnl 
smell. My throat was parched with thirst 
and 1 mechanically stretched out my hand 
for the emptied jug—and this time i could 
not be the victim of deception—within niv 
grasp was a tumbler of drink barley- 
water, or some deiighttnl beverage, with 
a lemon in it; and then actually' I saw a 
figure in the doorway—a young man in 
eastern robes, an extremely handsome 
young man ; a Greek physician, in doubt, 
for be held in his hand a medicine-hottl" 
and a glass, l'lie figure made a motion en- 
joining silence, tilled the glass, and gave 
me to drink. I took the draught confiding- 
ness about me, and 1 fell into a deep and 
refreshing slumber. 
It was night and a lump was burning beside me. 1 felt wonderfully renovated 
and refreshed; 1 felt that 1 was saved 1 
longed to thank my preserver, to ask him 
to what happy onanee I owed his pres- 
ence. I coughed gently raj unwearied 
attendant was at the door in a moment. 
"Effenai," 1 began, in a weak piping 
voice, that l hardly knew how to modu- 
late; I was no great linguist, and 1 didn’t 
know in what language to address him 
••/V .-mix extrememeiit— I’nr heartily thank- 
ful to you, old fellow." 
lo my astonishment, and somewhat to 
ray alarm, the young doctor knelt, down 
at my bedside, and taking my face in his 
hands, gave me a long and fervent kiss 
■My dear old man” —between laughing 
and crying—‘ 1 never thought to hear vour 
voice again But talk English, Jamie, I 
shall understand you better at that 
“W hy. what!” said 1. holding mv visitor 
at arm's length; “you’re Jane, iii\ own 
dear old Jane !’’ 
Jos, it was Jane, who had found me 
out, and come to me just in time to save 
me from death. As soon as 1 was a little 
stronger she told nre the whole history ol 
how she managed it. It seemed that tiiese 
Armenians she lodged with were well 
known to a Greek ladv who had married 
one ol the pachas, and who used often to 
come up l.o Pera to see her old friends. 
Shi* took a fancy to my Jane, and was very 
fond of talking to her about London anil 
England. Well, she found out that Jane 
was in trouble, not knowing what had be- 
come ot nre and my ship—a long time 
overdue; and she took compassion on her 
and caused her husband to make inquiries, 
and he had all the seamen that could be 
got hold of brought to his divan and in- 
terrogated; but they knew nothing ol the 
Orient Till at last one old salt came for 
ward and said that lie had heard ot such 
a craft lying in quarantine up the Danube 
that he had heard that all her crew were 
dead with the plague. Well, with that, 
nothing would do but Jane would start off 
to look for nre. And here the pacha’s 
wife was her friend again, and sent her 
with a government escort oyerland, to 
look for me; only, to avoid delay and 
scandal, she made Jane travel in the dress 
of a Greek physician. That she found me 
out, you know, but 1 have no time to tell 
you of her adventures in the search. 
By the Sultan’s orders, we rvere pro- 
vided w ith a house in the outskirts ot the 
town of (lalatz, where I was removed as 
soon as f was strong enough to bear it. 
and, through the influence of the friendly 
pacha’s wife, we were furnished with 
every comfort anil luxury the place would 
afford. There my eldest little boy was 
born ; and bjr the time Jane hail recovered 
1 had got together a crew, and we sailed 
away Irom that deadly creek, which eycu 
now, after many years, 1 look back on 
with something like horror! 
The longer I live the less i belieye in 
names, and the less I care tor them in re- 
ligious affairs. Calvinist or Arminian, 
Episcopalian or Independent, Ritualist or 
Quaker, what matters it what we are it 
the love of Christ is in us, and he calls us 
sons and daughters? Riding along the 
village street I have noticed different ways 
in which men build their houses; some 
graceful, some ugly ; but when I have got 
up on some high eminence that overlooked 
the valley, I have found that the diversities 
vanished. All that could be seen were 
little gleaming spots here and there, seem- 
ingly alike, that marked where home walls 
sheltered human hearts. And when you 
and I get up high enough to judge as Cod 
judges of religious systems, they will all 
look alike if they shelter souls lojal to 
Christ. This is the unity of the faith for 
which we are to work, not unity of fflrni 
or doctrine, but unity in Jdsns. To get 
souls into Christ’s hands; to persuade 
them to be glad to be there; to be willing 
to leave them there for him to tutor them 
as he pleases, this is our calling. That is 
the best done work in which we forget 
Calvin and Arminiusand Wesley, and see 
no man, but Jesus only. [Rev. E. S At- 
wood. 
It is proposed that men who are bald headed 
have their monograms painted on the bare spot. 
“NAP.” 
BY \\M. H. MAHKK. 
•Lie down, lie down, sir!” 
‘•Oh, never mind him, Frank, he won’t 
hurt you ; go right in.” 
•Oh, yes,” said I, •■it is all well enough 
lor you to say ‘never mind him,’ but, by- 
George. iie looks as it he would bear a 
great deal of minding." 
••Nonsense,” said Aliek, laughing; “I 
tell you the dog will not touch you; but, 
if you will not believe me, wait a moment 
and 1 will go in with you.” 
I certainly was afraid to go into the 
room alone, and I think you, my reader, 
would have thought discretion the better 
part had you been in my place. 
Aliek was talking with his agent as I 
came to the hall door, and had walked 
toward his library to await his leisure; 
but when 1 opened the door a large black 
dog that had evidently been lying on the 
Hoor started to his feet with a growl and 
exhibited a row of teeth that would have 
made a good stock in trade lor a lirst-class 
dentist, lie was a villanous-looking brute 
and I declined trusting myself to his 
mercy, as I have told above. 
Aliek finished his business; then took 
me by the arm and led me into the room 
the dog slowly dropping on Ins haunches 
when lie saw ids master, and 1 paid no 
more attention to him until I had linished 
the business I had in hand 
\\ hut in the world do you want with 
ueh a vicious dog ?” I inquired, as i lit 
the cigar my friend gave me. 
"1 don’t think much of your judgment 
it you call him a vicious-looking dog,” 
wa the answer 
What breed is lie ?” 
•He".-, a cross of several breeds 
Yes 1 should think from the way he 
showed me his teeth that he was all 
■cross.’ 
ome. come, Frank, you must not run 
down old Nap.’ lie has been too good a 
friend h r me to listen to anything but 
praises of him.” 
••What did he ever do that wa particu- 
larly triendly 1 inquired. 
•Nap. i'll tel! you what h. did, he 
saved me titty thousand dollars during 
war-times.” 
I wa-, about to giie an unbelieving 
lur k!”, but a glance of Aliek's face told 
me that he was i.i earnest, so l begged for 
the story. 
"It was about the middle of the war,” 
said Aliek, ■•when 1 was treasurer c f the 
Gration Grilling Company Our office 
safe was as unsafe as a pine box would 
have been, and 1 disliked to leave a dollar 
in it. ! here were several burglaries about 
the place and ail of whom were skilfully 
planned and execute 1 
■One night our Office was visited, the 
safe pried open with w edges and the enn- 
teuts carried oil file burglars found but 
a few hundred dollars, but the worst 
feature of it was that they hit upon anight, 
when there ought to have been a large 
amount of mom ;, there. We bad received 
a large cash pay ment the day before, but 
instead of trusting it to our old safe 1 had 
taken it home with me. 
We wondered if the burglars had any 
knowledge of this payment. If they had, 
then they must have extraordinary means 
of gaining intelligence, and'would know 
whenever we received any large amounts 
again, and would they not come at once 
to my house now that they had seen 1 did 
not trust the sate 1 lie question was a 
very perplexing one, and 1 had an angry 
debate over ii with some nt our directors. 
I was in lavor of getting a reliable safe 
w is imi-yiiU il ■i > 1 il (.vans, indeed, went so tar as to 
say that, as lightning never struck twice 
in the same place, neither did burglars 
visit -dd sail tlie second time And he 
was inclined I" think our money would be 
safer if loll in the "dice than it carried 
to my residei is Aad lie talked so many 
of the others into hi- way ot thinking that 
a resolution was passed declaring it against 
then wishes to have any of the company’s 
tuinls kept anywhere except in tlu: office 
safe 
"(if course, the efiect of this was that 
it 1 carried the money home and lost it 
tin- loss would kill oil me individually, 
and not upon the company 
"1 was angry enough to have resigned 
my place, but my intere#' in tiic concern 
was toe largo to be trilled with, though I 
determined there would be a change in 
that board of directors another year 
"About a week after this our secretary 
returned from Boston on the evening train 
and brought with him fifty thousand dol- 
lars, and all in greenbacks, the proceeds 
of our monthly bills receivable lie 
brought the money in bills because the 
day hallowing was our pay-day. 
i was in a most perplexing state ot 
mind when he handed me that money 1 
knew the office safe was no protection 
whatever, and yet il 1 carried the money 
home with me I was asimung a great re- 
sponsibility Without saying a word ;■ 
anv om 1 determined t keep the motipy 
with me. 1 found an old dinner-basket in 
the office and 1 carried it home in that. 
"Vou may be assured that 1 did not feel 
very comfortable that evening. 1 thought 1 
of every nook and corner in the house, j 
and wondered where would be the safest 
At last I determined upon dividing it, j 
leaving half here and the rest in my own 
room, i had not mentioned the matter at 
home, not even to my wife, but plead a 
headache when reminded of mv preoccu- 
pied air. 
■ 1 line in here uiul placed twenty-live 
thousand dollars in that ottoman at your 
feet. See ! the top is on hinges, and is 
fastened by this hook on the side. This 
ottoman 1 pushed near 'Nap.’ The balance 
i carried to my own room and put in the 
stove, thinking that would be the last 
place where any one would look ior it. 1 
went to bed, but it. was nearly midnight 
before 1 fell asleep. 
••I was awakened to tied a man's hand 
on inv mouth, and to be informed that lie 
did not intend to harm me if 1 kept quiet. 
My hands were then tied, behind me, a 
towel ta tened in my mouth, and the muz- 
zle 'I a pistol placed against my head. 
Another man was treating my wife in a 
similar manner they had a dark-lantern 
and word mask.- 
"After securing us they began to searen 
tlie room. First my clothes, then the 
bureau drawers, under the bed—every- 
where but where the money was. 1 began 
lo think I had outwitted them, when one 
said to the other. 'How’s that stove?’ 
Another minute and they were pulling 
out, the money. 
“Imagine my feelings if you can. Even 
if they left with this amount it was no 
small sum to lose I could almost have 
cried right then and there One ran over 
the. amount and said to the other, 'Only 
half hero.' My heart grew colder than 
before. 1 hey went to the easy-chair and 
cut open the stuffed seat; they picked up 
the ottoman, examined it, and went out of 
the room. 
“1 was trying to get up when one came 
back—the other had the money ; he pushed 
me back into the bed, saying i had better 
be quiet. I heard the other man walk 
down stairs and 1 knew' my money was 
gone. They evidently knew how much 
money I had, and from the way they had 
ripped open chairs and cushions in my 
room they would not be long searching 
for that which was down stairs. 
“The fellow must have come straight 
to this door. I heard him turn the latch, 
and then—a most unearthly scream! 1 
knew that ‘Nap’ was doing his duty. In 
a flash I jumped to the floor, and in doing 
so gave a wrench to the band about my 
wrists that broke it, and then, before the 
man on guard could tire I caught his re- 
volver. He made a stroke at me, 1 dodged 
it, caught him by the legs and threw him. 
As he fell lie gave up his hold on the re- 
volver. 
“I cared nothing for him, I wanted the 
man who had the money; so I dasiied down the stairs only to see him going ut the hall door. I fired, but missed him I 
iired again and heard a cry of pain ; l tired 
once more and broke his ankle and don 11 
he dropped. Ihe other man jumped out of the window and escaped. 
Of course I secured my man, recovered 
my money, and old Evans had to admit 
that he hud been wrong, for the robbei 
had lirst gone to the uilice, and came t 
my house only when they found the -.afe 
empty. Another revelation that the 
morning brought was a confession from 
my prisoner that our book-keeper was one 
ot their gang and posted them about our 
alfairs. The book-keeper did not come t 
work that morning, nor have we e\ 
seen him since.” 
“And the dog?-’ I asked 
“Yes, the dog had all the credit. Y->u 
see, the thief supposed by the silence that 
there was no dog about the premises, and 
he thought he was done for when lie 
opened the door and ‘Nap' sprang at 
him 
“But,” said 1, "he was frightened rather 
easily; these ieilows usually do not can- 
much for a dog.” 
“I guess he never saw .juite such a dog 
as 'Nap’ was that night,” said Alick. 
laughing. “I had rubbed his eyes and 
mouth with phosphorus, and put on tie- 
strong spring. 1 don't blame the fellow 
for imagining the evil one was belon 
him.'’ 
‘Phosphorus’s.id -irong spring! I 
exclaimed ; “what are you talking about ■ 
“His eyes are glass, you know.’' 
“Glass! Have vou been drinking, ot 
have i ?” 
"Why, old fellow, don t you ee that 
•Nap’ is a-fraud ?” 
1 jumped to the dog, and sure enough I 
had been badly sold—the dog was i- ■ 
rubber! Alick laughed long and loud 
my sheepish face. 
“Is Ihe story as true the dog ■ I 
asked 
“Oh, the story is true a preaching. 1 
bought *Xap’ when I was in Paris. 1 tiav 
springs fixed on the door and in the fiooi 
so that when the door is opened the do 
stands up, and when he is up then* i- a 
arrangement in his throat that makes ih 
growl you heard By putting on that ip 
per leave lie is made to jump as high a 
man's head, and that jump vvu w 
frightened tlie burglar.” 
i sympathize with that burglar, and I 
hope he did not lose caste among !, p 
iessional brethren, for eoiTaiuiy the .1 
was a villanous-looking brute a^ wa-l 
most unmitigated swindle. 
A Series of Murdeis. 
1 he Paris correspondent of the ! ,-f 
Echo writes The assizes of the lac- 
Loire bat e just tried a man for a 
murders unsurpassed in coolne— and In n 
tality I lie prisoner was one sylv 
Poirier, aged thirty-one, a farm 1 thoie- 
h'rom early youth lie liad been notorsu- 
for his bad character In lt-b-s. when ..uIv 
fifteen years -u age, he was condemned p- 
live years in a house of correction for theft 
and swindling. He then worked on vari 
ous farms, and in TS71 he got married 
His first, murder was committed a fe\ 
months after his wedding A widow 
named Leeomte was on tiie point t k-;u 
ing the farm slio occupied. She had s ! 
most of her goods and cattle, and had 
thereby amassed about £4“ Poirier who 
assisted her in this task, determined I 
possess himself of the money He tueie 
fore disgisued himselt and lay in w ot till 
everybody had iett the farm, and toward 
nine in the evening broke into the house 
The widow, alarmed, asked what he 
wanted. ••Your money,’' was the reply 
“Take it, then,” said the woman, -you 
will find it in the chest of drawers then 
are 02U francs." Having put the money 
his pocket, he was about to leave, whet 
the widow cried out. "1 know you. you 
are Poirier!” Raidinghimselt recognized, 
he iesolved to kill her, and seizing a irg- 
bar ot iron struck the widow -u the head 
killing her on the spot At this moment 
another woman, named Roilet, whom the 
» lUUtt 1UH atM II !'■ 1 t'liu. Ul -x' 
company to; tint audit. auneared o'- ,'*'•• fnresnnni. Snr intnunluuely n1k. 
the sight before her, and rushed nil a 
otlier loom to escape, l’oirier dashed li- 
ter her, and with his rod ol iron kn- .-lied 
her about the head till site was iptiio de.ol 
He next returned to the widow Leo dip 
and finding her still breathing, gave her 
final blow, smashing her skull to po-i 
He then shut the door and went h -no t 
his wife, who lived in the neigl g 
eommune, as calm and unconoei red -i- u 
he had been working innocently n tli 
fields. Tlte bodies of the two vi -tin 
were found weltering in blood the follow 
itig morning, but the murderer was not 
discovered. Meantime Poirier spent tin 
fruit of his crime at the wine shop. IP 
next exploit was committed two year- 
later. Ua the Mh ot January, IWi in- 
entered a small inn kept by a Mini. Be 
zard, and called for a cup of euffe>- Li,, 
woman was alone. Having tinisln-d h 
coffee, lie tendered a twenty franc pi ■ 
payment. The unsuspecting host esse pern-1 
a cupboard to get the change, a ml in -• 
doing displayed several baukuot- r 
other moneys, the sight of th -m a 
enough—Poirier was determined to In-, 
theui. He first ot all tried to -.teal 
motley during the temporary i-eiie. 
the woman, but had not time et.-'iij' II 
then decided to kill, nail whin Mint li 
zard was stooping to stir the In 
siezed hold of a large lump f wood .u.d 
dealt her a fearful blow the b e-k the 
head He was -about to repeat the u 
wher. he was disturbed by the sound t 
cart approaching. Shutting tlte dour 
putting the key in hi- poi-kef, P-----. 
into a hedge close by u.d hid In 
flic cart stopped in front .f the- ini d 
the driver called for the ie -te-- ■ ■ 
times Tlte woman refovei -mg a 
cried cut, “What do you want r' but i- 
diil not attempt to open the dpor Pi 
ably she thought it was h m nnir,:. 1 
The driver, however, being in hum 
moved on. As soon as the earl wa-oin 
of sight Poirier left Ills lulling -place, re 
entered the inn, and lini-hed hi victim to 
dashing out her brain- He then t■ >- k >'• 
money from the cupboard and depart!"1 
ills last exceeded the above in brutal:: 
and horror; it was committed in Ms 
last, at a small place called Testu. wb. 
a tanner named Craven lived with ii ■ 
\Vi e and two children—one a boy of -i\ 
tee.i and the other a girl of I'.uirieen. 
pare ts had left home on busine-- p ,■ 
under nretext ot buying some wm b. e> 
tered tb inn and got into conversati"n 
with the t\, ) children, who were alone 
the premises. The boy invited him n> g 
into the stable to see the horses, n 
Poirier followed, hiding under lbs b’.ou-<- 
a large iron hammer The hoy hat in. 
shown him the animals was about to le.n 
the stable, when Poirier knocked hin 
down with a blow on the head with ln- 
deadly weapon. The poor little victim 
tried to get up and defend himself, bur in 
vain. Five or six more blows follow ed in 
quick succession, and he was all but dead 
Poirier thinking that he had finished die 
boy forever, shut the stable and returned 
to the house. The little girl went out t.. 
meet him. He seized hold ot her, dragged 
her into the room, and with one blow 
split her skull open; she fell to rise no 
more. The monster then broke open the 
drawers and cupboards, and, putting ail 
the money lie could find into his pockets 
left the spot. Before going home to his 
wife he washed his blood-stained clothe 
in a rivulet and hid the hammer in a 
hedge. However, the boy Travers, a I 
though horribly mutilated, recovered grail 
uallygand on being confronted w ith Poirie: 
immediately exclaimed. “That's the mm 
defer For some time the prisoner pro 
fessed his innocence, but on being recog 
nized by the boy he confessed his guilt, 
and gave a minute account of the differ 
ent crimes he had committed. He appear 
ed to show little feeling in court. Tie 
jury returned a verdict of guilty without 
extenuating circumstances, and he ua 
sentenced to death. 
A small boy telling his pal how he earn.' 
to be detected stealing apples in a grocery 
store, proceeded thus: “Well, I don't 
care so durned much about bein' seen, 
but the clerk was cross-eyed, and 1 thought 
he was watchin’ a dorg fight ’cross the 
street, but he was lookin’ square onto me, 
an’ he helped mo clean into the gutter 
rhe Baby Show at the State Fair. 
l ie. Lewiston Journal, iu it.-, very full 
■out inn resting report ol the State Fair, 
■lev ..(Os a largo space to the details ol the 
department A great crowd assem- 
>d iu C ity Hall to await the raising of 
’ii< curtain behind which the babies were 
’■ be arranged We copy from the re- 
port— 
IlKlIlNO Tilt: S< I.Nh.~. 
It vva- allowed a lew choice siiirits of 
•a. male gender only, fathers of large 
lain.I:c>. to get a foothold behind the 
no- The preparations for the awful 
nr ot eleven were on an immense scale 
i ...dies gathered and tossed their babies in 
r and compared biographical facts 
i here were about thirty little urchins and 
■. Finesses in all—some too oldto join the 
mpeitthm—as healthy a lot of cherubs 
you very olten see together, with 
cok- like bed- ol spices, lips like lilies 
any other properly cultivated vegetable, 
l'his -elected audience behind the scenes 
-i as admirably cared tor by the Executive 
Agricultural officers who tossed fretful 
:.!- into the air, emptied their pockets 
i u atche-, keys and knives in vain effort 
repress their untutored vocal organs. 
Elegantly were the infants clad—tucks, 
.in- frills, sashes, long white robes 
..-ii as are put into angelic groups un- 
mfortably poised in mid air by those 
r-on- whom everybody calls the old 
lua-ter-. 
1'h. y oungsters were remarkably eliub- 
■v md well-fed and not a few of them 
.. i-ide hoisting in their morning re- 
—inneiit tin ugh bottles—this is a Maine 
:•« State —and in other pre-ordained 
It must be said to the credit of the 
i.'iind angel-that they were remark- 
■ g.. 1 natured—especially consider- 
tl.c never-to-be-forgotten blunder ot 
1 ice- the matter of the hour, be- 
ll. iv named 
i .. I vv.■:. |.allies in the body of the 
... which -creamed lustily, but the prize 
were they not all models of good 
ndu.i loi pci -oils hav ing so slight ex- 
.. lien.', in tic world. Indeed i- it not 
in- that ue-t i ii- behave the worst the 
l. .Vi Miow lint Id philosophy rest 
ii-t now rest. 
it:: •• bul.ic- were good natured—what 
■i -aid ot the mothers They were 
.. .-; amiable of mothers—not without 
a..dm current ot anxiety skillfully con- 
.1 but vet models ot kindly nature, 
a- Benjamin Franklin or Martin Van 
tti. w:t- tossed about by the trustees, 
c ••. ith the official watch chain—who 
..! Ot surprised it we should allirin 
ncv. r did the nursery reach a more 
state m thi- un ideal world. And 
d u- say that of all gentlemen skil- 
tiilli: with baliies, commend us to 
treasurer. Mr Hubbard. He i- a 
dir. indeed, for a familv man 
\ tin- time these momentous babies 
■ -rt 1 in-pected by their proud 
r- interstices of scenery-, from be- 
noted columns and impossible 
v.tn tr.-e- Y..ti heard our old friend of 
i.-miiiji'e dictionary as often as you 
.1 the ladies open their lips; -Just as 
i« -he can •• Aint sueeuniun 
Aw .millin' isn't she?" and that other 
'* id- ‘-weet" ‘Awful tiigone for three 
d. ain't she,” says an elderly 
i.b draw ing the words dejiberateiy Iron) 
be .‘../it..in of her breast. 
liieie was a half hour absorbed in re- 
e-i interviews about arrangement ot 
in curling top-knots, in by-lcw- 
..ibv-l.nnting and a general rehearsal of 
bat high literary authority. Mother Goose, 
in- f tin eupids persisted in capering 
at- it and soiling their robes. Others bur- 
a ■ elegant caprices of needlework, 
■ '- '.I t j<>\ over mamma's neck with 
ds and snowy arms and cheeks 
i-h a/ ik•• the sunny sid. ot a Baldwin 
apple 
> the mothers—nearly all were 
icmarkabh young and pretty—lound oc- 
a-; lot doubt :t- to the prize falling to 
■b>- babe- on the ground that Sirs. 
Blank'- .abv was more richly dressed, but 
vv.-jv assured the committee's heart 
-a.: fortiiied so far as that imperfect 
'** ... ... .- I... nn-.iinul all Slietl 
al'.. nt.ti 'll- influences 
I:- adi. who bad babes above the 
a: ig age. were .juite caustic in their 
■I.inks and demanded that next year 
.. be given for two, as well as one 
a. d> It was now within fifteen min- 
.1 tiie eri-is. and the impatient crowd 
ry ing* hu a view of the babies. The 
muiitti e -erious under the weight of 
lob: great responsibility, hurried to per- 
t the arrangements The cherubic 
•• ‘i w ere arranged in a great semi-circle 
v. bit broad platform It was a very 
: arm’, ig -igal—these thirty babes ill 
...- dimpling with laughter, throwing 
w \ anus into the air at nothing 
.. and sw inging in their chubby hands 
.-- and -*loo Trustee watches', indifl’- 
.eiit.-. and wildly The little kids en- 
ed it h.ghly a-anybody. Some with 
ted te> : and legs, fascinated the wo- 
■ '..art which j nit forth this expres- 
''«■ that little -minin’ thing, only 
i:- old—it- an awful handsome 
T -t t ITittee w ith* feather brush in 
.and- !;!..( ceded to get all the little 
.a -miling order and then gave or- 
the di.uitoi to raise the curtain 
111) It RT.UX IS I.IKTKU 
w iet t course be impossible to ex- 
yg crate tie- sensation that thrilled the 
a bean when the curtail) was raised 
i -ij"V.b-.; tie \ arious crowc-rs. It was 
... a t i-i- in feminine existence. 
b1 i.te prompt to the appointment at 11 
■i tie ■ herubie throng was displayed. 
And i,..t alom- the cherubs—their ances- 
b- tie- confident matron, certain 
..at tie- be-t babe in the universe was the 
a which she tenderly folded t' her 
m liei.- were mothers who had 
..a. t. ng with them their four, five, 
eight or ten pledges of affection, 
•as. iig independent processions which 
.-i ai gentlemen who had never had any 
p,e- if themselves demanded, looked 
w ith enormous eyes. All the while, 
.irsc there was any amount of tom- 
.. with the babies. They were poked 
*1 li.lUifU, axiu lITMliU UlIllUM XAJ 
■ ill, There were babes coliov and bu- 
> 1 abes pursy. babes bald as a young 
and babes with ringlets tawny with 
'In- a- cii- "! Paradise, (—orwords to that 
• tli-i t ) 1 he babes entered tor premiums 
•live b\ :u means the only babes present, 
ui i.abi-s spe-ctatorially contributed, roost- 
,ng n papa's shoulder, crowing in mam- 
uj la),, nr in grandma’s lap crying tor 
Ali- Williams and her miserable pare- 
l.ittlc coteries of mothers put their 
neads together and harmoniously agreed 
that ’.In-rc was no so good looking babies 
present a- theirs. But let them sav what 
ties may. there were many little chubs 
n attendance—dimity chaps who would 
\ou down with their sweetness, if 
u hai' any heart for snowy robes and 
tin- little rascals inside ol ’em, who have 
n-t opened like April buds, and don’tcare 
aMamson Id' this unintelligible world, so 
U- :> lacteal refreshment and their ark are 
properly meted out to them. 
It is proper », turn hack the mind's eye, 
is we an in the habit of doing when the 
matter ol population is suggested, to the 
happy time when nothing less than a hay- 
rack would take a whole family to the 
country church, and compare that epoch 
with the present There are here some 
numerous families, to be sure, but the 
throng of those who turn up their noses 
it babies is much larger. Think of Hannah 
,t old, noble Jewess, who wept and lost 
her appetite for vegetables and meats be- 
cause she had only one child, and even 
fretted because her adversaries taunted 
her w ith the smallness of her family. The 
ild Testament, like the Lewiston Journal, 
evidently ought to have a larger circula- 
tion It is obvious the Trustees of the 
state Society have seen the Jewish record, 
or they would not encourage this noble 
institution—the baby show. 
President Prince announced that in 
order to give all a sight, the crowd might 
pass from left to right and pass out of the 
hall. There was only one lady who heard 
him, so excessive was the noise—and she 
did not leave the hall till about three 
o'clock in the afternoon. The crowd was 
immovable as a rock. 
The President announced that three 
baby prizes were to be given, one of $30, 
one of $20 and one ol $10. The an- 
nouncement was received with applause. 
The amusement of the crowd at the babies, 
who were proudly displayed, one by one, 
by tlie handy Treasurer, knew no bounds. 
The crowd cheered, and said the world 
never saw in the Hepublie in which the 
Knitting work flourishes, so noble a group 
of little gods and goddesses. A very 
orthodox crowd, no doubt, some swing 
their hats; others climbing upon the 
tables and crowed. Did ever the babies 
receive nobler homage ? 
Some sneering remarks by misanthropic 
men were taken as an insult and at once 
put down. “What does a baby show have 
to do with a Farm Show ?” asks one. “Is 
not population the basis ot the whole 
thing?" is the hard nut which the injured 
person fires back to the first party in the 
dialogue. 
While the curtain was up several new 
babies arrived, and were greeted with 
loud cheers and the ever courteous Trus- 
tees edged them into the snowy cluster. 
The President again invited the crowd to 
pass around and out of the Hall. This 
time nobody heard him—the voice of 
Thunderbolts would have been swallowed 
up in tiie din. “Begorra! its a doosid 
hard job for the committee," said one to 
another, in effect but in divers English. 
The delicacy of the task imposed on the 
Trustees now loomed up in most colossal 
dimensions One man with his hat very 
much cocked on one side was sure Mrs. A. 
ought to have it; another man just as 
wise, with his hat on the back ot his head, 
was just as sure that Mrs. B.’s babe was 
the boss. And even the doctors disagreed 1 
To their infinite credit, there was very 
little roaring among the infants. The 
good Marthas, carelul of many things, 
had foreseen the individual wants of each 
cricket, smoothed its ruffled plumage so 
that each particular babe looked like a 
canary just out of its bath, as much as it 
is possible for a babe. 
President Prince called to order and the 
great erjwd at once stopped its dialogue 
as the President made the following an- 
nouncement 
“We award the first prize to Mrs. J. M. 
Bidweil of Mt. Vernon; second prize to 
Mrs. Lewis B. Blake ot New Gloucester; 
third to Mrs. Sent P. Wakefield of Lewis- 
ton. anti a gratuity of #10 to Mrs! Timothy 
Donovan ot Lewiston.” Cheer alter cheer 
went up. I he winners of the prize ac- 
companied by their mothers, took front 
seats on the platform, leaving unhappy 
mother', of course in the rear, and were 
again greeted with cheers. 
POOR LOUISIANA. 
Bled by Leeches at Home and Leaches 
at Washington. 
A Startling Exposure. 
Xk\V OKI.LANS, Sc]It. 
On the tiny of the Penn disturbances, 
when the revolutionists seized the State 
House after Gov. Kellogg's retreat to the 
office of Marshal Packard, a large number 
of official and private letters were found 
in the archive# ot the office, and have 
since been in the possession of citizens. 
Among these letters were a number whieh 
passed between Gov Kellogg and 
prominent Congressmen The first is 
from E. C. Hillings, a Republican lawyer 
ot this city, one of the counsel ot Gov. 
Kellogg while the Louisiana ease was 
before Congress 
E. (. BILLINGS TO GUV. KELLOGG. 
W;u.Aito's Hotel. , 
Washington. Dec.ls7:t. v 
Dear Governor: * Chandler (Wil- 
liam K.i i- working with »>. am] he has worked 
wilh Us nobly and more effectively than any 
one except Williams. I would arrange the 
matter with lain at tile earliest moment possi- 
ble. * * Khwakii C. Hillings. 
The following were written when Sen- 
ator Carpenter's Louisiana bill was before 
the Senate, and shortly before Congress 
adjourned 
KROM < AI.KB (VSHLNG To GOV. KEL- 
LOGG. 
Washington. Jan. a-.'. isTti. 
Mv Dear sir—I have just received yours ot 
the 1‘Jtli. having been out of town for ten days, 
and liaving accordingly drawn on you for 
$1,000. Did I state in a previous letter that of 
the draft of $2.00o which you sent me some 
time since 1 found it desirable to deliver #1.000 
to Mr. (.'handler? I am glad to sec that all 
present opposition to vour administration i- 
-I.Vd! I,e ti,;iip|ly"V,l,i'tef!'yl;„i,S 
come here, and I remain, \ mil's trul\ 
< <Yshi.m;. 
Tin* Hon. Win Pit! Kellogg. 
FROM F. RILLING* To GoY. KKL 
LUGG. 
Bii.i.im;s iV hughes ('ouncflL»rs-at*Luw. 
No. 82 Custom House st.. 1 
New Orleans. .July■ 1. 1873. S , 
His Excellency—Dear Governor: I may 
o:tve for the North on Thursday, ami if you I 
ire going lo advance me anything in my fee in j 
tour- ase you can hand it to Mr. Barrett, our 
omihon friend. I am, truly yours. 
Kdwil C. Billiml*. 
P. 8.—i have hopes that you will make tin* 
1 
)aym»*nt as large as $5,000. 
Bii.i.i.Mis Si III’OHES, Counsel lors-at-Faw.T | 
No. 82 Custom HoiseSi.. 
N E W O RLE A N S, J U1V 1, 1873. S 
Received from the Hon. \V. P. Kellogg $2,- 
>00 on account, for professional services in the 
•use of Kellogg agt. Warmoth et. al. ($2,500. ) I 
Edward G. Billings. 
Amount tiled in this receipt by me. 
John Bakrei Jr. 
KROM 15LXJ K. HITLER TO OOY. KLLU.OO , 
Boston June 17. 1873. 
[( rest and motto, “Coinuui je trout.") 1 
To my dear Governor: 1 thiuk my retainei 
in the matter of the petition in the Supreme 
Court about the affair of Louisiana should be 
53.000. I advised in the cause with the counsel 
who argued it—they will recognize my services 
—and I was obliged in consequence of the re- 
tainer to refuse one on the other side. Please < 
remit by draft on New York, which draft will 
be your receipt. Very truly yours, 
Ben.i. F. Butler. ( 
The Hon. Win. P. Kellogg, Governor. Are.. 
New Orleans. s 
Gen Butler relers to a ease before the i 
Supreme Court, but the gentlemen who j 
are familiar with Louisiana affairs say 
there was no Louisiana case before that 
Court at the time this letter was written, 
and that the services thus ingeniously de- 1 
scribed were nothing less than his intlu- 
ence as a Member of Congress in the 
Pinchbaek and McMillan contest. In iact 
that he was interested and retained just as 1 
it appears from the other letters that Caleb 
Cushing, Attorney General Williams, and 
William E. Chandler, Secretary of the Re- 
publican Congressional Committee, were. 
There are other letters making startling 
revelations and implicating prominent 
men in Washington, including two Sena- 
tors, to the extent that they are shown to 
have asked for and acknowledged the re- 
ceipt of large sums of money from Gov. 
Kellogg, while the Louisiana case, involv- 
ing the seating of Pinchbaek or McMillian 
as Senators was beiore the Senate. A letter 
from Mr. Chandler acknowledges $1,000, 
but speaks ot his effective services and 
asks lor more. The remaining letters will 
be brought forward hereafter. All bear 
evidence of genuineness and authenticity 
of signature, and the fact that they were 
found in Gov. Kellogg’s office is establish- 
ed on excellent authority. 
Stubs in Gov. Kellogg’s check-book for 
1873, also captured, sustain the testimony1 
and letters by showing that large amounts 
were paid by checks to Senators while the 
case was pending, in one case as much as 
$4,500. 
New Orleans, Sept. 27, 
To-day’s Bulletin says— 
•We have seen Kellogg’s check books 
containing the following memorandums 
on the stubs: May 19, 1873, Matt Carpen- 
ter, $500; May 21, 1873, $500. Another 
check, date lorgotten, $3000. We have 
seen a letter from Carpenter to Kellogg 
calling for more money and intimating 
that it must be forthcoming as he was 
hard up and in need of funds. Then fol- 
lows a long list made from the stubs of the 
check book including the following; July 
11, 1873, J. R. Beckwith, $500; April 3, 
1874, Beckwith $1000; (Beckwith is U. S. 
district attorney;) March 3, 1874, Pack- 
ard’s draft $500; March 12, Packard’s 
draft $500; March 17, S. B. Packard $500; 
April 3, S. B. Packard $500; April 27, 
Packard’s draft $1000; April 29, Packard 
$500; April 30, Packard $(100; April 30tii 
West $10(10; July 2, 1873, Caleb Cushino- 
$1000. 
Sad Casualty. Sunday afternoon two 
little girls, children of Stephen Hayes of 
Lawrence, Mass., were visiting at a friend’s 
house, in the rear of which was a sand bank 
forty feet high. During the afternoon while 
the children, with two others, were playing 
in the yard, the embankment rolled down, 
burying the children beneath over sixty 
tons of sand. Two of the children were 
saved by being snatched away in time. The bodies of the other two were recov- 
ered in an hour or two. 
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The Philosophy of the Louisiana 
Outbreak. 
1 In* M. Louis Republican has an exceed- 
ingly well written and forcible article up- 
rcccnt events in New Orleans, which it 
discus.se.v in a way that expresses tin* 
views ot the most intelligent and thought- 
tnl among the people. It presents the 
tlu*or%\ that we have drilled away from the 
old time idea that the government and the 
people are one, and that an antagonism 
between them has sprang up. It says that 
the underlying lietion ol our experiment 
ot self-government, alter all the talk about 
popular sovereignty and tin* will of tin* 
people, is the supremacy of the law. 'That 
is to say. the binding force of enactments, 
upon those who enact them as well as up- 
on those for whom they are enacted. This 
theory is tin* bond by which our lorty 
millions ot people agree to live together 
as one nation, and the security of the 
bond depends entirely upon tin* measure 
nt' good faith which the members of the 
body politic keep with one another in the 
observance of it. Hill law is not of itself 
a positive force. It is simply a means 
w hereby or through which lorce mav be 
applied. The mere presence of law upon 
the statute hooks or in the constitution is 
d itself impotent. It can acquire positive 
force only through the active agency ot 
men’s brains to expound and men's hands 
0 carry into effect its provisions. 
All law's, however salutary in them- 
adves, arc susceptible of being perverted 
>y bad administration into appliances of 
jppression. No laws, however salutary 
n themselves, can be of any value to a 
jeople who have not the w ill, the courage, 
)]■ the strength to defend by positive force 
f necessary, those rights which the laws 
limply indicate and define The best and 
nost liberal guarantees ol liberty are ot 
10 avail to a people who permit them to 
>e ignored by the governing powers, and 
1 » vci ctiiuB. «• tj-. :.. 
irerogative arc no hindrance to the des- 
lotic tendencies of a government system 
vhich stands in no tear of tiie resentment 
u the governed. The relative attitude 
icre indicated has been sustained between 
he people and the government ot the 
uited States for tlie last ten years. 
Cvery year lias seen this relative attitude 
nore clearly and sharply defined. The 
ini s of demarcation between the govern- 
neut and the governed have every day 
>e< n drawn tighter and more impassable, 
’ii ally the people have ceased to under- 
lain! that the government is a part of 
hemselves. the product of their will, and 
mve come to regard it vaguely as a sepa- 
•are existence, privileged to conceal from 
hem its processes, capable of granting 
trace and awarding favor or ot visiting 
engeanee and withholding mercy; in 
ihort as a personal entity entirely distinct 
rom the populace. We have neither the 
pace nor inclination to discuss here the 
■auses that have brought about this re- 
ult. We desire merely to enforce the 
•onelusion by pointing to recent events, 
md at tiie same time to set people to 
linking and to asking themselves. Where 
s all this going to end ? 
Here we have a government composed 
>1' a certain number of individuals, Idling 
executive, legislative and judicial posi- 
ions, the whole system perfect in its se- 
jueuce of powers, and all culminating in 
me grand head, the presidency. A eare- 
ully inculcated theory of non-rotation in 
iffiee and an artfully contrived plan fur se- 
aming perennial re-elections have invested 
lie individuals who compose our govern- 
nent with a tenure of power from which 
here is but one step to the hereditary. 
We now find many men vehemently ad- 
vocating a consummation which is at war 
with all our precedents, and which would, 
f accomplished, open the way lor new per- 
petuities of power as are little dreamed of 
iow as a third term was twenty years ago- 
fhe elective Venetian senate passed a law 
making itself perpetual by creating an 
hereditary right for its members. To-day 
a majority of the American senate would 
do the same if it dared. How much more 
indulgence at the hands of the governed 
would suffice to indue it with a temerity 
equal fo its will, events must determine. 
(Jur government lias grown strong by long 
continuance of its individuals in power; 
as it grew strong it has sek.ed upon oppor- 
tunities to test its strength, and success in 
each test, has given it new strength; what 
was usurpation yesterday becomes prece- 
dent. to-day, because it was successful; 
gradually it has thrown oil' the restraints 
of that law which once bound it in com- 
mon with the governed, anil so gradually 
it is becoming a law unto itself, while the 
people, by a co-ordinate process, are be- 
ing gradually transformed from sovereigns 
into subjects. 
Finally, in the order of these tendencies 
we have reached a stage when the sub- 
jects begin to feel that they have lost their 
sovereignty anil instinctively make a 
quick, desperate effort to regain it. Re- 
pression has reached a degree at which it 
becomes painful, and those who feel the 
pain resort to that ready remedy which 
every man is doctor enough to prescribe 
—violence. Hence the Barricades in the 
streets of an American city. Barricades 
are not the means by which sovereigns 
express their will. They are the tradi- 
tional resorts of subjects who rise to ex- 
press theirs. Let no one imagine that the 
last Barricade has been seen in the streets 
of an American city. There are usurpa- 
tions and despotisms outside ot Louisiana, 
and the pressure is getting heavier. It 
would not be surprising if the articles on 
exhibition at our grand centennial should 
be hustled out into the streets to do patri- 
otic duty as Barricades against oppression 
and repression in a new '70. The sea is 
not so wide but that a ship going on a 
straight course at the rate our government 
is going must strike the lee shore some- 
where. 
A Hard Outlook. 
Throughout most of our large cities 
serious alarms as to the condition of the 
laboring masses of the people force them- 
selves on the attention of all. The crops 
are abundant, especially that of wheat, 
“the staff of life,” but wages have de- 
creased; last winter diminished all sav- 
ings. and the prevailing belief is that 
the approaching season will witness an 
amount of destitution unprecedented in 
this country. 
The Albany Express, a republican jour- 
nal, under the appropriate head of “The 
Wolf’at the Door,” says. “Poverty the 
most stern and glating, suggesting itself 
at every period of dullness and stagnation, 
has assumed such hugeness that it calls lot 
immediate relict, knocking at our doors 
this moment, and arousing us front the 
lethargy into which we have been lulled 
by the discouraging sluggishness in all 
business during the past season, and the 
desperate prospect before us. As a phil' 
anthropic community we cannot -land 
aside and witness the wretchedness and 
distress which the approaching winter 
will levy upon the poor in our midst. Dire 
calamities all over the country hat e tapped 
the resources upon which we could ti\ a 
hope for an improvement in the prospect, 
and with the same hand thrown thousands 
upon us, whose despairing condition and 
discouraging outlooks clamor for immedi- 
ate attention. Our large cities are flooded 
with the unemployed and suffering, of 
both sexes—distress is on every hand, and 
the situation is becoming perilous to our 
domestic peace.” 
The workingmen know very well that 
this condition of affairs proceeds from the 
corrupt administration and extravagance 
ot the party in power, fliev do not for- 
get the demand of one of its loading 
senators for an increase id salary on the 
pretence that he could not “live like a 
gentleman” on less than $10,000 a year, 
the reluctantly repealed salary grab, nor 
the extent to which the sentiments of the 
senator must long have pervaded the mail- 
ers of his party before they were brought 
to such a pitch of insolence that the re- 
publican national committee eould pro- 
claim through its elaborate manitesto its 
hatred and contempt lor a plain, honest 
government suited to tin* wants of the 
people, simply on the ground that "it 
was not even showy.” 
In noticing a recent meeting ol work- 
ingmen in Brooklyn, the Argus ot that 
city, under the head ot “The Working 
men in Convention,” forcibly stated their 
view of the ease as follows: ■Reduce the 
armies of office-holders and dandy sum- 
mer tourists,’ was the text of the working 
men’s resolutions at their meeting last 
evening. While laborers are begging 
work at $l.;iS per day and living on grass 
soup, it is quite natural to suppose that 
their atl'ection for those who receive 
•ffi,000 per annum and spend a couple of 
months at me i: k [umm oe great 
In the two highest republican officials 
in the nation and state there are flagrant 
instances ot the abuse of the eonlideiice 
placed in “our rulers” by their tellow-eiti- 
zens, and of the perversion of office to the 
sordid agrandizemenl of those in power 
at the cost of the people who hail trusted 
them, (irant, the head of the party re- 
sponsible for the situation, intrigued 
against the wise demands of the constitu- 
tion that no president should have his 
salary raised during his continuance in 
office, and succeeded in having his $i'o,(XtO 
doubled to $.)0,oo0 by a republican con- 
gress, besides having his .$7o,00b a year 
to support his house and stables, where 
his horses and pups are better and more 
expensively eared lor than the families of 
many laboring men, while he spends most 
of his time when at Washington in dreamy 
vacuity and hies away as soon as he can 
to the seaside to spend the summer in ille- 
gal neglect of public duties lor tin per- 
formance of which lie is paid a salary 
twice as large as that of any of his prede- 
cessors. 
The doings and tendencies ot the repub- 
lican party and the shameless effrontery 
and boldness with which its vices are pa- 
raded, can scarcely he more plainly exem- 
plified than in tracing the official career 
of President ( Irant. They might he little 
noticed in the days when the tide of false 
prosperity induced by inflation was at its 
high water mark, hut we have reached 
the point where we touch and can see the 
bottom. The natural reaction enl glitens 
the understanding of men and niaki s them 
vigilant for the future. 
Besides these considerations, tlia large 
laboring class of New England, the fac- 
tory operatives, have already found their 
employment cut off by the resolve to re- 
duce the production and run the mills on 
halt time. The farmers and those who in 
a degree produce their own living, will do 
better, hut the signs all point, to coining 
hard times. Enormous taxation and evil 
policy in the government have done the 
mischief. 
1 lie Progressive Age explains the unex- 
pectedly large vote received by Sheriff 
Norton in the town of Belmont, it says 
that the Sheriff, having a writ to serve on 
a widow in that town for damages com- 
mitted by her cow that broke down a 
fence, settled the matter with the plain- 
tiff without costs, and fixed the cow so she 
couldn’t jump. This so excited democrat- 
ic admiration that the party went almost 
in a body for Norton. We are well aware 
that had Belmont given its usual vote, 
Norton would have been defeated. That 
cow saved him. This is but another proof 
that 
— “IVace hath her victories 
■No less renowned than war.” 
If it lie honorable “to wade through 
slaughter to a throne” — if Napoleon 
marched over the horrors ot battle lields 
to the crown of France—if the blood ot 
New Orleans bore Jackson to the Presi- 
dency—il Harrison’s countrymen saw his 
greatness through the red gore of Tippe- 
canoe—if Taylor’s election came lrom the 
furid glare of Monterey—and Cirant twice 
reached the White House on the back of 
his war horse—-why in the world shouldn't 
Norton ride into the county jail on a 
breachy cow ? Can anybody tell ? 
—Fifty insurance companies have re- 
fused to take any more risks in Chicago, 
because that inflammable city refuses the 
proper means to put itself out. 
More of it. 
So long as the men now at 'Washington 
are permitted to hold power, so long 
doubtless will the public be treated to 
revelations o( their incredible corruption. 
Salary grabbing, Credit Mobilier swind- 
les, and every device by which a people 
can be robbed are as common as the sun- 
rise. The connection of certain men at 
Washington, prominent in these Iniqui- 
ties, with the misgoverument of Louisi- 
ana, has been long suspected; but the 
positive proof that the northern leeches 
were actually sucking the blood of the 
people there was never got at uutil the 
late revolution exposed the state archives. 
We give in another column the letters 
there iound. They bear the proof ot the 
worst that lias been charged. In order 
to keep themselves in power, the scoun- 
drels in Louisiana had to conciliate certain 
scamps at Washington, and therefore di- 
vided with them the plunder. It will sur- 
piise some that Caleb Cushing is found 
to be among these. But if he had nothing 
better to do than to employ his time and 
talents in supporting and wishing well to 
such a miserable and disgusting usurpa- 
tion as that of the Kellogg government, 
he must take the consequences. If lie 
makes his bed with Ben Butler, lie must 
share his taints. 
What a spectacle is it for the American 
people, to behold the administration put- 
ting forth till its warlike energies—with 
troops marching, transports sailing, and 
ships of war anchoring before New Or- 
leans—all to sustain this scandalous rob- 
bery. headed by the President's brother- 
in-law in Louisiana, and lien Butler at 
Washington I 
Criticisms upon this state ot things are 
by no means eonlined to Democrats or 
Democratic newspapers. T he New York 
livening Post, one of the most able as well 
as candid of republican papers, has these 
remarks— 
We have often directed attention to the un- 
wisdom and futility of the President's inter- 
ference in the affairs of the Slate of Louisiana. 
We have repeatedly said that the vitality of 
Kellogg's government consisted wholly in the 
military assistance which President Grant has 
given it. To-day Kellogg is acting Governor of 
Louisiana solely through the grace of Ulysses 
s. Grant. There is one way. however, in which 
the President might interfere in the alfairs ot 
Louisiana with the most beneficial results. Let 
him at once remove James F. Casey, ot Ken- 
lucky, his brother-in-law, from the office of 
Collector of the Port of New Orleans; John M. 
G. Parker, of Massachusetts, the brother-in-law 
of benjamin F. butler, from the office of Sur- 
veyor of the Port of New Orleans; and Stephen 
b. Packard, of Maine, who appears to have 
been appointed, not on account of his family 
connections, but Ivy reason of bis own demerits, 
from the office of United States Marshal ot 
Louisiana. 
ou iiti ;t> Mimv, me removal oi inese men 
has not been advised directly since the recent 
outbreak in New t )rleans, probably for the same 
reason which is mentioned by the Nation as the 
only “mark of justifiability in a revolutionary 
movement, w hich this Louisiana movement did 
not possess,” namely, that it was foreordained 
to be a failure. President Grant ought not to 
stand in need of advice in reference to the im- 
policy of retaining these three men in office and 
we regard it as one of the worst elements in the 
problem of restoring a satisfactory government 
of Louisiana, that all hopes of* inducing the 
President to make the federal civil service in 
Louisiana honest and honorable seem to have : 
been destroyed. 
How Florence Found a Father for 
Her Baby. 
Mock land had a sensation last week in 
the trial of a ease wherein Florence A. 
Meats, an unmarried woman, sought to 
tix the paternity ol her child upon Emer- 
son K. Miller. The parties belong in Ap- 
pleton. Miss Mears was housekeeper for 
Lite defendant, and the ease in some of its 
teatures resembled the celebrated one of 
Bardell vs Pickwick. There was in it, 
i- ,.. q -mit tomam 
sauce, tor the complainant produced in 
■ourt a boy ot four months. He was a 
stubborn fact, that couldn’t be winked out 
M sight. The question was how came lie 
to be? It was pretty clear that evolution, 
die doctrine of the scientists, couldn’t 
wholly account for him. He might have 
?onic down through primeval man from 
die apes—but the great question for the 
inry was, had Mr Miller aught to do with 
his immediate origin. It is a dangerous 
liing for a widower with warm blood in 
lim to employ a good looking young wo- 
nan as house-keeper. There is a great 
leal of human nature in mankind and 
womankind, and it will ooze out on very 
-light provocation. The cares of house- 
keeping are wearisome to the female 
uind, and dollars and cents do not always 
mfliciently remunerate. Most of ’em 
want to put love and affection” into the 
-fade. Florence says she did so, and told 
die jury all about what happened in the 
-till watches of the night. It was very 
Much like the pastoral visits of Henry 
iVard to Sister Tilton. Then eaine Km- 
irson K. with his story. He averred most 
earnestly that it was a thing impossible 
diat the child could be a smaller edition ot 
limself. Whatever opportunities he might 
save had, were utterly neglected He was 
not a sleep-walker, ami so could not have 
irisen from his couch “unbeknowest like,’’ 
vs President Lincoln used to say, Mr. 
Miller thought there hud been others ol 
the male persuasion around the premises. 
He didn’t quote, as lie might have done, 
tin- sfirewd saying from Shakspeare— 
“More water glideth by the mill 
1 hun the Miller wots of? amt easy it is 
Of a cut loaf to steal a slice.” 
But lie introduced the affidavit of one 
Brett that lie had heard Florence charge 
another with the paternity of her unborn 
child. And there the case rested. 
Hiram Bliss, Esq., fur the complainant, 
made an able argument, and David N. 
Mortland, Esq., made a strong presenta- 
tion oi the case for the defendant. Judge 
Peters occupied forty minutes in com- 
menting upon the case. It was one ap- 
parently a good deal mixed, so far as the 
testimony was concerned. Solomon once 
had a baby ease to adjudicate upon, and 
got a good deal of credit for his shrewd- 
ness. But it was plain sailing compared 
with the like disputes that happen in mod- 
ern times. Still, in this particular case 
the jury took only ten minutes, and gave 
a verdict for the plaintiff, leaving the 
amount of damages to lie settled by the 
court. And thus by the verdict of twelve 
good men and true, Florence found a fa- 
ther for her baby. 
The Kansas republicans are on the stool 
of repentance. Their resolutions declare 
that the powers of the general government 
have been stretched to an unhealthy extent 
by war and reconstruction; that there is 
recklessness, corruption and waste in the 
management of affairs; and that tiie idea 
of a third term is preposterous. This is 
very well as far as it goes. If they will 
now put Pomeroy in the penitentiary, and 
send good democrats to represent them 
in Congress, there will be good works as 
well as good words from Kansas. 
The new ship John Pascal was launched 
last week from the yard of Carlton, Nor- 
wood & Co., at Kockport. She is over 
1500 tons burthen, and is a ship of re- 
markable beauty and strength. Sucli a 
vessel does great credit to the town, and 
to her enterprising builders. 
Science in and about Belfast. 
For the journal. 
The Penobscot valley has so many features of 
interest to the geologist that a few words from 
our pen may be of service to your readers. 
Our attention has been directed to the strange 
behavior of your granite. In the Otis quarry, 
near Belfast, explosions occur now and then, 
and fragments of granite weighing many pounds 
are thrown into the air. As only one case of 
spontaneous rock explosion had been known to 
science, the facts reported from this quarry 
appeared to us of special interest. On our 
visit the proprietors put us in possession of all 
the facts necessary for the formation of an 
opinion. There is no doubt that explosions 
accompanied by loud noise and the projection 
of rock fragments hundreds of teet through the 
air, have occurred. And a mere glance at the 
sheets of granite which have been partly de- 
tached from their beds is enough to show that 
the rock has been compressed, not by pressure 
from above, but by a tremendous force applied 
laterally. It is as if you applied pressure to 
the ends of a book and the pressure, instead of 
wrinkling the leaves, forced their particles into 
closer union. To complete the parallel you are 
to suppose that the compressing force is not 
withdrawn, but remains perpetually. Then, 
when you cut a strip from a leaf lengthwise, if 
attached at both ends but if tree to expand, 
it will sining up. If detached now at one end 
it will draw itself out, and the increased length 
will show the amount of compression it has en- 
dured. If the compression is removed from a 
lower leaf but it remains held down by pressure 
from above it may expand with a force which 
will shatter the superincumbent weight ami 
throw it in fragments into the air. 
We have been attempting to swt forth great 
things by small. For the book imagine a gran- 
ite hill, compressed at right angles to tie* trend 
of the ledges, and you have an explanation of 
the movements which occur in tin < uh quarry. 
Similar facts have been obsened b\ tin- writer 
in the granite quarry at Monson, Mass. The 
subject was brought before the American As- 
sociation at its Portland meeting, and wc bring 
it now before the larger association,called “the 
general public" not to discuss it** abstruse geo- 
logical bearings, but rather t<* put observers on 
the alert. 
Another case of strange behavior can be ob- 
served in agraniteledge in Stockton, t )u a grand- 
er scale it can be seen a tew miles from Bucks- 
port in the town of Orland. Over miles of sur- 
face there lay, a few years ago, a bleak profu- 
sion of granite boulders. To-day these boulder** 
arc seen in every stage of ruin. Here and there 
is a mound of gravel, all that remains of a once 
great boulder, while here and there is a boulder 
just smitten with decay. We have found the 
decay not a chemical rot, but a mechanical dis- 
integration. The granite was badly made, and 
the fate which awaits all dishonesty has at last 
overtaken these boulders. But tin* mystery is 
that these rocks should have stood there so 
many thousand years—perhaps 200,000 (since 
the Glacial Period) —all tirm and sound, ami 
then, all at once, about twenty years ago, 
taken it into their old Hinty heads to tumble 
uowii imo gravel: 
If the tourist will dri\ e on a few miles beyond 
this world rot, he will -«*»• the most wonderful 
display of boulders on tin- continent or on anv 
continent. He will think of Thoreau's descrip- 
tion of the wild hanks of Kutahdiu “an unhan- 
seled world." lie w ill think of S. ott's descrip- 
tion of tile Scotch Trossaes, 
“Hocks, hills, and knolls confusedly hurled, 
The fragments of an earlier world.” 
Immense boulders lie in wild confusion, 
boulder on boulder. We imagined that if seen 
on a moonlit winter night the traveller might 
think himself in a wierd, silent, random-built 
citv. 
Since tin? glacial winter left these boulders 
the coast of Maine has been slowly rising, in 
a clay bed on a high hill overlooking Belfast— 
a clay bed which, we are told, was w orked 
many years ago by Mr. Peirce as a brick yard— 
we have found fossil clam shells and ovster 
shells. 
It it had pleased Pro\ idence to give us our 
turn in the world a few thousand years later, 
when the truths of science will command a 
deeper interest than the follies atul foibles of 
men. ivn i..., »..i..«|...f>hcd Ibis discovery 
10 me metropolitan dailies, 
“Found in a hill top at Belfast. fossil Mya 
arenaria Oslem Epulis and St'hi arcticn. 
The upward movement of Penobscot, since the 
post-gracial period, according to the testimony 
ot these fossils, has been at least two hundred 
feet." 
The editorial follow ing such announcement 
might run something like this: 
“Our correspondent announces a very im- 
portant discovery from the metropolis of the 
Penobscot. Jt is gratifying to know that Bel- 
fast is rising. Our antiquarian has been look- 
ing into the matter and he tinds that the upward 
movement began when she built a new hotel! 
Many other curious facts he has lound hidden 
away in the musty archives. He has found 
that a certain hall which archeologists sa\ was located in Boston and culled “Faneuil" was 
constructed in part out of pine cut in the en> i- 
rons ot this very Belfast. Now it is known to 
the antiquarian that verv long ago, about tie* 
dawn of civilization, the ‘seal of what was then 
Maine bore the image of a pine tree. May not the discovery of our antiquarian throw light on 
the origin of the ancient seal ? ( an we not 
suppose that in ancient times Hie territory then 
called Maine, coextensive very nearly with the 
present states of Penobscot and Aroostook, w as 
wooded with pine ? A very curious point, and 
one which has not vet been'settled, is the time 
when these people left otf depicting a pine tree 
on their escutcheon and began to draw a |*yra- 
in id ol ice resting on a cube of granite." 
\V. I). (il NNINi;. 
The Administration Sadly Perplexed. 
The New York Times, which is the 
special organ of (lie Grant administration 
in New York, lias some hitter remarks 
upon Louisiana affairs It exclaims ••a 
plague on both your houses.” It is a fact 
that the mistake made in recognizing that 
fraud, the Kellogg administration, will he 
tlie most troublesome matter that the 
powers at Washington will have to deal 
with until they cease to lie i'he Times 
says: 
Blit both MrEiiery and Kellogg an* provok- 
ingly alive. The funner claim* to be, and is 
claimed by all the decent citizens of Loui*iana 
to be, the lawfully elected Governor of tin* 
State. All the working machinery of the State 
Government appears t<> be now in' the hand* <>1 
those who believe McKnery to be its legitimate 
head. If McKnery were to walk through tilt- 
streets of New Orleans to-morrow he would be 
w illingly recognized, so far as can be judged 
from all the authentic information we have on 
the subject, by its respectable citizens of all 
opinions, and of Northern a* well a* Southern 
birth, as the lawful Chief Magistrate of Louisi- 
ana. Kellogg, on the oilier hand, lias taken 
refuge from the people of the commonwealth 
whic h lie pretends himself to be die chosen ex- 
ecutive in the United States Custom House, 
which place of safety lie sought in company 
with the Confederate General l.ongstreet. His 
desertion of his post as Governor followed im- 
mediately upon liis abortive attempt to break 
up an assembly of the people of New Orleans 
by force of arms. The whole fabric of bis ad- 
ministration melted into air as soon as his flight 
was known If he were now to be brought out 
of the Custom House by the troops of the I idl- 
ed States and paraded between tiles of soldiers 
as Governor through the streets of New »r- 
leans, be would be met at every step with the 
silent scorn of every respectable citizen. We 
do not wonder that President Grant and his 
organ wish the man were dead. 
The New York Evening Lost, a repub- 
lican paper, but more independent of the 
administration, expresses itself in a vein 
of sarcasm which would he very amusing, 
if the matter were not so serious— 
We must confess that the political prospects 
ot Louisiana are dark. Two years more of 
Kellogg's rule, judging from tlie past, will 
leave the entire property of die state in the 
hands of the tax collectors. The proper rem- 
edy and the only remedy likely to be at all sat- 
isfactory in its results, seems to be a fair, un- 
lettered expression of the popular w ill of the 
electors of Louisiana at the ballot box. Any- 
thing short of that is mere patchwork. Tlie 
power of the United States from time to time 
suppresses the hostility to Kellogg but it fails 
to extinguish it. Every now and then the 
United States army is required to go down to 
Louisiana and set Kellogg, like a child learning 
to walk, on his feet. As soon as the federal 
power is withdrawn, down lie goes. In con- 
versation yesterday lie said that die outbreak 
on Monday was due to tlie withdrawal of tlie 
United States troops. What kind of a civil 
government is that which goes to pieces as 
soon as the army of the United States inarches 
around the corner ? 
—Tlie Grand Trunk Railroad from Port- 
land to Montreal ami the west, has nar- 
rowed its guage to conform to the Ameri- 
can standard of six feet eight and a half 
inches. 
ANNALS OK BELFAST FOR HALF A CENTURY. 
B V A N OLD SETTLE It. 
OHAI'TEU XXXI. (1837.) 
The winter of this year is memorable 
for its snow storms. Snow fell, the wind 
blowing a gale all the while, during five 
days of the first week in January At 
noon of the 8th the mail arrived six days 
over-due. As late as the 25th of February 
the snow in the woods lay four feet deep 
on a level; there were drifts in the roads 
six and seven feet deep, through which 
avenues and canals were cut very much 
alter the fashion of 1873. 
A ‘Citizens Watch" was organized 
early in this year and was maintained 
through the winter. It was a purely vol- 
untary association. ’The watch lor each 
night consisted of six, one of whom was 
constituted Captain ot the Watch, who 
earned Ids laurels by providing suitable 
entertainment for his subordinates. 
I he Rev. Allred Johnson, father of the 
lion. R. C. Johnson and the late Judge 
Johnson, died January 12th, aged seventy. He was born at Plainfield, Conn., gradu- ated at Dartmouth, with the highest honors 
ot his class in D8p, was ordained to the 
ministry at Freeport, in this State, in De- 
cember 1781), and continued to reside there 
until he came to this place and was in- 
stalled Pastor of the f irst Congregational 
Church in September 1805. His pastoral 
relation terminated in 1813. lie was no 
ordinary man ; under oilier circumstances, 
in some broader field In- would have been 
recognized as a power Had lie been born 
in a country where Roman Catholicism 
was the prevailing religious creed, and 
educated to the priesthood, a mitre would 
not have been beyond his grasp. Had lie 
been born in Scotland, and in tin* days of 
the ( ameronians, he would not have been 
a whit behind the noblest and most tear- 
less 111 their dewted leaders: no voice 
would have rung from hill-top and valid 
louder and clearer than his; there would 
have been no hand readier than his, it 
need called, to wield “the sword of the 
Lord and of Cidooti.” lie. was a bold, 
strong thinker, a thoroughly fearless and 
independent man He was a man of 
commanding presence, ot great physical 
power, and endowed with a voice that, 
when occasion called, rang like a trumpet, 
l or many years he was called to exercise 
the oltice of r haplaiu at our military unis 
ters. No one u ho cier saw him on those 
occasions, as the compiler ot these annals 
otten did when in* was a bov, can forget 
him as lie stood there, the central point 
of the hollow square, his broad massive 
brow uncovered, hi- herculean form loom- 
ing up above all around him, his voice 
ringing out far above and beyond the 
crowd awed'&n silence as he poured forth 
his pray er for the soldiers that they might 
put on the whole armor of Hod—that they 
might stand having their loins girt about 
with truth—having on the breast-plate of 
righteousness—taking the shield of faith, 
the helmet ot salvation, the sword ot (In- 
spirit—and having done all—to. stand! 
It was a scene worthy the pencil of tin- 
artist. 
oil uoiinson was a icai neu man in in* 
profession; too learned, probably, for the 
congregation to which lie ministered lie 
could not have been, could lie have made 
the effort, a sensational preacher ; he could 
not have toyed with tropes and ligures. 
He was a man of stubborn facts; and in 
his dealings with them he was a Boaner 
ges. He had not the art to make his 
hearers weep; but he had the power to 
make them tremble. Perhaps in these our 
days the art is preferable to the power If 
so if need only be added that it is well 
that his labors ceased when they did 
The steamer Bangor made her first ap- 
pearance for the season in our w aters on 
the second ot April, going up the river no 
farther than Frankfort on account of the 
ice. She continued her trips regularly 
through the summer. 
At. the annual spring meeting, April 
17th. Nathaniel M. Lowney. Isaac Allard, 
and Arvida Harford, Jr., were chosen 
Selectmen, David \V. Lothrop, Clerk, 
James W hite, Treasurer. 1 he meeting 
was very fully attended, the exciting 
cause being the disposal of the town's 
proportion ot the “Surplus Revenue’’ 
which under an Act of Congress had been 
ip[u-t1 -uiioiur the States A vote 
passed by a large majority to distribute 
the portion coming to this town among 
its inhabitants, per-eapila, and it wa- "di 
vid” accordingly W illiam Salmond w as 
appointed to make the distribution and it 
was commenced on the 19th of June 
On the "JGthnt April Mr. Isaac t Brow n, 
of the firm of Brown and N iekerson, a man 
highly esteemed for integrity of character, 
respected and beloved in his social and 
domestic relations, committed suicide; he 
was about thirty years ot age. Ho had 
been for some months suffering from par 
Lial aberration of mind, superinduced by 
bodily disease; the burden had become 
heavier than he could bear and he sank 
muter it. 
At an election held May8th, lion. Hugh 
L Anderson was elected Representative 
n Congress from this district over Alfred 
Marshall, nominated at the famous Knox 
invention, and all others The whole 
lumber of votes in this place was bo.', 
Bit) ot which were for Mi Anderson, tin 
mediately after his election he resigned 
its olliee of Clerk of the Courts and Na 
Jianiel M. Lowney, Ks>j was appointed 
iis successor. Mr. Lowney s appointment 
vacated the olliee of Register ot I’rohate 
mil William 11 Bun-ill, Ksij w as appoint 
si Register. 
In the afternoon of the lltli id' May 
lames Enright, a shoemaker by trade, 
who had resided in this place tor about 
fifteen years, committed suicide by hang 
ing himself on the limb of a tree on the 
eastern sided the river lie was about 
forty live years old. 
On the -Jbtli of May the olliee of the lie 
publican Journal was removed trom Wil- 
liamson's Block on Main street to rooms 
in the second story of the wooden building 
at the south end of Phoenix lion now oc- 
cupied by N. < Prescott and Co. On the 
5t.h of June the Journal made broad its 
phylactery by adding one colnuui to each 
page in width and two inches to each 
column in length; the addition being 
equal to six columns of the former -i/.e 
The old linn ol P and E I Morriit >us 
pended payment, iu other words tailed. 
>11 the 1 nth of .Iune. The event was not 
altogether unanticipated although upon a 
large number m this town and vicinity 
the blow fell heavily and unexpectedly 
Col. Morrill, the senior partner, a native 
of Methuen, Mass., had been in business 
here for many years and had been the 
means of furnishing employment tor a 
large number of operatives and promo! 
iug many public enterprises lie was 
an active, enterprising, public-spirited, 
business man, visionary perhaps in many 
ol his schemes and too prone to venture 
beyond his liuaneial depth: notvvitlistand 
ing the losses which his failure entailed 
on many of his townsmen, it is not known 
that the imputation of dishonesty ever at- 
tached to him. It was through his agency, 
and in no small measure at his cost, that 
the lower portion ol Main street at its 
junction with Front street was widened 
and many ot the streets southerly ol Main 
street and westerly of Church street were 
located. He always took an active part 
in all movements having for their object 
social or moral reform and a deep interest 
in the development of the agricultural re- 
sources of our county After removing 
from this place he resided at (ilcubum in j 
the county of Penobscot where he devoted j 
his time and energies to agriculture, and ! 
where he died February Id, I MB:’, aged : 
seventy. 
There was a “Democratic Celebration 
here on tiie Fourth of July, l’he Declara- 
tion of Independence was read by lion. 
Alfred Johnson and an Oration delivered 
by Ephraim K. Smart, Esq., of Camden. 
Mr. Smart had just then acquired quite a 
reputation and high position for a young 
man in his party by his contributions to 
the Journal over the signature of “Bibu 
Ins.” The procession was escorted by the 
Light Infantry under command ot Capt, 
Benjamin P. Swan. I here w'as a public dinner at the Town Hall at which the 
toast was given which perplexed the brains ol all who heard it, the deep signi- ficance of which has not to this day been fathomed, “Daniel Webster electioneering 
on the Ohio—Grouping for trouts in a pe- 
culiar river.” The political character of 
the celebration was not universally ac- 
ceptable ; the Belfast Volunteers and Uie 
Belfast Artillery observed the day by per- 
forming field-duty on the eastern side of 
the river, near the mouth of Goose river, 
and partaking ot a collation in camp. The Belfast \ olunteers was the name of 
an independent company composed prin- 
cipally, if not entirely, of residents on tin- 
east side ot the river, of which Moses II 
Voung was then captain. 
There was a public celebration also in a 
neighboring town, attended by a numbci 
ot our townsmen, and a public dinner, at which among the sentiment- given “al'tei 
the cloth was removed” the “Memory ot General G. Washington" was not forget 
ten, and the “American l-air" were re 
membered as “the recruiting officers fin 
out Atui\ ami Navy, a townsman who 
had recently sustained a heavy loss by fire 
was kindly remembered in the sentiment 
“--• Suffering the Hames ol 
elements and consuming tire, may he n,,. 
to a Phienix who will cheerfully entertain 
and receive the applause and favor of the 
Public.” 
The lots in tin-new burying yard. Grove 
Cemetery were ottered for sale at auction 
on the 7th ; tire bids w ere tor choice of lots 
at a minimum price of une dollar, bu 
few ot the lots were soid. It was content 
plated that the proceeds ot the sales should 
be expended in laying out and adorning 
tbe grounds. The committee of the town 
having the matter in charge were Tiruoth > 
( base, lliram () Aiden, Philip Morrill, 
Nathaniel M Lownev, Janies White. 
Thomas Bartlett and Frye Hall Messr- 
Chase and Aiden are the only surviving 
members ; With the exception ul t >1 M 
ril all tin- others occupy eh.nubers in the 
l 'emetei y. 
t 111 the 17th ol tin* -Ulue mouth the trains 
ot the Baptist Meeting-house on High 
was raised; on the 17th of November tie- 
bell purchased for it arrived, amt on the 
■_'oili of 1 fee-ember the house w as dedicated 
Tin- dedicaton serv ices w ere as follow- 
Invocation by Her Mr. ’Thurston of Pio- 
peet, I >edieatoiy Prayer and Sermon bs 
Bex Me Smith ol Waterville; Head 
the ,Scriptures by Ue\ Mr Fi'otbinghaiu 
Concluding Prayer by lies. Mr Mi Iveen, 
Benediction by lies Mr. Aspenwall. ill 
this place. On tin- Saturday follow ing, tie- 
pews were ottered for sale M pubn 
auction; they had been appraised and 
marked according to their estimated value 
the first choice sold for about forts dollars 
On till-JJd of .1 uly the public house lea, 
kept by Josiali N While, at that time n 
wooden building without an outside liu 
ingot brick, was opened as the Phieuiv 
House by Fben \\ Hilton, landlord I 
had been formerly occupied for stores and 
offices, but was fitted ill tin- fall ot is i,,, 
a hotel. At the tunc ot its completion u 
was called the lleltast Hotel 
An event occurred oil the gist of Align- 
ed a novel character for this place which 
brought together a crowd ot some tw 
thousand spectators; a race between tw 
inn > j'v 1'iuai ivuii llif Uu1 
Mare.” The race-course was ou the North 
port road. “Sleepy David" w^is the victoi 
Captain Isaiah Skinner, who had i- 
lliirty-thrce years run a Packet between 
this place and Castine. died this mouth at 
the latter place aged seventy two. Dui 
ing that long series of years, covering 
third part of a century, no accident >t a 
serious nature befell him. his passenger 
or any property entrusted to his charge 
lie was a careful, faithful, uniformly tem- 
perate man llieiv was occasionally a 
roughness in hisdemt-anor which to th -r 
who did not know him well savored -a 
rudeness; hut tlic rougli shell covereil 
precious kernel—an honest heart He » a- 
liuriod at Castine. The people of the town 
erected a marble tablet to his memory 
At, the annual fall meeting there wa- 
some rather hard work done flu- whole 
number of votes thrown on the gubermt 
torial ticket was Odd; t’or Parks Deni 
binj, tor Kent., Whig, _’ll, for Scattering 
L\ James Met rillis. Esq., was elected 
Representative, t he result of the hullo: 
iug was for some time doubtful It vv. 
be remembered that Kent was elected i>v 
a little less than two hundred majority 
fhe Whigs ol Bel last held on’ until the 
blM of November when they gave vent 
their pent-up joy by tiring seventy liv 
guns at noon and a supper at Phoenix 11a 
in the evening, ot which about one hu: 
dred and titty partook A great .puintii 
ol patriotism found utterance -u 
sp<.h oid sentiment Of tin orator- 
tliat evening tln-rc i> but one now living 
and In- is only an ()ld Sett lei. 
l’liere was an addition this seal l 
local newspaper literature On the hot: 
day of December appeared the tirsl man 
her of the Waldo Patriot. It was .1 the 
same dimensions as the Journal. hutuiiliki 
that in polities was thoroughly Whig li 
was published by John Dorr, Esq., uni 
edited by Solyinau lK-ath, i-.-'| At the 
close ill its tirst volume il vi a. united with 
the Kennebec Jounui!. published it An 
gusta by l.uther Severance K-,|, .( win. 
.Mr Dorr became part proprietor 
tin- number ot deaths in town dune 
t his \ ear vv as thirt v seven 
lion. C P Kimball will ddivei ttir 
address at the opening id tin-11 rand Ain. 
Pair in Port land «>ct .th 
\\ e ton, the pedestrian, recently a 
nnunceii that lit- would walk live Hundred 
miles in -iv day s or die He didn't 
either mu- or the other, and the public a. 
very sorry. 
Tile Lewiston Journal lias the right 
to In* proud ot its report of the .‘state Fail 
it is till!, accurate amt made attractive by 
wit and elamior 1’he chronicles ot thi 
baby show, ot which we copy a portion, 
make up a gem .1 the reportovial art 
-The decisions do not all go aga 
the railroads. Judge Iktnlorth, rel'eree 
in the case of Knight vs the p. rtlauil ami 
Rochester railroad an action tor datuagi 
tor personal injuries receoedat Mollis 
lias depdcil the railroad Was not respoi 
hie 
they never tin* ■ t poking tun at Ren 
Butler, t hie night M-t week Rcujani 
was speaking at F.ssex, .Mass As usuu: 
his theme was huuselt amt Ins deed- 
■ I ust tiien a trap door in tile* ceiling opened 
and a huge spoon was let down I 
string, and left to dam 1c be lore las evc- 
1 he hero ol .New ilrleans w is visit, v ,j 
till'bed 
We wish the Postmaster' Rout 
Agents or somebody else would rise am 
explain why the package ot the Jouniul 
ducat Frankfort, on Thursday afternoon, 
did not reach that ottic* until Saturday 
morning, and then came bv tin wav 
Bangor \\ itli upwards ,.| si\t\ di«ap 
pointed subscribers at that olli. e, thine s 
were made lively tor ns 
The Republican party has had m 
limited control in the South since tin* close 
of the war I he Ireipient outbreaks in 
that section simply indicate that re.mi 
struction is a tailurc and that the Kepub 
lican parly is unable to restore peace and 
prosperity to the South It the Hein 
erats sliall obtain control in lM7ti, as now 
is highly probable, and do not paeilv 
the country in one Presidential term w ■ 
shall be willing to call it a failure 
A meeting ot mamilucturci s w as recent 
ly held in Providence R 1 on Saturdav 
lor the purpose ot considering the can-' 
for tin* depressed state ol the market l. 
cotton and woollen goods t he conclu 
sion arrived at was that an immediate 
curtailment ot tin* production of cotton 
anil woollen fabrics was tin* only rentedv 
for the prevailing stagnation. 
Racks Positonhi. As will be seen I v 
advertisement the trotting at Bangor Park 
has been postponed to Thursday, Fridav 
and Saturday of this week Some of the 
best trotters in the country have been en- 
tered, and the occasion will be one ot 
great interest to lovers of tast horse-tlesh 
The attendance from this vicinity will be 
large. 
General ties* 
Home stretch—the stretch across tlu» mater- 
nal knee. 
'••si, Billing- vivs: “Tew enjoy a good rcpu- 
tshuiu, gi> publicly and steal privately.*’ 
\ m s.-hool i« richer at Steuben, named 
\.i'li i'kiiJ. ii i»\ :li accidental discharge ot 
a gun 
A it \ .uitlei l;.tl colored, was arrested in 
:'and. t.u tiring a revolver at Augustus 
Maim, in a billiard-room quarrel. 
It 1' miniated that within the past \car at 
■ "t BMhi liens have been stolen within a ratlins 
m three or tour milt*' «>t Portland. 
V- xoung man U !«r.»ol ngm'iist a gum-drop *v hen slit- holds it ,\ c. ii her teeth and in\ ites him to take a bite. 
\n\ '“iing lady w In > w islies to faise a mous- 
: if an alw a\ s,. when she kisses a young 
man who gut one. [Brooklyn Argus. 
V t> -A man at Lari'. K\.. stopped his prayer 
n unruly man nit bv the ear, md then 
•vent „i \' I was saying, “oh Lord.” 
>?< “shakei' t Ww York ii umber eights 'than T v\ y ears ago. and they 've got to 
'‘ As v\ a\ Tti»-ir siiivl. bedsteads or become 
an extinct s-,-; 
I tie ei .1 lake >llsl Ullee <\Y It/Cl'llllld, 
litiy Wen: *i iw i! ,-igt,i n el ill tv\o day s. 
use uuknvvn. unless n was that apiece ol 
bottom j. I! out. 
\ : >i• i' pil'd eoiuplaiiis that a church 
»< w tit'll the line i' rendered, 
v\ i■ g.. j. ii. nit <• Ihuah More, to l>iimh 
M a 1 ’.iiuti More.” 
d. f lie11it'ii 1 linlscv mi aged and respected 
i. < I. \'.»r'1 MgfW Oek. tell l'ol’W aid oil lib 
" at w..rk Thursday ot last week, and 
‘111* !: lit V \ j 11 «• l. Ill' acre \\ ti >t(T 
■ < niy -ti. e. 
stated that Uuseoe oukluig in an inter 
'i ll Brooklyn delegates distinctly nr 
*nue tie m that 1 idont ii rant d•.ir. not 
•' ivor third term. 
! i,‘“ A .i. n\e in i.oijdoii. ulid has Taken 
otmeiits on hiug street. St dames, that 
n iii'it* I n Napoleou 111 in the 
uVs w Inn he w.i' tiled Priiit'e Louis. 
V at ion a aiitl tin illiiaid lilies ot steain- 
i».- n uniiing each “the oil the price 
t- Lei die. ill I .i' a olisequeiice 
to now had l‘oi 5?P.i. 
i.iic if V odei .in .ii v\ j.a-t his eightieth 
ia\ in. « ti !• Termination to with 
hi iiw i.suic's mi the l't ot 
•t». l! o'tlv claim that lit* hfls served 
r> tune. 
i '. Ol" \. v -Tii'.-r think' Hamlin i> 
■ r ’ti w ;s \.-i i»i ii: Republicjuis 
i h: •*<> lt»i Hamlin *n 
1 He: mi I hen ln*iate »4 
:vii.. <• xii>i urb mattei'. 
unit ti'isiii. \ labaina can’t realtor 
n > .MHi where llo one but 
ins diMivs ibat a eolleg- 
nt' to the acqiiire- 
•• ■ >t'i in. lai j '! 'lir> hi" nephew .J allies Merrill. 
Rider "i j,i- daughtei, tin* doctor 
H dallies had eireu lat.-d numerous 
..tiuajiiu -r ah dilated to damage the 
t ’tie > oiing lady in jucstioii. 
-pat' I* IV*mi Portsmouth. V II.. says 
1 *.. ^ •ds.iti v\ lh» served c\ei lilt\ 
i'ii bat states army, died at Fort 
-aturdav. H. ft as t lie oldest en- 
..vi the service, ha'• ing served in the 
in : Mexican wars with distinction. 
Bu.h-r v\ ai informed. said To 
liie result of tic publication of your 
* <u: v> !if to wotiiul Beecher and kill 
Be. I..-! may die *i r. ultimately. but he 
i... ft i.:e- Bet \ .. I u ip bi morally 
tea.; man on tlie la oi it" publication.” 
t> <t»! ii Kaaie 
\ ft lie ?• against the Boston 
M;*-u« Bo. Hiding a schooner 
• ridg* m-t Miistruetc.l bv that road 
Mer ...a in r.e it .s .Vclarcd, to 
'i- a. bund draft ft hidi the 
■ lii< dt.csp ii:»M iit'ft 
u 1-M who had become perfectly 
Kies, a tti, discharge of his police court 
i'ii- Hided a marriage eereinony recently 
on tie ie .a.raging remark to the hupp\ 
ape. ’t »u \v iii now stand committed until 
•Hit and "sis vi paid 
l te Ma* tna- B»-j*iit• lean say that one thous- 
■ ■ Jay hi- -lays, were the casli 
epi t- t‘i -i\ inindre.l pi- kcis of blm^ber- 
•' oi tin ei't-ai 1'pi.iis f .\t to six cents per 
.naid -ve:a- no on I plains to the pickers 
if. suuitji. i-iciorics piid -even cents per 
Hit 
■ 
B11 '■: I-- is .!••• always saving 
i.: about ii. ft an‘e*i'-staicsjiien >t 
vi *-'•» 1HiThu- ! tie l’]M\iiellce Press 
»T i. Bhiik- should faii d anoiuina- 
Massachus-tts h« must try \ irginia 
H rui. h in ft .-ii m that Matt 
■ -a*- v ft Hampshire W orking 
i-Hi v i •« tl.< man with brown hands, 
i. ..- H"-e Him sfteat II llis forehead.” 
vi sent hon Hy express lust night: also 
ft oiiaii ft .t long bin and a wart on her 
Detroit F ree Press. 
Miss Fain : vv ho has been e- 
«-1 e d I as ha. ii£ sue*, doulton for libel, is. a 
on. <• v .• \\ nodstock. and was 
i*.i h in Bow .-H s tamiiy some twenty 
a. as g,,\ ernes- ibi his children. For 
..ft ic.. Hi m-i ..] .« u; so,, was a leading con- 
i' hu-m ":i• independent, especially oi 
I .•*! r 
In* >prmgtield Republican asks “Does it 
make -•■ v c:y nun'll Inference, alter all, 
ii r.riiti* mai. w bom a Massachusetts 
n-tiim-i -end- if Washington in the year 
’>' d *ii.ing and voting, alls 
Hi-* i' -able an **i a democrat Y Just 
iiiink it ovei brethren. 
I somethin* t hu >st las si* jo the con- 
ji a loifiiio gentleman. IJj- two sons 
\ u*-u 111 tin- lit Foam, near Niagara, 
mable ? > beai (in- lbought that the public 
-h'Mij.| :*• iiM.-.ved to rest upon an article 
gn -it mn« ii ini-civ to him, he bought 
iaP r> irued i> in lie water’s edge. 
i.. ii « .'.flit happened on the river at 
Kui mi \V»-in* >-la\ while Masting. Three 
i. l. prepared in a ledge ten feet 
a* ;• ii« lb* battery was discharged, 
in*. i. v\< igiiing half a ton flew 
the A Uici a 'i-tame .»! one hundred feet. 
.k.nga Mr. Durgiu. on a vessel, breaking his 
:iid ot her a i-< i ijn r in;- him. 
M * viith'ii Matjil fi I,- maiden lady of 
*!••.• ti Alien her.-tdfal North Flls- 
I M-t idu* nigni. Mn* wa- missed from 
i'-m by the famii). and on search being 
^*.1 ir a a* foumi m tin* spring near the house, 
1 :v ii bad mid d*te*l!\ throw n herself pur- 
-< f *i <iui weeks previous, she had 
n now n mdh'atnm- *>t being deranged. 
1 In* W big ami ■ -uriei Munis that tin* bod)’ 
i.i 1* Farrington, who has been missing 
in Hangul -lm*.- the gist of August wastound 
nungitig I*- a tier about four or live miles from 
in: :t\ lb* i- supposed lu have committed 
idr wn.le iu-aiie Hi-lather also committed 
-nr id** b> hanging some w ar- since while in a 
nt ft ii.-aiiit He was in good circumstances, 
waving mom** to In- credit m a bank 
l he othei da> a part) nl railroad otlicial- at 
nilfii ln'vu. started ibr ( hieago on a special 
ain. tin* finhntui of which liad positive 
; d* i> to make ltie run as quickly as possible. 
1 b« listance tw Ij* travelled was ids miles, ami 
‘In tram reached < Im-ago in just two hours and 
; luri) -three uiinut.-the must remarkable time 
vi r made oil the railway had been aceoni- 
i.-tied. >iv stops were uiatle, eousuining not 
than iilteeii minute-. whieh leaves the 
tua nulling time 1 > minute- or a mile a 
minute for tin* entire distance. 
< >.i M l addcn. < uJleciiir «*t Boothhay cu->" 
lom-di-tnct, ha- lately received and delivered 
in Hegaiii gold watch, with an inscription 
a hicii tell- ii~ own -tory “Presented hy the 
Government of Canada t«* < apt. Wilson Lewis, 
iua-ter >if the American schooner Gertie Lewis, 
*t Boothbay. Maine, 1 s. A in recognition of 
humane -er\ ices in the rescue of the crew 
■ the ri.”ig «*ah Point, of Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
*l‘gu-T d* 1H'- Por Albert P. Lewis, 
'iiutuci 1 -writ. I r •.■mini Hayden, and Henry 1 otiuui lew i.i u1t. deride l.ewis. manning 
lie re- ,line boal. tln-re w a- an equal -Imre of 
3M1 in gold 
fiiere vva- something wrong about 
the State fair, else tin- four prize babies 
would not ail have been boys Have girls 
rights to be respected in this business? 
In New Jersey the people are so 
we ted that the\ not only make rum from 
ranbervie? but sell it without any city 
ageneie- 
V In r. v gale <recurred at Charleston, 
s < mi Monday, damaging shipping, 
w nane- &«■ to the amount of $‘_'00,b(NI. 
It extended to \\ ilmington 
* ale! t dishing New Orleans letter 
attract.- much attention Those who re- 
member 11i- "man on horseback*’ predic- 
tion did not expect to see Caleb holding 
the stirrup lor him to mount 
Referring to the address of the Commit- 
tee ot 7o in Louisiana to the people of the 
1 nited Slates, tlie Springfield Republican 
says: 
•‘Recollect that these men arc Americans. 
Recollect that it is an American commonwealth 
..f Which this history is told. Recollect that it 
IS a member of the American Union which 
stretches out shackled hands to the people of 
Massachusetts for help. Is these any room for 
doubt or hesitation as to the answer the htate 
of Sam Adams and James Otis should make to 
such un appeal as this?” 
News of the City and County. 
October 1st. 
Hev. John b. Locke preached at the Metho- 
dist church last Sabbath. 
The weather continues very warm and pleas- 
ant for so late in the season. 
Win. Pitcher A Son are loading sell Sarah 1 
Davis with hay for Wilmington, N. < 
There lias been a remarkable absence of high 
winds this tall. Perhaps we shall catch it by 
and by. 
I’lie knowing ones piscatoriallv are getting 
iheir lines ready with an eve to those big trout 
in swan Lake. 
The shade trees are putting on varied colors, 
and soon the maples will flame with all their 
autumn glories. 
Judge Barrows will hold the next term ol 
the Supreme Court in tliis city, which com- 
mences Oct. 20th. 
The Belfast shoe factoiv people are turning 
out some monster shoes. No. 12'-. weighing 
four pounds per pair. 
J. D. Tucker invites attention to hi- notice oi 
an excellent lot of shotes.—Top buggy for -ale 
by Thomas Gannon. 
At the close of tin* Black ( rook performance 
Friday evening, the company was taken to 
Hock land on steamer Pioneer, chartered \- 
pressly toi that purpose. 
A company from Brook- came over the rail- 
road track Saturday evening in a hand ear. to 
j attend a Masonic meeting 
On Saturday a farmer was searching for a 
ten all on keg of eider \\ hit h had uni« countably 
■ 1i-appeared from hi- wagvn. 
A person subject to attacks of lu-art trouble 
had a severe attack on tin* square 1 i-t Sunday, 
lit* was insensible for a time. 
l aylor Durgin, a former resident of Belfast, 
but more recently a well known eiti'eii *i Ban- 
gor died in that city on Monday. 
Death has \ isited one ot the lud .n lent-m 
[ tbi- city Hie body was taken to Oldtown to 
j be placed in the tomb ot ii- fathers. 
Leaves have their time to fall,” suvs the 
pi»rt. and that melancholy season lias begun. 
| It reminds u- that ** we add < fade a- the leaf.” 
\ s a I liable inure belonging to Kd Whittier 
wa- kicked by another horse last y\eck. break- 
ing tin* leg which necessitated her being killed. 
John Stewart is making hi- bouse to corre- 
spond with the new addition at the rear. In 
ca-ing it with brick ami putting on a man-ant 
roof. 
While driving in from lie* Trotting Park ul a 
livelv gait, on Saturday, (t*»o. O. Bailey was 
thrown from his carriage ami cnn-iderublv 
bruised. 
'The new schooner building in < arter*> yard 
t«»i John Bird, of Rockland* is nearly complet- 
ed and will launch soon. She lias been named 
the s. M. Bird. 
The Wilson «V < 'arke theatrical eompanv did 
not succeed in this city After struggling 1 <i a 
few nights with debt and small audiences, it 
dissolved, and each went his or her separate 
ways. 
Mr. White has sold the Plienix House in this 
city to R. H. Mitchell of Appleton, who will 
take possession in about three weeks. The 
price to Iu* paid i- tfUOOO, not including the 1'itr- 
Mft life. 
Th»- enforcers of the Jiijuor law are resting 
on their election laurels, while the spirituous 
traffic goes right along. A ten cent scrip will 
entice a drink from a great many shelves in 
the city. 
* ol. Hiram Chase raises pears of the variety 
called t lapp’s Favorite, that he think- better 
than tie- Bartlett. Among a lot laid upon our 
table was one that mea-utvd nine itiehe- in 
circumference. 
>-»me professors of three card mont< ame 
upi u the wharf from the steamer Katahdin on 
Tuesday, and begun their little game, one cit- 
izen came near putting up $*20. which In* would 
of iniir-e have lost. 
'Tie Teachers* Institute foi t hi county will 
be held thi- year at Sear.-port, commencing 
• M l. iJlh .uul ruiitiuiilmx live The r.vci- 
cises will be conducted hy Hon. John H. French 
and Prof. N A. Luce. 
The match between Washington Fngine to. 
ami the Hunneman of Kllsworth is otf. The 
eluilkngi rs would concedi no right- to the 
challenged party, the other side -ay-, hence the 
uiffieulty in arranging for a trial. 
Police Cui in. William l. Kendall v -. 
Joseph Larrabee. Threatening to kill Parties 
belonging in Svvanville. Larrabee was ordered 
to give a bond of soOO to keep the peace for one 
year Failing to procure the bond lie went to 
jail. 
The Black <Took, it Hayford Hall on Friday 
evening, was in scenic effect the most gorgeous 
exhibition that ever visited this city, and the 
performances in all departments were exceed- 
ingly good. The hall wa- tided to its utmost 
capacity by an audience <>l our best people, 
who were well pleased. 
The manager of the Black < rook troupe says 
that Hayford Hull is the be-t that he has found 
during his recent tour front New York to Hali- 
fax. [Advertiser. 
The hall is a credit to the city, and our peo- 
ple owe to Mr. Hayford a debt of gratitude for 
having built it. 
In its account of the mechanical devices at 
the State Fair, the Lewiston Journal says— 
L. It. l'almcr, of Belfast, exhibited an ad- 
justable stave jointer for edging staves, which 
is automatic, and adjusts the staves to its prop- 
er proportions. We should think this machine 
must prove indispensable to every cask manu- 
facturer. 
The sea-on of masquerade ball- i> upon us. 
The first came oil' Friday evening at Thomas 
Storer’s. in Morrill. One hundred and tiftj 
were present A picnic supper was one of the 
features. A very enjoyable time was had, in 
which the genial and good nut .tied countenanc< 
of our friend Thomas was conspicuous. It is 
one of the be-t places in the county to enjov 
one’s self. 
A man in the vicinity who raises choice 
-quashes came into town with a dozen big ones 
in hi- wagon, and went into a store, leaving hi- 
-mall bo> in charge. He had heard his father 
otter them at two cents, which he interpreted 
to menu two cents each, and closed out the 
dozen to the first comer for 24 rents. The 
bu\cr, who Is something ot a joker, made it 
all right. 
Phoenix Lodge of F. A: A. Masons entertain- 
ed visiting brethren, to the number of 125, in a 
truely Masonic manner on Saturday evening 
last. It was on the occasion of u raising to 
the .‘id or sublime degree. At the close ot the 
meeting they repaired to Pierce’s Hall, where 
tables were spread, and were served with hot 
coffee and clam chowder, prepared in Havner's 
best style. Those who believe ladies are indis- 
pensable to asocial entertainment, should have 
been there and seen how one hundred and 
twenty-five men can enjoy themselves when as- 
sembled under the broad span of fraternal 
brotherhood. At eleven o'clock the company 
dispersed, tilled with the best of feelings and 
clam chowder, and resolved to meet again on a 
like occasion. 
A citizen who attended the black Crook ex- 
hibition was greatly perplexed. Having secured 
wliai he had considered a first class reserved 
seat, lie found in his front a woman wearing 
.me of those fashionable hat s that is such a mir- 
acle of the milliner art. and such a combination 
of the animal and vegetable worlds. The base 
of the structure appeared to he a wheat field in 
which tlie sheaves were garnished with sun- | 
flowers and other gorgeous plants. A poi of 
house plants surmounted these, in which a 
rooster stood on his head, his tail feathers full- 
ing gracefully down either side. As the actors 
in the play went from one side to the other of 
the stage, that headgear was correspondingly 
shifted, until the unfortunate man in the rear 
swore that during the whole evening he saw 
“nothing but a kitchen garde'll with a rooster 
in it.’’ 
Freedom. The Shovel-handle Factory censed 
work last week. They finished about 10,000 dozen handles. From here they go to Farm- 
ington, Where they have 25,000 dozen blocks ready tor manufacturing. Mr. Butterfield 
loroug > understands his business, and man- ufactures the best handles in the market. He 
employs about twenty men to keep ,he ma- chinery in lull operation. 
WiNTEUPOltT. Ephraim Griudle, of Hamp- 
den, tell from a boat in the river, near Bald 
Hill Cove, on Thursday, and was drowned. 
Britxuam. The 31. C. Railroad Co. has 
moved the freight house down the track about 
s rods, and are repairing it. The store house 
that was* attached lia* been moved across the Y 
<m the Belfast Branch, which i* quite an im- 
provement in tin* look* around the Junction. 
A. G. Fletcher has a large two story store on 
the corner opposite to where lie was burned 
out. nearly completed, the .upper story to be 
used for a dwelling. 
U. >. Doe lias torn down his old house ^onc 
ot the first that was built in the village) and is 
putting in its place one of smaller dimensions 
and different style. 
Brooks. Mr. M. chase is building an addi- 
tion of sixty feet to his storehouse at the sta- 
tion, w hich will make the building w hen com- 
pleted 13T» by :u feet, capable of holding 400 
tons of hay. The firm of Rich A Chase will 
then have room for storing between 500 and 
t»o(l tons of bay. 
Farmers have generally harvested their grain, 
of w hi. li there i< a good crop, many raising 
enough w heat to supply them with flour for the 
coming year. -V good flooring miH is needed 
here. 
Dn Monday a hor*e tool, fright at thr dntioii, 
on the arrival of the train from Belfast, and a 
wagon.and content* were promiscuously distrib- 
uted around the depot. The animal witn the 
tore w heel* attached attempted tin- feat f run 
ning the Page Hill, but the hill w a* too much 
for hi- w Hid. and he was secured before rein h- 
ing the top The wagon wa lightly demor- 
uli vd Xo other damage. 
’• There never wa* a better crop ot potatoes, 
hut they arc woith nothing." i" The almo t uni- 
ver-al song of the farmers i* this section. 
We noticed at the express office last week a 
line et of Band Instruments from tin* manu- 
factory ot M. Slater. \ew York, for a new 
band at Fact Dixmont. 
Brooks i again without u regular pay i"ian. 
An ev eitent opciiin g tor ome on *. 
Trouble Settled. 
A despatch from New Orleans under 
date of the '_'7th, says that committees ot 
conference representing the central repub- 
lican and democratic parties, after having 
been in session upwards of seven Lours, 
arrived at a conclusion. The agreement 
is that the democrats shall do everything 
in their power to aid in the maintenance 
of law and order, and support of the legally 
constituted authorities, t hey also promise 
that during the approaching election they 
will strive to prevent intimidation and 
violence on the part of the party they rep- 
resent. It was further agree that the ad- 
v ising board shall consist of ti\ e members, 
-two trom the democrats, two from the 
republicans, and one non-partisan, who is 
named in the person ot Dr. Bonseano, 
superintendent of the mint The board ot 
state canvassers, about which there has 
been so much discussion, it is agreed, shall 
consist of live members, two ot which shall 
be democrats and three republicans. The 
democrats tried to induce the republicans 
to promise that they would not prosecute 
those engaged in the recent riots This, 
however, they positively refuse to do. The 
compromise is signed L\ the chairman of 
both committees. During the evening 
some 500 members of the White League 
paraded the streets. There Were no dis- 
turbances 
A New Orleans special correspondent 
was informed last night by the acknowl- 
edged leader of the colored people, that a 
proposition would lie made to the conser- 
vatives offering to divide parishes and 
municipal olliees in the coming election. 
A colored convention will lie held to carry 
out this proposition. 
Cigbth Maine Reunion, 
1 he inwvibi rs of the Eighth Maine lteg- 
iment met at the i’leble House, Portland, 
and organized by the choice of Ll Col. 
John Hemmingway President; James 
Cleaves sleety Vice Presidents, ( apt. 
Winfield Smith. (Jen. \\ Mitchell, Casper 
E Marshall, Sami smith and l.ieut 
sawyer Chaplain. J E. M Wright: 
Surgeon, Bcnj. William at. Orator, 
Abraham Jackson 
The following was received from Dr 
H C. Eevensaler ol Tinnnastoii "I send 
greeting to of the old 3th: next y ear 1 
will meet in a body." Voted, that our 
olliceis confer with ollieers of other re- 
union organizations looking to the holding 
of our next reunion at the same time and 
place with them Lieut James 11 J unks 
was chosen poet. Stirring speeches were 
made by Col. Hemmingway. Adjutant 
Mitchell Drs. White and Williams, Lieut. 
Burke, Lawyer. Capt Smith and others 
Dr. Levensaler was chosenTiistoriau All 
took supper, after which the meeting ad- 
journed with a general hand -baking, and 
a hearty Cod bless you. 
The Louisiana Troubles. 
New York, Sept -_’3. 
A New Orleans special says the Demo- 
cratic conference committee last evening 
decided to accept the proposition ot the 
Kellogg party that the Democrats have 
two representatives on the board of State 
canvassers. 1'heonly difficulty now which 
can prevent a final settlement is that the 
Republicans, having been authorized by 
the State central committee, will demand 
that the Democrats shall receive similar 
authorization from the Democratic State 
central committee. 
Senator West of Louisiana, in a long 
letter, refers to the reflection upon him- 
self and others, supposed to exist in the 
request of Kellogg that absent officials 
return to Louisiana, and says he went to 
Washington at the \\ ritten request of Kel- 
logg to lay before the President the con- 
dition of affairs in Louisiana and to solicit 
federal ■ upport 
The Irish Riflemen that came over to 
try the skill of the Yankees, were beaten 
at the trial on Saturday. The targets 
were placed at 800, i)00 and lt)0u yards 
distance. One of them made the following 
remarks to a reporter— 
•'I consider il the most remarkable rifle con- 
test that has ever taken place. We utterly out- 
did ourselves, ami you surprisingly outdid us. 
li, iu1' iiii M^ttr iu;ii w uiu iiui c.\|» u, itui 
under llie circumstances a contest we are not 
ashamed of. l)o not consider me as an itidi- 
idual, hut regard me as speaking ot the entire 
team wltieh 1 say that we tune had no such 
contest before in our tile-., nor have we ever 
before met with «ndi admirable marksmen as 
yon Americans. As far as the range is con- 
cerned it is admirable—it could not tie better, 
for it excelled our range at home. 1 was per- 
fectly delighted with it." He was equally en- 
thusiastic at the manner in which they had been 
received and entertained by I he Americans at 
all points. 
Statu Auric v i.tukal Soltutv. At the 
annual meeting of the State Agricultural 
Society at Lewiston President Prince and 
Secretary Wasson were unanimously re- 
elected, ami Dr. S. ii. Tewksbury of Port- 
land, Gen. W. S. Tilton of Togus, and 11. 
F. Hamilton ol Biddeford, were elected to 
till vacancies in the Board of Trustees. 
Win. P. Hubbard of Bangor, was re-elect- 
ed Treasurer. A motion to leave with the 
Trustees the option of inviting the New 
England Fair next year was adopted. The 
Board was empowered to till vacancies. 
Votes oi thanks were passed to Auburn. 
Lewiston and the railroads. At a meeting of the Trustees, Gen. Tilton was elected 
Vice-President, and Wm. P. Wingate of 
Bangor, Auditor. 
Death in a D*ati»t'» Chair, 
Boston. Sept.. 27. <'has. l.inseott, freight conductor ou the Kasterii railroad, aged thirty-four, died 
yesterday in a dentist’s chair while having 
a tooth extracted while under the influence 
ol chloroform, in the office ol Dr. Rice, 
on J remont Row. Medical examination 
showed his lungs were consumptive and 
no incpiest was deemed necessary. De- 
ceased belonged in Worth Berwick, Me. 
A Scotch nobleman one day visited a 
lawyer at his office, in which, at the same 
time, there was a blazing tire, which led 
him to exclaim, “Mr. —-—, your office is 
hot as an oven !” “So it should be, my 
lord,’” replied the lawyer, “as it is here 
that I make my bread. 
The Porto Rico Question. 
New York, Sept. 26.—A Washington 
special states that though tiie Secretary o 
State denied that Germany was attempt 
ing to acquire the island ot Porto Rico. i 
is known that he promptly made enquiries 
relative thereto. It is stated that Russi: 
is fully aware of the intention oi BisniarL 
to acquire a foothold in America, and witl 
tlie assurance that we will not permit the 
transfer of colonial possessions in America 
from one European nation to another, k 
prepared to ally with the United States it 
the event that Germany determines to force 
her aspirations. The dispatch closes as 
follows: 
In the event that the State Department 
adopts and adheres to the doctrine laid 
down in the message of ISO!), which I 
have designated as the “Grant doctrine,’ 
it will be construed as a determination on 
the part ot this government not to allow 
Germany to have even a depot or naval 
station in American waters. Moreover, 
in sympathizing with the Carlist move- 
ment and the refusal on her part to recog- 
nize Serrano, which is duly affirmed by 
official dispatches received in Washington 
last night, it is regarded as an omen ot 
war m which the United States will neces- 
sarily be involved, unless the broad prop- 
osition laid down by President Grant, that 
European governments having colonial 
possessions in American waters can no 
longer transfer them, from one power to 
another, should he acquiesced in b\ Eng- 
land. Spain, and Denmark. 
Loss or tan Eli etwiso, and nisi: 
person- flic Fishing Schooner Fleet- 
wing. 62 tons burthen, of Lamoine, be- 
fore reported as out of time, has been 
heard from at last, and the fears of anxious 
friends have proved certainties. The 
1 lectwing sailed from Grand Bank home- 
ward bound, on the evening of August 
21st ; at about 2 o’clock the next morning 
was run into and sunk by the French 
Barque Marseilles bound to Greenock, 
Scotland At the time of the collision, 
there ua a dense fog and it was raining 
heavily The schooner was struck by the 
Barque on t ic starboard bow. the forward 
timbers were crushed in, and the bowsprit 
and foremast, carried away. The Captain, 
Isaiah Bowden, oi IVnob.-cot was at the 
time, in Ids berth, but awakened bv the 
crash rushed on deck, and seeing that the 
vessel must sink sprang for the main- 
chain- nl the barque, which he w;i- for- 
tunate enough to seize and was saved. 
Twootheisot the crew were also saved, 
Hammond Winterhothum of 1 Lamoine 
and Ay Ivauus Heath. 
Ehe remainder ot the crew' were lo t, 
together with two Province men, who a 
lew days before had been picked up in a 
log from their dory by a passing ship, and 
put on board the schooner, "White l oam" 
of BuckSport and from thence transferred 
to the Fleetwing, lor passage home, 
The names ot the crew' lost are as fol- 
lows : 
;>eo. n. nwelt, .Mate, ol 1 renton 
-Webber, Cook, Surry 
Selyu Penney, Hancoc k. 
Alonzo Colby, Waltham. 
Linen Ward well, Penobscot. 
\\ ardtvell, 
--Sellars. 
l ln* names ol the Prov ince men are noi 
known. The barque lowered a boat a few 
minutes alter the collision ami searched an 
hour nr more, but could iiud no traces of 
the ill fated vessel or her crew. This sad 
calamity will carry anguish to manv a 
home in this county. The Fleetwing was 
owned by Cooiidge brothers, of Lamoine 
and had about ’.'Oil quintals of lisli on i 
board, on both ot which there was no in- I 
suranee Lllswortli American. 
I he Alabama tragedy in which FVn- 
gres-man Sloss, of Tuseumbia, sought to 
avenge the honor of hi daughter by shoot- 
ing fleorge Long, who was accused of 
maligning her, lias just had a curious ,-e- 
qucl. Long had sought the hand of Miss 
Slos—. but hi- habits were so loose that 
the young lady’s parent- refused to accept 
him a- a suitor. 1 pon this Long began 
to defame the lad; character, which -o 
enraged the father that immediate]; upon 
tile adjournment ot the la-t Congress lie 
repaired to his lioun- and discharged the 
contents ol a double-barrelled shot-gun at 
the traduce!. Long fell, pierced with 
thirteen of the missiles, but, singular!; 
enough, lie recovered after a lev; months. 
All this time Miss Slos-, who appears to 
have cherished an undying affection for 
Long, despite the frowns ol her parents, 
has been kept, a prisoner until reeentlv 
she complained ol cold leet,, and said to 
her mother she would go down stairs and 
get some stimulant, as -lie feared a chill 
vv a coining on. As she did not return 
her mother followed, and found she had 
left the house; also that Long had bee.i 
seen lurking about theprenii e-. Seizing 
a pair ol pistols, she started into the town 
in pursuit, and after some time arrived at 
a magistrate’s, office just in time t< be Pi- 
late for a marriage ceremony. In the! 
midst ol a group of Loug’- friend stood 
Long and her daughter receiving the con- 
gratulation-. customary on such occasion- 
Lnraged at the scene. Mrs. Sloss Hew at 
Long and attempted to shoot him, but 
was held back by the spectators, who ad 
monished her that the pair were man and 
wife now. and violent conduct on her part 
would only tend to make matters worse. 
After further persuasion she accepted the 
situation and returned home, while Long 
and the daughter proceeded to the home 
of the bridegroom’s father < ongressmau 
Sloss was absent at the time of tnis occur- 
rence, but i- expect' .1 to return daily and 
make things lively again in fuscumbia. 
Trial of the Anuio B.“ Murderer, 
Rockland, .Sept. 29. 
The trial ol Chas. T. Robbins for the 
murder of Solomon Camp on board the 
British schooner “Annie B began in the 
Supreme Judicial Court this morning. 
Attorney-General Plaisted of Bangor and 
County Attorney Rice appear for the Gov- 
ernment, and C A. Spofl'ord. Ksq., officer 
Isle, and Abner Knowles, Ksq., of Bangor, 
for the defense. The prisoner had been 
previously arraigned and pleaded “not 
guilty.” About an hour was occupied in 
impanelling a jury, after which the case 
was ably opened for the Government by 
Air Rice, who spoke nearly two hours. 
United States Commisioner Rand of Port- 
land, was the first w itness, and testified 
as to tin' Hearing netore Inin amt the ldcn- 
titv ut'certain articles connected with the 
case ( apt. Ambrose, second mate of the 
“Annie B,” was then called up, and testi- 
tied to the tact of Robbins’ taking passage 
on bis vessel and his subsequent murder- 
ous assault substantially as before publish- 
ed His direct testimony was finished 
when the court ad journed '1 here lias been 
a large number of spectators in attendance 
during tlie day. ller Hrittanie Majestx 
consul, Murry of I’ortkmd, is attending 
the trial. 
AKau.m av Ini idem. While tin* Mon- 
treal express train was on its wav to this 
city last evening it met, near (loiV’s Kalis, 
the Central Vermont freight train bound 
north. A hoard loosely packed on one of 
the Weight cars must have projected 
across toward the down track, tor it came 
ripping along the side ot the baggage car 
as the two trains met The first intimation 
the occupants of the first passenger car 
hailol danger (and the ear was tilled with 
passengers, among whom were Air. and 
Mrs. Beecher, and several newspaper 
men) was an instantaneous crack and a 
•rash. The board was pushed endwise 
through the end ot the car, the inside 
woodwork was torn away tor the extent 
of several leet and about four feet of the 
intruding piece of wood was lelVlnside. 
Most ol the passengers thought the noise 
proceeded from a pistol shot, but two 
persons who were sitting at the end of the 
car, one ol them a Boston newspaper 
representative, had painful though not 
very serious reasons for divining the true 
cause of the disturbance. The board just 
grazed the legs of both, making a slight abrasion of the skin in the case ot the 
scribe, and then crashing against the frame ot the seat by his side. A deviation 
of an inch or two would have deprived hint ol his underpinnings, and the escape ol both passengers was almost miraculous. 
[Boston Journal. 
Hie disclosure of the losses to tin* poor colored people by the failure of the Freeduiens 
f?>H\mgs Bank at Washington, is as disgraceful 
ill one way as it is pitiful in another. 
~ 
A correspondent oi' the Lewiston Journa 
says that two brothers of Ellsworth con 
■ stituting the firm of S. & II. A. Duttoi 
had, at the death of the senior partnei 
about a month ago, been in trade logethei 
! nearly forty years. During all that tiun 
each brother and his family were supplied 
from tlie store with money, provisions, 
clothes Arc., and never a cent charged 
This arrangement proved not only satis- 
factory to the partners themselves, but tc 
their families So strong a proof of laitli 
in tlie rectitude of human nature is not 
often met with. 
--— ■ .. T A 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
Icelanders loll their children that if they will 
l>e good and go right to sleep they shall have 
some Vincricati sugar-coated nills in the morn- 
ing. 
Five ample bottles and circular containing 
unquestioned testimonials of Adamson’s Botan- 
ic Cough Balsam by all Druggists. Try it. 
Pedagogue—"What is your name?” “Little 
boy—"Jule" Pedagogue—“Oh, no; your name 
is Julius. Next little boy—what is yours.'" 
Next little boy—“Billious, sir." 
There is no disease flesh is heir to more 
troublesome to manage than rheumatism. It 
comes when you least expect it, and generally 
remains till it gets read} to go away. The most 
conspicuous remedy tor this complaint is John- 
xoh'r- Anodnne Liniment 
A Chicago paper «nys that not one man in 
tifty know-how to carry a ladder easily. The 
best >va} i lot a man to carry the holes and 
hire u boy to am the rest of it. [Detroit 
Piv- 
Tw o or three doses of Sherido/i'* Covcilrij 
Lion Pair 1 > will cure a horse of any 
common cough or cold, and the very worst 
eases may be cured in a few week-. W e know 
t hi from experience. 
Lady —“Before I engage you. I should like to 
know what your religion is.” Cook—"Oh, 
ma'am I I always feel it my duty to be of the 
ame religion a the family I’m in.” 
omethiug certain at last. PILES is not. only 
one of the most painful of human diseases, but 
professional men had almost despaired of find- 
ing remedy until the introduction of ANAKE- 
sis by Dr. Si Is bee, and after an experience of 
-O.oon < uses in five years, doctors agree that an 
infallible remedy has been found. Sufferers will 
appreciate ANAKESIS after trying everything 
d- e in \ tin and then experiencing the bliss of 
instant relief aud ultimate cure. Price Si.00. 
Sold I*'. Win. O. Poor & Son, Belfast, and by 
1 haiggi-ts everywhere. 
A New York woman bit her tongue oil' in 
■ -ome una«-countable way. last week; and now 
her hu band goe- home three hours earlier 
v night. Husband*- should cut this out aud 
**!io',v it to iheir wive-. Norristown Herald. 
Too Late. 
The wav men put ort important msttersto the 
1 i*d in-tmeur is one of the curious things in na- 
ture I h»- fifth concert in aid of the Public1 
Librar\ of Keiituck} wa- advertised to take 
place July dl. The day after, August 1, Gov. 
Bcamh-tte. the manager at Louisville, received 
over ST)( 1.01)0 fiw tickets. Had the draw ing taken 
place at tiiut time the Governor would have had 
to -end thi- m<mey back, bill a> the concert was 
postponed to November JU, it was all right with 
them. We pri'sume that on the ft’rst day of 
December next, the day utter the concert, 
thousands of dollars will be received, one dav 
t*»<i late. l"i there will be no further postpone- 
ment. This money might just as wellhavo been 
-cut a week before, as when it was. 
I'll*- Wheeler A: Wilson Sewing Machine was 
awarded th-• first Premium of a Silver Medal at 
tin- New laigland Fair at Providence ending 
Sept -1th. d\Vll 
a r»iiii.v i" more than u suhstitute tor Cas- 
tor oil. ii i- the only sum article in existence 
w hi- 1. i- certain to assimilate the food, regulate | 
the Im-\n eh. cure w ind-eolir and produce natural | 
-I- p. i- contains neither miuerais, morphine 
or alcoliul and i- pleasant to lake. Children 
need not cry and mothers may rest. Ills 
Centaur Liniment** 
There is no pain which the 
Centaur Liniments will not re- 
lieve. no ^welling they will not 
-ubdue, ami no lameness which 
they will not cure. Thh h 
strong language, but it h true. 
They have produced more cures 
of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, pulsv, 1 1 
| 
sprains, swelling-, caked breasts, -raids, burn-, 
salt rheum, earache, Ac., upon the human frame, 
and of strain.-, spavin, galls, Ac., upon animals 
in one year than hu-ve all other pretended rem- 
edies-ime tli world began They are counter- 
irritant, all-herding pain reliever-. Cripples 
throw away their crutches, the lame walk, 
poisonous bite- are rendered harmless aud the 
Wi-utided are healed without seat. t he re- 
cipe i- pihli-hed around each bottle, t hey sell 
as no article e\er before -old. and they sell be 
eau-e lltey do ju.-l what they pretend to do. 
i’no.M wlio now sillier front rheumatism, pain 
ot v < lling de-erve t«. surter if they will not use 
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than 
WOO c-rtitieate- ut remarkable cures, tneluding 
frozen limb chronic rheumati in. gout, run- 
ning Minor A < .. have been received. We will 
send t uvular containing certificate-, the re- 
cipe. Ac., grate t«< any one requesting it One 
bottle of yellow wrapper Centum Liniment is 
w orth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses 
and mti c-, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stock- 
owner—these liniments :.;e worth your atten- 
tion. \'.i family dtoukl be without them, j 
v\ ime wrapper for family use;" Yellow wrap- 
pet ho animal-. Sold by all Druggists. 50 
cents p--r bottle; large bottles. I. lb 
R<> i; A t Rroadway. New York 
BOSTON MARKET. 
Monday, Sept. 2s. 
l'.l' 1 IKK W > quote lint New York aud Vermont 
at 32a 14< per lb, good do at 3oa31c, medium at 27a 
29e pel in. omnion do at 24a20c, fine Western at 
27 a Hue, 
« H L1>L — There i- no change to note in the mar- 
ket and price- remain at H l-vaHc tor tine factories 
and 12a 13c per lb for medium and good do. 
Ltjiis—the market is firm at 25u20c for Eastern; 
Northern are not regarded by dealers with so much 
favor, aud 24c per doz is about the price for them. 
BEANS—The market is lull, and the sales are 
confined to small lots at $l 9oal 95 per bushel for 
medium- j2 35 a2 00 for prime Northern and East- 
ern pea ueans, and $3 25a3 50 for yellow-eyes. 
VEGETABLES—Early Rose Potatoes are selling 
at 05c per bush, sweet potatoes are rirmer, owing 
to light receipt-, and \vt quote at $1 u0a4 5u per bbl. 
t u Norfolk? aud .Jersey? onions are firm at $3 oo 
per bbl. 
APFLLS —The market is overstocked with Ap 
pies, and pricey ranged from $1 to $2 per bbl 
IIAY -There i- but little old hay offering, most 
of the receipts being new and selling from $20a23 
per ton tor prime Straw C u shade tinnier and sells 
at $1‘* oo t er son 
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. 
Wednesday', Sept. 23. 
At market for the enrent week—Cattle3117^Shet p 
and Lambs io.sqs; Swine H,H5o numberot Western 
Cattle 2290. Northern Cattle ana Working Oxen aud 
Milch i«ws, 42". Eastern Cattle, 90. 
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Ex- 
tra quality $7 50ue <»u; first Quality $0 .5a. 25; 
second quality $0 25a0 02 third quality $5 5oaC 0o; 
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 75a5 uu 
Brighton Hide-* -7 2a*e per lb Brighton Tallow 
5u5 1-2 per lb. 
Country Hide-- 1 2a8c per lb Country 1 allow 
4 1 2c per lb. 
cult Skins— Hal per lb. Sheep kins 75c each 
Lamb skins 75c each. 
Working «>xen We quote sales oi Ipr.gth ft 2in 
$20U ; 1 jit, 0 ft S in. $105 1 pr, 0 1't, 5jin $100; 1 pr, 0 
It. 0 in, $145 1 pr, 0. ft 0, $135 1 pr, 7 ft, $155 1 pr. 
7 ft. ,$2iU 
Store Cattle—i t-arlings $lla!5: two ear olds $17 
u25, three year old." $25u54 per head. 
Milch »'ows and Stores—We quote extra at $55a25 
ordinary $25a5o per head. 
Sheep aud Lambs -From the West there was m 
fair amply, all owned by one firm, costing, lauded 
at Brighton, from Oh7 e per lb From the North there 
was a good supply. 
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale,—0 l-2a7c per ib re tail, 7a9c per lb, Put Hogs,— at market; 5U- 
1 2 per lb. 
BELFAST PRICt CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Belfast, Wednesday, Sept HO, 1374. 
Flour, i'8.0Ua13.00jBound flog, luaoo Corn Me-;:, fl.loaOOjt Tear Suit Fork, $27a28 
Kye Meal, $1.5t aOO Mutton per lb., SaM 
Rye, $l.25a00 Lamb per lb., ?a8 
Coro, l.loaOOTurkey per lb., l.'alB 
Farley, ooaOOjChieken per lb., 17a20 
Bean*, \.\:>0a3.25jDuck per lb., l'lalO 
Marrowfat Peas, l.00al.2f> Geese per 11*., Half* 
Oats, f,f>atiu Hay per ton, $12alC 
Potatoes, new, 45a.OO Lime, $1.25a0.00 
Dried Apple-, I2al.'l Washed Wool, 40aCo 
(booking Apple**, 40af»0 Unwashed Wool, 3Ca0O 
Butter, 20o33 Pulled AVool, 45aGO 
Cheese, 15al8 Hides, 7a00 
Eggs, 23a00 Calf .Skins, 14uOU 
Hard, 17al8 Sheep Skins, $fiual.OO 
Beef, sail Hard Wood, $f».OCa8.00 
Baldwin Appb l.oOa.OOSoft AVood, $4.00aO.CC 
Veal, 7a0 Dry Pollock, 4 i,0 
Dry Cod. ~a8 Straw $8.00a 10 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Why Will You 
Suffer? 
To all persons suffering 
from Rheumatism, Neu- 
ralgia, Cramps in the 
limbs or stomcah, Bilious 
Colic, Pain in the back, 
bowels or side, we would 
\Mi— say, the Household 
Panacea and Family 
Liniment is of all others 
the remedy you want lor 
internal and external use. 
It has cured the above 
complaints in thousands 
of cases. There is no 
mistake about it. Try it 








Must take the front rank. Apart from its agreeable 
flavor, in which it surpasses all similarly named 
preparations, its power to quench thirst, open the 
pores, aud stimulate the languid during the heats oi 
summer, must win for it the admiration and support of all who use it. 
STIMULANT 
And Tonic in a remarkable degree, possessing a flavor but little inferior to the best French cordials, 
purely medicinal in every sense of the word, it will 
te found a most refreshing stimulant and tonic for 
the care-worn, the over worked, and the weary in- valid. It is free from every injurious property : it 
strengthens and invigorates the stomach and organs 
ot digestion, and creates a glow of warmth aud 
health, aud leaves the brain in full possession of its 
powers, the organs of digestion in full activity, and 
the entire system benefited and rejuvenated. It is 
therefore capable of destroying a morbid appetite 
for 
INTOXICANTS 
By the exercise of the valuable properties, it stops 
the morbid insatiable craving for liquor, which al- 
ways operates as a serious obstacle to reform, gives 
life and stimulus to the enfeebled organs of diges- 
tion, warms the body, and creates a natural and 
healthy flow of the gastric juices,—the proper sol- | 
vents for food, Thus, this preparation tills all the 
conditions required of a remedy for a habit which it 
is dilllcult to abandon when the system has been 
taxed to the farthest point to sustain, ami both mind 
and body are unequal to the struggle. Not a single 
objection can be urged against it, while thousands 
are outspoken in its praise. 
Be sure you get 
SANFORD'S JAMAICA GINGER. 
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine. 
W EEKS A POTTER, IfO Wa*liingt»» 
St. Boston, Cm 1 Agvnt*. 
S. A. HOWES & CO., Agents. 
IOr. SCHENCK’S 
Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic, 
and Mandrake Pills. 
These medicines have undoubtedly performed mot e 
cures of Consumption than any other remedy known 
iu the American public. They are compounded of 
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing winch 
can be injurious to the huinau constitution. 
Other remedies advertised as cures for Consump- 
tion, probably contain opium, which D a somewhat 
dangerous drug in all cases, and if take u freelv bv 
consumptive patients, it must do great injury, for 
its tendency is to coniine the morbid matter in the 
system, which, of course, mu-t make a cure impo 
sible. 
Sehenek's Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to con- 
tain a particle of opium It is composed of powerful 
but harmless herbs, which act on the lungs, li\'*r, 
stomach and blood, and tints correct all morbid 
cretions, and expel all the diseased matter from the 
body These are the only means by which consump- 
tion can be cured, and as .’Sehenek’s Pulmonic Synq 
Sea Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills are the only 
medicines which operate in this wav, it is obvious 
they are the only genuine cure for Pulmonary Con- 
sumption. Each bottle of this invaluable medicine 
is accompanied by full direction 
Dr. -Schenck is professionally at his principle of 
lice, corner Sixth and Arch Streets. Philadelphia, 
every Monday, and at the Quincy House, Boston, on j the following Wednesdays, dune loth and J-fth. duly j 8th and PJd, and August otii and loth 
THE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID,1 
IVbi.isiikh a» aarxino and lor the bonelit 
Y«»i ,\(i Mia am» otiikks wlio sutler from N KK 
VOLS DF.BIUiY. LO.sS OK MANHOOD. He, 
supplying the means of 'ielff.'ure. Written by one 
who cured hinisell utter undergoing considerable 
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid di- 
rected < nvelope. 
Sutt'erers are invited to address tin- authot 
N A niANIKL MAYKA! IL 
tnnolOsp 1* o Box lb; Brooklyn N \ 
HALE’S 
SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL. 
i iie moat reliable and safe vegetable subst it ute for 
Castor Oil ever compounded. Instantly relieves 
Colic, Cramps, Diarrhoea and all diseases off. hildren 
Teething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, give- 
rest to mother aud child, regulates the bowel-, a 
simulates the food, and build- the child right square 
up from sutferiug, punv weakness, to strong and r>* 
but health. A perfect MIDI! INK < 111 M 1 <»i; 
Of R LIT I LK < >N KS ON\.\ CRN 1 S, by .11 
dealers. m 
MAKHIED. 
In Palermo, by ,Johu <H• !> l. .Mi Bunilouii 
Sleeper ot >« rboiiiH^’i.n, •md Mi-- Hattie A m.. 
son of Palerne ■ 
In Kllsworthp'-'lst inst Mi Benjamin .1 I rahklm 
and Miss Sarah S. .Maddox, noth t i-.il aorth. 
In Kllsworth 17th inst .Mr 1. N Nieker-. n. 
Boston, Mass., and Mi-a Hattie 1 daughtei •! Win. 
H. » aid of Franklin, Me. 
In P.den, duly -’-’d, Mr. Millard I.. H.umi net 
Mis.-, Ida J. Leluiid, both t Kden 
lu r.uen. ICtn insl., All f.. iij:uuie 1. 11 idles and 
All Altlelle iners, both of Eili-n 
In Miland,‘Jbtli inst Mr Poring F Pag. .1 P.uck 
sport aud Mis- Addie i. >prague of Orland 
in Bucksport, ldth in-t., Mr. Melv. n J Abbott 
aud Miss Juliet 11. Farmer, both t \ imii 
In Custine, 11th inst., Mi Aino «. IKith amt 
Mi-s Kmily I.Hich, both of Ca-tiiie. 
In Kockport, Sept 17t!i, Mr I-.ia John on, m 
Finland, Rus-iu, and Mi-s Nan ”. I Water .-■ .i-.■. oj‘ 
Rockland 
In Newcastle Sept. i"t!i Air liauk ii. • ,.n>. > 
of Newcastle, and Mi Mur> i A.•horn. >f Bo-t m. 
In Waldoboro. Sept. 11th, Air Jason 15 Bornem ui 
and Miss Cora l Sidelinger. 
In Rockland, Sept. -Cd. Mr Jam* IIm i >d South 
Thomaston, and Miss Isabella Preston, f Aberdeen, 
Scotland. 
In Rockland, Sept, idth, Frank A \\ ilson oi Cam- 
den, and Clara A Choate ot Bluehil! 
In Rockland, Sept. 7th, Albert .Merritt and *\ n 
A. Chat to, both of Rockland 
In Rockland, August xbuh, Mr. John J aud 
Mis- Maria Me I augfilin, both t Camden. 
In Rockland, Sept. Path, Mr. Almond W Briung 
ion and .Miss Sarah L. Leriuomi, both W arren. 
lu Rockland, Sept 10th, Mr. J. I Grant aud 
Maria A. Jones, both of Rockland 
1 
OIEI >. 
Obituary uc.twes,“beyond in- lUiti, Sun "d Aye 
inuat be paid foi. 
In this city, 27th inst.. youngest child of Emery 
Hii• t Mary A Robbin-, aged about J1 montlis. 
in Albion, Sept 22d, Mr*- Mary E. Lbnis, aged.'1 
In Ereedom, sept. 20th, Almeda S. Wheeler, aged 
12 years, 2 months. 
In Centre Lincolnville, Sept vad, William Ileal, 
aged 70 years and s months. 
In Ellsworth, 17th hist Mrs. lane stnnwood. 
aged 77 years. 17th inst., /acbai iah Weaver, aged 
44 year* 10th inst., Cynthia Maddox, aged 02 yrs. 
12th inst.. Harry, *ou ot Geo. H. and Charlotte M. 
Brooks aged 1 year and \i montlis. 
lu Roekiaud, List inst., W illiam E., son of«ieo. W 
2d, and Sarah A McKinney aged d years, 11 mo*. 
In Appleton, 20th inst., Andrew Burkett, Es<p, 
aged about 06 years. 
In Rockland, Sept. 17th, Charle- A. son of \n 
thaniel and Cordelia A Ward, aged 2 months and 5 
days. 
In Thoinaston, Sept. 2'jih, C harles M., s »n <•!’ boo. 
B. and Adda Maeomber, aged 10 years and mos. 
In Newcastle, Sept, ldtli. Albert Campbell, aged 
00 years. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED 
s* pt 22. Schr. A Hay ford, Gilchrist, Boston. 
.4 Gen. Meude, Patterson, Boston. Mar 
Louisa, Gray, Hoboken. 
.-. L). K. Arev. Roberts, Bangor 
SAILED 
•ept. 22. Gertrude E. Smith, Jameson. Rockland 
25. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson Philadel 
phia; A. Haylbrd, Gilchrist, Mrland 
BANGOR 




To Oct. 1st, 2d, and 3d. 
t he races heretofore advertised have, in conse- 
quence of bad weather, been postponed as above 
For Sale ! 
TWENTY FI YE SlIOATs, weight Auto 
?jp 125 lbs., can be seen at B. F. Tucker’s Bel M fast, and ut my farm Lincolnville. 
October 1st, lb74. Iwl3 J. D. TUUKER. 
Top Buggy at a Bargain! 
A SECOND-HAND TOP BUGGY, in good con- dition will be sold very cheap, if application is 
made at once to the subscriber, Washington Street, 





SEARSPORT, OCTOBER 12th. 
To continue lis e day 
CONDUCTORS, 
HON. JOHN H. FRENCH, LLD. 
-A N D- 
PROF. N. A. LUCE. 
Teachers will please come provided with paper, 
pencils, and such text books as are generally used, 
and prepared for thorough work. All friends ol 
Education are cordially invited to attend both day 
and evening session. WARREN JOHNSON, 
2wl3 State Superintendent. 
A NEW 
A X 1) — 
HANDSOME LOT 
o k — 
CROCKERY 
-— A X D _ 
SELLING LOW 
-A T- 
J. C. THOMPSON’S. 
GRAND SILVER MEDAL 
AW ARDED 
GRAY S THRESHING MACHINE. 
AT Tin 
NEW ENGLAND FAIR, 
-HELD AT- 
PROVIDENCE, R. I., 
SEPT. 1 to 5, 1874. 
TRED ATWOOD. 
Winter-port, Me. 
( i I'XKKA I, AQinSTT. 
:‘vv lo 
WANTED! 
|)li\ \ I Md BOARDIN' i. a competent girl to take elmiio ii child a v» ar old. \vashing and 
ironing required Vpi-i) i* FRANK FI FLU’S, 
Kvl-*' Primrose mil, Belfast. 
WANTED! 
17VM PL<»YMFN I usa Printer. Storekeeper, Book li keeper, Nr., &c., either ot above named, I 
have worked at for some time and feel myself quail- 
tied to undertake with :i determination to give satis- 
faction. Soliciting the patronage of those in want 
of such a per -on, I will say that good references can 
he f/i. 11 Address, cure ot Journal Office, 
A LI X M. <.K AISBARY. 
Bellasr, Aug. 1-t. ISM till 
Farm For Sale ! 
1'he well known Lewi- Davis" 
farm, situated in the south west por- 
tion of the tow n of Jackson, about 
three mile- from Brook- -tation and 
i_o The farm contains one hun 
died ami lifts acre* of nice land ( ut- from fifty to 
•oventv ti\ e tuns of hay, and i- one of the best stock 
farms in tow n has a large orchard in good bearing 
condition Building- c" d and convenient i'-rms 
favorable to purcasher For further particulars up- 
ij|\ to MAULS KNOW l.LS 
kick-’on vept. tli. 1-' 111 
H e mo va 1 ! 
NEW 
LIVERY STABLE!! 
r+\ Henry Dunbar, Jr. i‘ ftfht ! 
/Y j'VS tabh fo meriy occupied b) Fred Kim 
/ b ilk on Washington '•ti«-.-t, near Perkin? 
nmkc Brothers’ Carriage Shop where he ha- 
opt ned a liver) stable, stocked with 
First-Class Horses, New Carriages. 
Harnesses. &c. 
1- ams furnished for all occa.-ions and at all times. 
d mid capable drivers turni-lied when required. 
&& Live no* a call and trv niv team*. 
H. DUNBAR. Jr. 
Bella t, Juk. >th. ISM 11 
Belfast and ('arvor s Harl»«.»r. | 
FALL ARRANGEMENT 
Tlu‘ yacht T M B unit > Capt. 
Thomas’Burge*-’, wilt make weekly 
trips between tlii* citv aud Carver'- 
Harbor, .i and al'u-i Thursday, sept 
1874. 
'mir.t;■» produce ot all kinds will be bought at 
market price*. People wl.e \\i*h to dispose ot the 
aim will do well to givt u- a call May be seen at 
the store of Wood*. Mathew <• link* r. or ou board 
schooner at Haraden’s uhur:, when- she may be 
found when iii port. 
Fare tor Passengers SI 00 
Capt. 1 H >M.Y> Bl'RGCS 
Belfast, >ept. 1". 1874-—UT 
RtTicw Wm* Strength!] 
PURIFY THE BLOOD!! 
BY r * I N G 
DR. OSGOOD’S 
INDIAN BITTERS. 
AN OLD AND TRIED MEDICINE. 
BEST AND CHEAPEST. 






AND ijTHEU ILLS OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
VXD .SORE OX AM. 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
-Witm the names of < ientlemen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Hay ford* E*<j., Ex Mayor, Belfast Me. 
Israel Cox. Gen 1 ins. Agent. 
Harrison Hayfoid, Farmer, 
I*. M. Moody’, Horse I ainer. 
S. «L Dean, Prop, of Livery Stub e Rockland 
l-.ben W.Seavev. Hotel Keeper, No Searsport, ,l 
Robert G. Ante'**. Tear ster, 
,1. W. Black. Depute Sherilf, 
.1. M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth, 
W. L. Cleaves, Propot Liv. Stable Stockton, 
PwparfJ B>." VlTO SAW V EE, IWp. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
RICHARD M. MOODY. 
Druggist and Apothecary, (Ueneral Atrenl, 
.‘nnosiu Belfast, Me. 
ESSEX HOUSE, 
ON EUROPEAN PLAN. 
I.ADIEU' ENTIIA.Xi 'E. TO l--.'. 
Rooms per day, fifty cents to oin- dollar tor cacti 
person, or by the week on Reasonable terms. 
BURNHAM & BAKEMAN, Prop’s, 
£ ^ -Private Dining Rooms for Parties. tf 12 
Freedom Notice! 
THIS is to notify all persons that 1 give my mino son, Henry (V. Dodge, his time during the re 
inainder of his’ minority. 1 shall claim none of hi 
wages nor pay any bills of his contracting after thi 
date. S. L. DODGE. 
Brooks, Sept Mli, ML—:\vl 
BURKETT 
Has arrived this day, from New York and U- 
ton with a large stock of 
Will ill! this spare next week w th th*-.: i. 
and prices 
BREAD!BREAD! 
I .IRISH WHITE I.OAF BREAD will h<- hike daily, at my Bakery on Cross Street, during t 
warm weathei. Vi-o a 
BREAD CART 
will be run ever afternoon, Miudavs exc-p* 
through the principal streets giving all a cham •• 
purchase. 
Buy Fresii Bread aud Save Making A Fire: 
crackers, Pilot, Ship and Soda Bread, ov-t, 
Crackers Pies. Cakes, Ac., constantly -u hand 
wholesale and retail. Brown Bread ewrv Min 
morning. A. F RIGGS, Baker. 
Belfast Aug. <>th. 1-74.—tt:. 
LADIES! LADIES! 
I have pist. received from New Y--rl 
tine assortment, of 
REAL HAIR SWITCHES! 
Front Braid9 from 50c to $2 00. 
Switches for the Back Hair 
$2.75 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 8.00 9 00 
10.00 and the very best at 15 00. Also 
RFAl. HAIR 
RATS, CHIGNONS, 
FRIZZETTS LINEN BRAIDS 
Ann every description nf 
HAIR GOODS 
At the very LOWEST PRICES that a 
had io NEW YORK or BOSTON 
COMBING S 
Received and made into SWITCHES at 
75 cents per ounce 
B. F. WELLS 11 Main St. 
BELFAST 
FOUNDRY CO. 
General foundry & Machinists 
The Mauuger of this establishment announces 
its customers and the public that since the lire h» 
has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry. aL tlu 
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with 
superior tools of every description, Lathes, Plum 
&e., and is 
Prepared to Fill all Orders 
with promptness and to turn out F1K£1 CLASS 
WORK. 
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known 
supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will 
be found at the new place, ready to wait upon cus 
toniers. 
Manager's office in Pheuix Row, over (Jeo. I 
White’s store 
We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turn 
ing, in any amount and style. Having just put or 
some new and expensive tools for the purpose, 
can now execute Iron planing to 20 inches, and turn 
shafting up to Id feet lengths. 
Orders left at the office over Geo. F. White’s, 
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention. 
W. W. CASTLE, President & Manager. 
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, See’y Jk Superintendent. 
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873. tfl2 
Spectacles and [ye Glasses! 
A large and full assortment, with the FINE" I 
LENSES, adapted to nil ages and conditions of th* 
eye. 
COLORED EYE GLASSES 
Rood for weak eves at HERVEY'S. 
FOB SALE-CHEAP, 
TWO GOOD FARMS, 
HIGHWAY DIVIDING THEM, 
FIRST FARM —150 Acres, 2 Cottage Houses, 4 and 
8 rooms, finished; one Barn and Sheds. Price, $1200. 
SECOND FARM.—300 Acres, 2 Cottage Houses, s 
and 10 rooms, finished, 3 Barns and Sheds, Water 
» Privilege and Circular Mill. Also, 150 Acres Moim 
tain Pasture included. Price $4000. Address, en 
closing stamp, JOHNSON BROS & CO., 
2mosl2 Leominster, Worcester Co., Mass 
__■ --- 
The Romance of a Rose, 
BY NORAH PERRY. 
1' i> nearly a hundred years ago. 
the .lay that Fount de Kochambeau— 
4 H ally against the British frown— 
Met Washington in Newport town. 
i" a- the month of March and the air was chill, 
Bui bareheaded over Aquidneck hill, 
‘,v-' '' and host they took th«*ir av, 
M liii*5 on either side was the grand array 
4 M a gallant armv, Fn ■ h and fine, 
K m_- e thre* deep in u glittering Hue ; 
\ d the French fleet sent a welcome roar 
« m a hundred guns from ( anonicut shore. 
\ The bell* rang out from every steeple. 
\ n un sheet to street the Newport people 
1 wed and cheered with a hearty zest, 
1 * KochambcMUjaud his honored guest. 
\: i women out of the windows leant, 
\nd out of the w indows smiled and sent 
Mun\ » cov. admiring glance 
i the fin*- young ottieers of France. 
And the story goes, that the belle of the town 
hissed a rose and flung it down 
straight at the feet of De Kochambeau 
Vnd the gallant marshal, bending low. 
‘tied it up with a Frenchmi ir’s grace, 
Aud kissed it back with a glauce at the face 
1 »t the daring maiden w here she stood. 
Blushing out ot her silken flood. 
I nat night a^the ball, still the story goes, 
h. Marshal ol France w ore a faded ruse 
in- gold-laced coat; but he looked in vain 
t ; th. sixer's beautiful lace again. 
N .ght after night, day after day. 
i to Ft n. liman eagerly sought. tho\ sax. 
t it huivh. or along the street, 
f girl who flung her rose at his feet. 
Vh he. night after night, dav after dav, 
a peoduig farther and father away f i.i the fatal window the fatal street 
• her passionate heart had -uddenly beat 
x t!ir i- loo much for the cool control— 
A Furitau teacher to heart and soul; 
a :h!.'u too inudi for the wrathful eyes 
•' a- wh had w atched in dismayed surprise 
t m the street below and taking the gauge 
1 Vv uian heart in that moment's rage. F< '■won thi- old colonial squire, i bat betorc the daylight should expire. 
: iaughtei of his. w ith her wit and grace, 
’*• : uigi m-heart and her beautiful face, 
b 'bid ?i lier way to a sure retreat, 
bere no so of hers could fall at the feet 
urse Frenchman, high or low. 
w hile the f ount de Kochambeau 
go;d-laet*d coat wore a faded flew'er, Nil awaited the giver hour by hour. 
tiling awav in the wild March night, 
*1 th« little deck ol the sloop Delight, 
tuarded even in the darkness there 
tin wrathful eyes of a jealous care-. 
i ree v i: after a brig bore down 
*nti iln harbor ol Newport town, 
:i writ k—1 i'was the sloop Delight; rt Hampton rock-, in the very *ight 
b»nd she --ought, she and her crew 
a : u on board of her. full in view 
ini-b .-unu ti-diermen over the i av. 
thi ii doom .ii that April dav. 
a > K-». hamheau heard the terrible tale, 
!•• dtt-r- a prax r. tor it moment grew pale 
■ M« u Du n lie exclaimed, -sc. ?uy line 
romance 
■•bi.ii- : end t- a rose and a glance." 
Re Ve Also Ready. 
it mm be to-d:iy 
lb v. ill call me mvav— 
'•o I'll stand at the gate 
And patiently wait; 
-And bear my great load 
1 p the rough, stormy n*ad 
With sweet, quiet rest, 
to the land of the blest— 
l o my home and my tiod. 
< n it may be to-night 
l hat the angels of light 
At II raise this poor bead. 
From its low suffering hed- 
And bear me away 
To the regions of day. 
And crown me with health. 
And undying wealth. 
At home with my God. 
flic hour’s on the wing, 
so I'll joyfully sing. 
For it cannot be long 
f ie I join the bright throng: 
Ami uo suffering I fear, 
Foi m> savior is near. 
And In-'ll bear my great load 
1 p the rough, stormy road— 
To tin homo—and my God 
How small and how poor. 
When luv sufferings are o'er. 
\\ ill they seem to my sight 
F .mi that bright work! of Light 
And how wondrous tile change. 
When my spirit will range 
1 h rough the green pastures fair. 
Ami by still waters there— 
At home with my God 
1 .r da last week a provoked school- 
ii.a.i!., cut a mischievous urchin down 
: a to the principal’s office to get pun- 
: i,.r s..uic infraction of the rules. It 
i.sti.mai f..r the offended teacher to 
■ upon a suite the offence charged, 
tic culprit must take the slate. The 
nth on this occasion chanced to meet a 
invade ;,t the foot nl the stairs, and re- 
po sted him t take the slat' in to the 
p. ■ ipai. as !.•• was in a hurry to return 
.a-- to re.-it.-. The accommodating 
trie:, l never thought of a trick, nor did he 
til is .i looking on the reverse side of the 
\\ hen he entered.and the slate was 
p-ctcil lit the “chief,*’ the unsuspecting 
iar wa ; invited to hold out his hand, 
iud rci-i ived a genteel dressing in tlie 
ca.’i, flic late was returned, after the 
v.c itad been expunged, and the boy, 
•n. irtiiig tii.dcr the lash, met his friend in 
cunt where he had waited for the 
it lie was very uriou- to know why 
tber v:i: crying, and was only told 
•: at toe principal had flogged him lor 
.g d in guilty one returned to his 
n. w ith the date, and feigned a rush ot 
: ic i. irs over injured innocence, 
tliet related his experience to his 
:di iter in the day the threshing 
wa- again pm in operation, with 
-mart b v a the principal object un- 
,t- influences. [A!ta Californian. 
I1 ■ ki Her. A gentleman who 
-ent travelled in the lower coun- 
i'!l- n the following amusing story: 
Ht- •• -• jip'ng over night at a house 
ner< iIn* panition walls were particular- 
linn The adjoining room was occupied 
■ a mother and her daughter. After re- 
'. 1 mg the mother began to rebuke the 
laughter f r an alleged partiality to some 
ne named John, which soft impeachment 
The daughter denied vigorously. 
But. aid the mother, •*! saw him kiss- 
.r.g m as the •< w-pen yesterday morning, 
Amanda." 
X >. mi lie wasn’t kissing me at all.” 
What did you have your head so close 
up hi? for3 you deceivin’ critter.” 
Well, you see. ma, I had been eating 
pitaiia? (the fruit of a species of cactus,) 
and you see, ma, 1 got some of the 
prickle- in my lips—and—and— 
And what, you wicked, wicked critter.” 
And 1 couldn't get them out myself, 
m know, and John pulled them out'with 
hi- teeth—but he didn’t kiss me nary 
time [San Antonio Herald. 
An Bxtkakodinary Verdict, in the 
supreme Court at Newcastle, N. B., at the 
icrm waich closed last Wednesday, a case 
wa? tried where suit was brought to re- 
cover the value of about 20,000 burnt 
brick? and some lumber, about 7»XNi feet, 
f he judge, in charging the jury, directed 
them to find for the plaintiff the value of 
good bricks at $15 per thousand, and 
lumber usual price. The jury retired to 
their room, and alter prolonged and seri- 
ous discussion returned, and by their fore- 
man Wm F Cother, rendered a verdict 
r tiie plaintiff for $294,000. The judge and spectators were amazed. When Mr. 
< otht-r was askeil how the verdict was 
made up he showed his calculation, and 
it was discovered they had calculated the 
bt jfks at $15 each, instead ot per thousand. 
1 he jury were ordered back to their room, 
and after some time returned with a ver- 
tii-t ot $55u. The judge stated lie had 
great pleasure in dismissing them. 
It 1 ha\e no coaches and horses, I can 
at least hang a tracery of vine-leaves 
along my porch,so exquisitely delicate that 
no sculpture can match it; if I have no 
conservatories w ith their wonders, yet the 
-un and 1 together can build up a tangled 
coppice of blooming things in my door- 
\ard. ot which every tiny leaflet shall be a 
miracle. Nay. 1 may make my home, 
however small it may be, so complete in 
it? simplicity, so lilted to its offices, so 
governed by neatness, so embowered by 
wealth ol leaf and flowers, that no riches 
in the world can add to it without dama- 
ging its rural grace: and my gardeners— 
sunshine, frost and showers, are their 
names—shall work for me with no crusty 
reluctance, but with an abandon and a 
zeal that ask only gratitude for pay. 
[Donald G. Mitchell. 
A Connecticut Baby-Show. 
Killingly had a baby-show. It came 
off in the Congregational church at Day- 
ville, a quiet little village in the town of 
I Killingly—quiet but for the ears of the I Norwich and Worcester road, which 
thunder by the door a dozen times a day, 
more or less including the night. The 
railroad and the woolen mills are the 
back-bone and main stay of Dayvilie. \ 
lew miles northwest of here is the beauti- 
ful town of Woodstock, home of the 
beautiful llowcn of blessed Beecher 
memory. If I were ol the “interviewing” 
stripe 1 should go over to interview him 
or his housekeeper. But I started to write 
about babies and not about Bowen or 
Beecher. 
There were little babies and big babies 
sweet tempers and squally tempers— 
light babies ami dark babies—blondes and 
brunettes. Among the latter was one ot 
the African type, with a little round head 
like a bullet and eyes ditto. There was a 
baby from Brooklyn. N Y,, and one from 
Providence. The handsomest babyot all, 
and the most richly dressed, too, was a 
baby by the name of Richmond, from 
Brooklyn. Conn.; but its mother refused 
to enter it on the list of prize contestants, 
not wishing to put it on exhibition or to 
make a prize-bady of it. Over fifty babies 
were entered on the list, and forty-one 
were present. Font of the fifty died be- 
fore the day arrived. When they were 
all collected, a photograph of the whole 
lot was taken in the arms of mothers and 
nurses, sitting on the front steps of the 
church. But the task of arranging forty- 
one babies to be photographed all at once 
proved rather formidable. Fifteen or 
twenty at a time could be managed very 
comfortably ; but as last as these were got 
into position, fifteen or twenty others 
threw up their arm or heels and squealed. 
Some doubled up their fist- and punched 
their mothers in the face. 1 volun- 
teered to hold a small, lymphatic in- 
fant, which kept on its good be- 
havior. 1 tried to get liie little African, 
but it was otherwise engaged The 
baby that sat just behind me, drool- 
ing into the back of my neck, fastened 
both fists into my hair and set up a lusty 
howl, in concert with another one on the 
left, who had for some time been sound- 
ing all the notes of the gamut The inde- 
fatigable photographer kept up the bag- 
ging spirits ot the baby-tenders, and Ins 
own too, procuring fresh plates, a fast as 
one was spoiled by this restless mass ot 
babies. At last it was announced that a 
passable picture was taken, and the babies 
idjourned to the inside of the church for 
refreshments and prizes. There were 
three classes of babies, and a prize for the 
handsomest of each class. The first class 
included those between two and three 
years ol age: the second, those between 
one and two; and the third, those under 
one year There were three judges for each class—nine judges in all. < in the 
first class, (he editor ot the Windham 
County transcript, Mr. Stone, was one of 
the judges; tlie other two were ladies- 
one front Wisconsin, and the other from 
Hartford. On the second class. Miss Sarah 
Harris, of East Putnam, and Mr. Everett 
Stone, of the l’utnam Patriot, and Mr. 
Isaac Hutchings, of Danielsonville, were 
judges. 1 didn't learn the names of the 
others. The child that drew the first 
prize—a solid silver cup lined with gold— 
was a bright, blue-eyed little girl by the 
name of Mary Jane H:.llowell, The second 
prize—a silver knife, fork, and spoon— 
was drawn by a one-year older, a little 
French girl named Exilder Latieur. whose 
parents live in Killingly, her fat Iter 
following the brick-making business. The 
third prize-—a silver napkin-ring—was drawn by a bright little Putnam" baby, 
named Champlain. Whether boy or gi'rl 
1 didn’t learn. A baby-judge doesn't oc- 
cupy the pleasantest position in the world 
it there are forty babies to judge, vou 
must inevitably roil the feelings of tiiirtv- 
nine mothers, for each one thinks her own 
the handsomest, as every crow thinks its 
own the whitest. “That baby got the 
prize!” said the woman, curling up the hair of a little dot of a thing. •• That baby- 
got the prize ? Humph! 1 know a gooil 
many handsomer than that one!” 
And she gave a vigorous brush to each 
curl, as ii to emphasize the fact that her 
baby vvas handsomest, prize or no prize 
Hut if mothers don’t want to get roiled 
up, they should keep away from baby- 
shows, unless others have passed the ver- 
dict oi beauty on her child beforehand; 
'or what mother is competent to judge of her oyv t child's defects? Site sees beau- 
ties ami lovable qualities, where others see 
only the opposite. That is rvhat is called 
one of tlie tailings of human nature Hut 
is it a failing? No, it is the beautiful chari- 
ty that embraces the race, for yve all have 
mothers, or have had, and fortunate it is 
for tlie homely, tlie toolisli and tlie de- 
formed, that they come into a i all-embrac- 
ing love tiiat diminishes not at defects 
physical or mental, but broods these with 
the same divine charity that it does the 
more perfect—the charity and love that 
draws no lines of distinction. 
There were some line specimens oi baby- 
humauily at this show. but there were al- 
so a good many of a pimping tendency, 
showing lack of blood and v igor, and a 
general tendency to deterioration in the 
types ol humanity When people bring 
as much knowledge and science to bear 
on the production and rearing of human 
beings as are now brought to bear on the 
raising of horses, sheep and cattle, baby- 
shows of a higher type than have ever 
yet been known, can be inaugurated, 
i hen will be seen the perlect physical 
health that includes perfect physical 
beaut v 
In Delmonico'a Wine Cellar. 
A writer who has been down in the 
wine cellar of Delmonieo’s famous saloon, 
in New York, writes of it as follows: 
The dark and dingy region extends 
away out under the front yard and the 
Fourteenth street sidewalk. The chef 
gave several mysterious raps at the door 
of this place, which, as it swung back on 
its hinges to admit of our entrance, wafted 
a stream of cool air and musty odors from 
the dismal vaults. Bottles to' the right of and bottles to the left of us, with here and 
there a keg or hogshead. Forty thousand 
bottles of wine, so the chef informed me, 
are stowed away in these vaults. The 
most called for wines are champagnes and 
the most expensive Burgundies although there are a few bottles of sherry that are 
the most expensive on the list These 
costly Burgundies sell for $18 and $20 a 
bottle—an awful price for a little grape- 
juice. To cap the climax, the presiding 
genius of these vaults showed me a bottle 
of sherry sealed with delicate green wax 
and covered with dust and cobwebs, of 
the vintage of 1809, that was worth $50. 
This precious liquor had been in Air 
Delmonico’s possession for over thirty 
years, and he has its record for the other 
thirty. To drink such wine as that woul 1 
be like drinking gold. 
The wine cellar was the last of this lit- 
tle world underground that 1 visited, and 
alter thanking the polite chef, J came up into daj'-light and fashion. It might be well to say that the kitchefrof Delmonico’s 
is not perhaps as “showy” as it would be 
had the house been built for a restaurant, 
however, it would be hard to tind more 
convenience tor cooking. There are, be 
it known, four of J,. Delmonico’s restau- 
rants in this city. The old place founded 
over thirty years ago, at the corner of 
South William and Beaver streets, one in 
Broad street, where it is said that there is 
more champagne sold than in any other 
place in New York, one on the corner of 
Broadway and Chambers street, and the 
one whose kitchen I have just described. I’his latter place has a few boarders, but it is not at all like a hotel. The gentle- 
men who live there have done so ever 
since the place was opened. 
1 can never, after this walk over the 
pavement on Fourteenth street, before 
Delmonico’s front entrance without feel- 
ing as though I am treading on sacred 
soil, and whenever 1 take a meal in the 
restaurant, I shali picture to myself the 
busy scene in the region below stairs, the 
agile,cooks, the gliding waiters, the rag- 
ing fires, the cool refrigerators and the 
dignified chef presiding over all. 
A San Franeiscoan being annoyed by a 
mud-puddle in the street, reported that he 
had lost a $20 piece therein, whereupon 
the pool was speedily emptied by eager 
seekers after the money. 
The Silent Monks. Charles Warren 
Stoddard, writing to the San Francisco 
Chronicle, says: “Away up the hill that 
overlooks Naples, and justunder the grand 
Castle of St. Elmo, stands the Carthusian 
monastery of San Martino. The monks 
who oneo inhabited the glorious palace— 
for it is nothing less—were men of noble 
birth and vast fortune. Founded in 1329 
by Duke Charles of Calabria, it was en- 
riched by the wealth ol tho monks, and 
the church is now one ol the uimt magni- 
ficent in Italy. Agate, jasper, lapis-lazuli, 
amethyst, Egyptian granite, and iossil 
wood, together with marbles ot every tint, 
are so blended in mosaics that line the 
whole edifice, and the carvings are so rich 
and graceful, that the interiors of some of 
tlie chapels seem like Eden bowers trans- 
fixed by a miracle and frozen into stone. 
The decorations of the high altar, since 
despoiled by the French, were of gold, 
silver and bronze, and even diamonds were 
set in its exquisite ornamentation. There 
are cloisters ot white marble, gardens, 
courts and balconies overhanging the city, 
Irom which the view is indescribably mag- 
nificent And in this lovely spot lived a 
brotherhood who came from the first cir- 
cles of society and buried themselves in 
this gorgeous tomb, for it was little else. 
The monks took a vow of perpetual si- 
lence. lived apart, ate apart, and met only 
tor the unsocial hours ot prayer, when 
each was wrapped in his owu meditation 
and no one uttered a syllable. Each of 
the little cells where they slept had a 
small window or closet communicating 
with one of the corridors, and into this 
closet was placed the frugal meal, which 
was then taken into the cel), and eaten in 
solitude. Every quarter of an hour a bell 
struck to remind the listeners that they 
were so much nearer their death, in the 
garden the railings are ornamented with 
marble skulls, and the ouly sounds that 
used to disturb this splendid solitude was 
the tread of sandaled feet, the rustle oi 
long white robes, or the clang of the bell 
that told oil'their solemn lives in brief mo- 
ments, that yet might have seemed Ion<r 
to them. These monks, like most others 
in Italy, have been driven from their re- 
treat ami all their treasures confiscated by 
Victor Emmanuel 
Rolio of the Mound-Builders- 
A special despatch to the C hicago Tribune mi 
Thursday sty that a most important discover) in reterence to Lhe history ol the niound-huiki- 
ei's. was made on that day near Rockford. HI. 
l’he despatch sa>s: "With a good corps of laborers, work was commenced oil one oi a 
large group of mounds on the hunk of Rock 
River. The mound selected was about thirtv- 
tive feet in diameter and eight feet in height 
above the surrounding level. After four hour 
hard work in the heat and sun, the coinpum 
were rewarded by finding a smoothly-polished 
gypsum tablet, covered on one side with myste- rious characters. which were and -till arc. as 
unintelligible to all members of the parte as 
Sanseript ot l.ybian. The tablet is two inches 
wide, three and a quarter inches long, and one- 
quarter of an inch thick. The characters are a- 
nearly as 1 rail describe them as follows: At 
lhe centre ot the lop i- a euriouslv wrought 
lace, surrounded by what appears lo’lie rays ol light beneath, and running nearly to the bottom 
is an upright bay. supported In a cross bar; at 
lhe leii upper corner is tin* form oi a coiled ser- 
pent; beneath 1 his is a triangle,allot her serpent, rd. and what appears to he atm riling taper. These figures stand ill a line, one above tin- 
other. In the rigid hand upper corner is a 
character resembling the letter Z, and beneath 
this, one resembling the letter E; next a dag- 
e-' ui.uai in, unun » mi'll a IIS11 s 
head; next ail elongated eimilur character, with 
a dot in the centre, and a continued stroke from 
the upper left elongation ; next under this an 
four bars, crossing each other at alternate 
angles; under this is the last figure, that of a 
well-formed fish, making fourteen distinct fig- 
ures in all. The edges are beveled and traced. 
This relic was found about eight feet below the 
surface of the mound, and directly under it w as 
found a numberjof spear points, stone axes, or 
hammers, and various other relies, including what appeared to he tiie remains of human 
hones. Two other mounds were opened hv the 
party, in which human bones were found, hut 
no relic- a- valuable as the one described 
above.” 
The New Orleans Times tells us that 
miscegenation is occurring more tre- 
<[uent)y.” The same journal then relates 
a recent instance: Before tin; war, a fami- 
ly named Morgan, well-to-do, and living 
on tit,; Bayou Jesse, owned a young negro, 
an intelligent and trusted and favorite 
slave. I'pon the death of the father, the 
slave, a large, muscular tellow, and very 
black, became the factotum oi thefainilv, 
and managed the estate successfully. Mor- 
gan also left a daughter. Miss Mary, now 
twenty-one years old, “not provokingly 
beautiful nor positively ugly,” but ‘•the 
possessor of a strong will.” and “with a 
supreme indifference for the opinions of 
all the world outside herself.” Site is said 
“to have admired the dash and grace with 
which the negro transacted business.” 
Won by this practical ability, the maiden 
with the strong will concluded to marry 
the black overseer, and itas married liini, 
there being nothing in tlie statute to pro- 
hibit the union. Berhaps, after all, the 
only remarkable thing about this is, that 
nobody was actuated or led by passionate 
prejudice into lynching the dark-colored 
husband. A few years ago they would 
have cut him into an infinite number ol 
little pieces and Hung tin m into the (ir tnd 
hake. 
Resistin'* ; the Kvii. One. AIe i-amp 
meeting, not long ago, a man, clad in a 
thin linen suit, seated himself on one of 
the rickety benches, beside a fat man who 
occupied lull one-third of tho concern. 
When tiie services were ended, the fat 
man arose, and the gentleman in thin 
linen suddenly began twisting about in a 
surprising manner, while his countenance 
was significant of mortal agony. 
His actions attracted the attention of 
the brethren, and one ot them, a solemn- 
visaged individual, who looked as though 
he had just swallowed a pill, approached 
the writhing body, and laid his hand on 
the man’s shoulder and said— 
“Brother, if you are resisting the temp- 
tations oi the evil one, strive manfully, 
and you will triumph at last. Remember 
that Jacob wrestled with the angel and—” 
“I dunno hut lie did,” interrupted the 
agonized man; “but it Jacob had the seat 
ot his trousers and a little ot his meat 
caught in a condemned crack, lie wouldn’t 
teel like raselin1 with an angel, or any other critter.” 
The Labrador Fishery Xewburyport 
has the only two vessels which are engaged 
in the Labrador fishing from the United 
States the present season. Many people 
can remember when sixty vessels would 
be fitted out \t that port tor Labrador in 
a single season, and next vear even the 
two now in it will be withdrawn. The 
Xewburyport Herald says the business 
has ceased to pay. Formerly the fishing 
bounty was some encouragement That 
was withdrawn some years ago. But the 
eheif reason is, that the English and the 
French supply the foreign markets and 
the Labrador fish are small and unsuited 
to our domestic trade. Both of these 
nations pay a large bounty to the fishing 
vessels engaged in this* business. To 
this advantage the difference in the ex- 
penses of carrying on the business may 
be added. Wages and outfits cost them 
much less. 
The Kino 01 the Tire. A writer in a 
Boston paper says: “Smuggler was eight 
years old last April—just the age lor a 
beginner, as it were but in the gristle, 
just coming to the bone, yet old enough 
to have developed latent weakness, if any. 
Ilis action can only be characterized as 
perfect, lie is of medium size, and his 
look is very bloodlike, especially at the 
head. He is of that rich, glowing, dark- 
est bay,the color only seen in the thorough- 
bred horse and in* a well-kept old ma- 
hogany sideboard. If there be a thing or 
two about him which one could wish 
otherwise this is no time to say so. There 
are the essentials—there is the exquisite 
complex machinery—the short, strong 
back, the lull quarter, the sinewy arm— 
there is the fire in the eye, the moving 
spirit.” 
“If you don’t see wlmt. you want, ask for it,” 
is posted up in a conspicuous place in a I.ogan- 
r»ort grocery. A native stepped into the estab- 
lishment last week. lie saw the card and re- 
marked : I want a ten dollar bill, and X don’t. 
<ee it.” “Neither do I,” was the laconic reply. 
An editor, who speaks with the air of a man 
who lias discovered a new fact by experience, 
-avs that the new way to prevent bleeding at the 
lose is to keep j our'nose out of other people's 
jusiness. 
ilcfo ^bbcrfiscmmts. I 
ANOTHER CHANCE ! 
FIFTH AND LAST CONCERT 
IN All) or TICK 
Public Library of Kentucky, 
POSTPONKD TO 
NOVEMBER 30,1874. 
DRAWING CERTAIN AT THAT DATE. 
LIST OF GIFTS. 
One Grand ('ash Gift, $250,000 
One Grand Cash ift,. 100,000 
One Grand Cash Gift, 75,000 
One Grand Cash (Lift, 50,000 
One Grand ( ash Gift,. 25,000 
5 Cash (iifts, $20,000 each, 100,000 
lo Cash (lifts, H,ooo each, H0.000 
15 Cush Gifts, 10,000 each, 150,000 
2U Cash Gifts, 5.000 each. 300,000 
2 Cash Gifts, 4,000 eat h. ioo.OOo 
•JO Cash Gifts, 3,000 each, 20,000 
>" Cash Gifts, 2,000 each, loo,000 
100 .isli Gifts, 1,000 each, 100,000 
‘40 Cash (iifts, 500 each, 120,000 
iOO Cash Gifts, luo each, 50,000 
l'LOOO Cash Gifts, r,y each, 05o,0uu 
(«rand Total 20,000 Gifts, -,1) Ca<lit $ .'.00,000 
PRICE OF TICKFTS. 
\\ hole Ticket $ 00 
Huh es, 25 00 
I enths, or each ('oupon, 00 
II Whole Ticket- tor, f.oo Go 
22 1-2 tickets for 1,000 00 
Tor tick.-- and information, uddre 
1114k. K. hit t tll.l in 
ami .Tl^iiu^r, 
1 Ohio- I ihrarv Buildimr, I.oui vilh iv\ or 
TIIOS II. VI .4 1'N A 4 4k., Emhen, 4-«m 
41IMI Kroailh i» \t » 4.»rh. 
w ,,y is mo Crnenl * imply 
because it i- neglected or maltreated, .‘trike direct- 
h at the can c. Il'-iuotf tin- acrid humor- which 
engender it, mm the stomach and bowel-, with 
1 AKItAN i's 1.1 l; .|N| II A PI III! \ 
and indigestion, with all it- painful concomitant- 
is cured. Sold by druggi -| 
A LEGITIMATE 
BUSINESS. 
lie-p.-ctable, honorable, pl.-a-aat and prolitabh-, ami ill lio way deceptiv. Im olt«-re<l. U .11 adapted to Canvassers, and dealers in Medicines in Town and < ountry. Active men oT character and good hu-i nes- ijualilications mav addres- 
to Ho ml kit.. X. 1. 
b U WATER 
S -s WHEEL— 
0° 2 2‘ 
ten per cent. net. 
The Iowa Loan and Trust Company, Des 
Moines, Iowa., 
invests money lor Eastern lenders at ten percent, interest, net, pay able >< mi-annually at the Ch*micui National Bank, New York. All loan* secured on im 
proved Beal H*tate, and tin collection in 1'ull uimr 
antswi by tlie Company. E.-nd. rs subject to no ex 
peu.-e. bull abstract of l itK*. Coupon, Notes, Mort 
gage, See., made direct to lender, forwarded l>ii 
cumpU-tio". New York and New England references and lull information *eiit oil application. Swti 1.1 Mkkku.i., late Governor of low a. 1’n t ) v~ p llKAKTWI-.I.l 6ec’v, Des Moilie-, Iowa. 
Fp 
r r suniple bottle ot A(IdiiiMwii’m 
Botanic Baham at all drug i't- Elea<aiit ami an unfailing remedy for A*thma, < migli-. Cold*, Lung Complaints, &c. Barge bottle*, cts ]»,• | w Kin>,ivn, Pro- 
prietor. Augusta, Maim-. *.',oou l.*r a case it will not 
cure fry it. SOl.ll Im all l»niggi«t«. 
Si EE Eli I US from 1 pil. j,t ie I- it should address l»»r a//-.. circular, I 1* Ev vs-. Onm-i-t «.-,r land, Me. 
Z QOrt I”'1 day ;it Imi". I t-riu- fi Address N>^U snxsuN & c,.„ Porthud, Me 
M ■■ u * I K i'lmrunte. il to Male and 
J foin.i)e Agent-, in tlit-ii locality. 
J J < ‘i t~ N«»1 H ING to trv it. ."artic- n m ular-. free. |*.n \1( h E1IY. Au- 
gu*ta, .Me. 
■*. « —■*— »'■ — m—mm—umim——— 
CASKETS 
A Mi — 
C OFFINS 
<»t every Style and Size on hand and 
T Ii 1 m m e n 
— AT — 
SHORT NOTICE 
a r — 





^I"M1E l N'DEESIG\ED have purchase, 1 tIn* *toek and trade o the Meat and Grocery More tor- 
nn rlv occupied by SAN BORN & STAPLE*' 111 Die 
graph building, c truer ol Main and High streets where they will keep every thing in the meat and 
vegetable line tier the ea-mn aifurd Also gro- 
ceries ol all kuni.-;. 
A Team vrill deliver all article* 
purchased of n> at any part of the City 
free of Charge. 
We invite our old friends to call. 
CALVIN J. GRAY. N E. i’A I 1 EE ><».7 
Belfast, Aug. k'Otli, >74.—tlY 
SCISSORS anil SHEARS 
Selected Iroin tiie best maker For a 
good article call at 
C. HERVEYS. 
Good Bye Lobsters! 
THE law prohibiting the sale of Emitters takes ertect August 1, 1>?L We -hull continue to 
sell 
ALL OTHER KINDS OF FISH 
And Groceries ! 
JUST THE SAME. 
WE H A YE A GOOD STO( K of 
HALIBUT TRIMMED FINS ! 
Halibut Heads, Napes anil Fius, Pollock, &e„ 
WHICH WILL in. SOLD AT 
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL! 
4fcipDon’t pay the High Prices lor FLOCK, We 
are selling the “Llttl* lle;kin>" tor 
per barrel. Kvery barrel warranted. It comes 
right up along side of PLANTS 
A. U. DURHAM. 
Belfast, July 20, 1&74. 8w4 
MISS BEECHER’S 
HAIR DTE, 
For Hair and Whis- 
kers. Changes light 
or gray hair to a j» 
black, dark brown, or 
auburn color. It con- 
tains no Sulphur or 
Lead, or other delete- 
rious Ingredient. It 
requires but a single 
application to effect 
[its 
purpose,and wash- 
ing is required after 
dyeing, as in the case 
of other dyes. It is not 
two separate articles 
(as are most hair 
| dyes), but a single 
combination; and ex- 
perienced wholesale 
drmrimt'i who have 
«ian<uea an the various dyes, pronounce it the best 
Single preparation for changing the color of the hair Which has ever been brought to their notice. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed In every fase, or the money refunded. Prepared only by U. W, 
THOMPSON, Rockland. Me. Sold by all dealers. 
NEW JEWELRY! 
Just received, rich patterns of 
PINS, EARRINGS, STUDS, 
SLEEVE BUTTONS, COLLAR 
BUTTONS, LOCKETS, CHABMS, 
in groat variety, all soiling at very low prices at 
C. HERVEY’S. 
PORTLAND 
Business College ! 
0 I’UDKNTS ADMITTKD at any time when there 
lO are vacancies. All parties interested are invited 
to examine into its merits* 
For full information address. 
Hinosi* K. A. liUAY, A. M., Principal. 
Kid Cloves! 
1 n \v keep tlie most complete ami largest 
stock in Maine. * 
Good 2 Button Kids, $0.62 
Nice in Colors, 1.00 
Very Fine in all Shades, 1.25 
Splendid Operas, 1.25 
The Very Best Black or Colors, 2.00 
Gents Kids in all Shades, 1.50 
Sent by mail to any part of II. S. mi re- 
ceipt of the prior. 
B, F. WELLS. 







U. IT. MOODY’S 
Cor. Main anil High Streets, 
Wlin has also :i large assortment ot 
TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS 
All of which he offers very cheap for 
cash. Please eall and examine before 
purolling elsewhere, 
BFPhysicians’ prescriptions carefully 
compounded 
Gift Enterprise 
file only Reliable liift Distribution in the Country! 
#100,000 
IN VALUABLE GIFTS! 
TO BE DISTRIBUTED IN 
La. D. SINE’S 
45th SEMI-ANNUAL 
SIFT ENTERPRISE! 
To be drawn Monday, Oct. 12th, 1874. 
One Grand Capital Prize of 
$10,000 IIV GOLD! 
One Prize. $5,000 in Silver ! 
Five Prizes $1000 £ \ 
Five Prizes $500= ; I. 
Ten Prizes $IOOi j || 
Two Family Carriages anil Matched Hordes with 
Silver mounted Harness, worth $1,500 each! Two 
uuggies, itorses, Ac., worth $ouu each* I uo Mm* 
toiled Rosewood Pianos, worth $550 each! Ten 
Family Sewing Machines, worth S loo each 
1300 (raid and Silver Lever Huntiny Watches { in 
atl,J worth front $30 to $300 each 
Gold * 'lniins, Silver ware, .Jewelry, Ac., Ac. 
Number of Gifts 10,000 1 
Tickets limited to 50,000 ! 
AGFA I S WAN 1 Fl> to SELL TICKETS to whom 
Liberal Premiums will be paid. 
Single Tickets $2.00; Six Tickets $10.00; 
Twelve Tickets $20.00; Twenty-five 
Tickets $40.00. 
Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a descrip- 
tion of the manner of drawing, and other information 
in reference to the Distribution, will be sent to any 
one ordering them. A11 letters must be addressed to 
main mm in:, L. D. SINE, Box 86, 
101 W. Fifth St. Cincinnati, 0. 
TO LAWYERS. 
.4 Library In Taelv« Volume**. 
l lie attention of lawyers is invited to the NEW 
UNITED STATES DIGEST, carefully revised and 
arranged by Benjamin Vaughan Abbott. It will 
furnish in about twelve volumes the entire contents 
of the old edition of thirty one volumes, together 
with much additional matter. Two volumes of the 
first series (which covers the period from the begin 
ing of our judicial history to 1870) are now ready. 
Vol. I contains u digest ol all decisions of U. S. 
Courts on all subjects covered by the letter “A.” as 
far as and including Assignment, V ol. 11 a digest of 
decisions on subjects remaining under “A,” and 
those under **B,” as far as Bills and Notes. Vol. Ill 
will contain a digest of decisions on other subjects 
under B, and many important topics under “C,” 
such as Contracts, Corporations, Costs, &e. 
\ ol. 11 and 111, royal 8vo pp. 830, 8so. $7.50 per 
vol. 
fhe Annual Digest, New Series, Yols. I, II, III, 
IV, or 1870, 1871, 1873, and 1873, now ready, 8vo. 
$7.50 per vol. Send for a descriptive circular to 
LITTLE, BROW N & CO., Publishers. 
3wlu 110 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 
QUININE HAIR TONIC. 
The Best Hair Dressing Ever Used. 
rruiOl'.SANDS of people are of one opinion eon 
JL eerning this popular preparation now being so 
extensively used. They all agree that it is a perfect 
U.mk Guessing. lveeps the hair from falling out, 
makes it soft and pliable, cleanses the scalp, eradi- 
cates dandruff', stops the hair from splitting at the 
ends and breaking off"; is not greasy or sticky, it al 
ways leaves a sense of comfort and cleanliness at 
tained by no other preparation. Be sure you get the 
genuine Bayoline, prepared only by L,KVI TOW- 
ER, Jr., Boston. 
BAYOLINE, will increase the growth of the Hair. 
BAYOLINE,is » delightful dressing. 
BAYOLINE, eradicates Dandruff' 
BAYOLINE, prevents the hair from lulling out. 
BAYOLINE, not greasy or sticky. 
BAYOLINE, is not an Alcoholic Wash 
BAYOLINE, gives new life to the Hair. 
BAYOLINE, keeps the head cool. 
BAYOLINE, is the cleanest, best, and most eco 
nomical Hair Dressing now in use. 
Price f»u cents per bottle. Fur sale by all Druggists 
The proprietor of'Bayoline upon receipt of a J 
cent .'tamp, will send to any address a book full oT 
valuable cooking and other receipts. .‘tinos2 
NY. F PHILLIPS & CO JOHN NY PERKINS & 
CO., Wholesale Agents Portland 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS. 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur Inventions, Trade Marka or Designs, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
AATER an extensive practice of upwards of Jo years, continues to secure Patents in the l' nited 
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other for- 
eign countries. Caveats, {Specifications, Assign 
ments, and all papers for Patents executed on reason- 
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to de- 
termine the validity and utility of Patents of Inven- 
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in ull 
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ut 
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As- 
signments recorded in Washington. 
No Agency in the United Staten possesses superior 
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the patentability of inventions. 
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro 
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are 
here saved inventors. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of- 
ficial intercourse. CHARLES MASON, 
C’om’sT of Patents.” 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a man more'competent and trust- 
worthy and more capable of putting their applica- lions in a form to secure lor them an early and favor- 
ible consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE, late Oom’s'r of Patents.” 
“Mr. R. H. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY 
ipplieutions lor Patents, having been successful in 
iluiost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great 
:alent and abili ty on his part leads meto recommend 
\i.i. inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- 
rents, as they may be sure ol having the most faith- 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very 
•easonable charges. JOHN TAGGART.” 
Boston, Jan. 1 1874. Iyr27. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
BARADEN BLOCK. Belfast, Hr, 
4S-A.11 business entrusted to him will receive 
rouipt attention. 
G. E. JO MNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle. 
J. M. FLETCHER, M, D., 
PHYSICIAN A SURGEON, 
Belfast, Maine. 
Office and residence at the house of J. L. Hamer 
corner of Cedar and Franklin Streets. tl'4 
M. L M A G 0 0 N 
DENTIST ! 
Office in Gordon Block, Main St. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
Special attention paid to extracting 
teeth. Artificial Teeth .Manufactured, 
ft eth tilled in the best manner. 
lrylu. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HA\ L. KEMOY El) to their new Banking Koom in Custom House Square, are prepared to re- ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
lir-t days ot June, July, August and September, and December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on saute, tie- *ir-t Mondays oI June and December. 
Deposits received daily, except on sundavs and Legal Holidays, from to 1',‘ A M ., and t.. » p 
Saturdays Bank clo-es at 1 noon. 
,L*h.n H.iji i.MBV, Trens. a a I AIM I. fre-t 
! Belfast, June stli 1*71 ti 
MONEY WANTED. 
Till!I K I IIOLKAM) 3000'Ml.,i- waul,don Ibal I fate Security. 
ll:*1 Addrc-- p. o Box N<, if,;, Bell t 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY. 
o:- 
inn HOUDC’UA 1 AND l'AN 1 makers wauled A" r\ f at once to work on HoY' I 1 ijn llUr 
MANUFACTURING ROOMS. 
Will learn good Sewer- to make them. W. art 
having a plenty of work to let to -uit maker- to hi 
to their homes to make. Bu l l. & m j \ 
Belfast June -'.id, Is:*. —tff.l. 
For Sale Cheap! 
Al.nl OF SECOND HAND S( llUul.^H Kv, Seats, Window Sash and Wood Stove- in yood 
condition. Impure at -'a Main n 
Belfast, Aug -V.th, 1>: !.-:iwi-s 
DENTISTRY! 
DR. G. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May Sim be Cuumi at tin- old stanil ol 
Ign^SpiK Dr. -Moore, corner ol' liurcb mil '-UUP SiirniK Streets. Has all the latest 
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in eluding 
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful and tedious than by the old method*, f.-eth insert 
ed in Rubber or t elluloid Base, as persons prefer. He has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making and inserting artificial teeth. til,, 
FOWLE’S 
Pile and Humor Cure. 
1 WARRANT ONE BOTTLE perfect 
cure in utt the worst forms of Bilks, also tw,, to tire 
in Llpkosy, Scrofula, Klinma is.m, Sai.i 
KHFI.M, C'aTAUKH, IvinNKY DIsKASKS, (lint all 
i/iseasee of the Skin, ami the greatest Blood I t.i 
FlKli ever discovered. Entirety vegetable. Sew/ 1u 
me (iiut tube buck i/nitr vtonei/ in oil ruses if failure. 
Xoue for 1C* yrs. II. L>. FO\VLL, Chemist, Boston 
Sold everywhere. SI a bottle. Send for Circulars, 
.'.tnosl^eow. 
PORBATE NOTICES. 
lo the Honorable Judge of Probate lor the Countv 
of Waldo 
JOHN OREELY, Administrator ol tin estate ol Emery Hall, late of Palermo, in -aid County, 
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, 
chatties and credits of said deceased are not surti 
cient to answer his just debts and charges ol Ad 
ministration, by the sum of one hundred and titty 
dollars. 
> win eiore \petitioner pr:»» s tour honor to 
grant him a license tu .-«-ll and convey -o umcli .f 
the r» al estate of said deceased, including tin* re. 
version ot the \\ idow’s dower thereon,' ax will -at 
istv his debts and incidental charges, and charges ot 
Administration. JOHN GREElA. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor 
the County of Waldo, on tin second luesda) ol 
September, A. D., 1S7L 
L’pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested b\ 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order theta’ 
on, to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court r.. be held at the 
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of October next, at ten o'clock in the fore 
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not. be granted. 
ASA I II F Itr.ol'cH, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest: B. P. Fihi.n, Register. 
To the Honorable Judge of Probate fur the Counts 
of Waldo. 
JOHN G REEL Y, Administrator ol the e-tute ol James L>. Bowler, late of Palermo, in -aid Coun- 
ty. deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, 
chatties aud credits of said deceased are not .-nth 
cient to answer his just debts and charge- of Ad 
ministration, b> the sum of four hundred dollar 
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant him a license to sell and convey'so much of the 
real estate of said deceased, .including the reveision 
of the widow’s dower thereon, as w ill satisf\ his 
debts and incidental charges, and charges of Admin 
istratiou at public auction or private sale. 
JOHNGBELLI 
At a const of Probate, hold at Belfast, within and for 
the C ounty of Waldo, on the Second fue-day ot 
September, A. li 1*7-4.. 
1 pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered. I hat the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing a copy of said petition, w ith this order there 
on, to be published three weeks successivelv in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Hie Probate office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of October next, at ten o’clock in the fore 
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not he granted. 
AS \ lTll'RLi »l'GH, Judge 
\ true copy. Attest B. P. I' ll 1.I>, Register, 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit hilt and for 
the County ol Waldo, ou the second 1 uesday ol 
September, A. !>., ls?i. 
EMILY W. TRIPP, widow ot Daniel fripp. late of Freedom in said t;ouuty of Waldo, ili n a-i d, 
having presented a petition for an allowanc* lrom 
the personal estate oi said deceased. 
Ordered, 1 hat the said Emil) W.;give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Repub lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second I'uesda) oi 
October next, at ten ol' the clock before noon, and 
show cause, il any they have, why the prayer of said 
petition should not be granted. 
ASA nil RLOUGII, Judge. j 
A true copy, Attest — IL 1* Fiklh, Regi-tei 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tbi 
the County of Waldo, on the second lue-davoi 
September, A D. 1874 
V/TARY JANE BOWLER, widow of James D 
iVJL Bowler, late of Palermo, iu said County ol 
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an 
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Marv Jane give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be published three weeks successively 
iu the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, ou the second 
Tuesday ol October next,{at tenlof the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why Un- 
prayer of said petition should not be granted. 
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge. 
A true copy, AttestB. P. Fil l.I>. Register. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that he has been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust of Executor ol tin 
will of 
GREEN PENDLETON, late of Searsport, 
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the luw directs, he therefore requests all per- 
sons who are indebted to -aid deceased’s estate to 
make immediate payment, and those who have any 
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle- 
ment to him. LEWIS M. PARTRIDGE. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned that she has been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of he 
estate of 
FRANCIS C. CHADWICK, late of Palermo, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
;*s the law directs she therefore requests all persons 
wu-> are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make 
immediate payment, and those who have any de- 
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to her. H A N N A il CH A D WIC K. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that she has been duly appointed and 
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of 
the estate of 
WILLIAM G. PIPER, late of Searsport, 
n the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; she therefore requests all per- 
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to 
make immediate payment, and those who have any 
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to her. BETSEY E. PIPER. 
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned that he has been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator, of 
the estate of 
RALPH DEVEREUX, Sen., late of Prospect. 
intheCounty of Waldo,deceased,by giving bond as the ; 
law directs, he therefore requests ull persons who 
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make im- 
mediate payment, and those who have any demands 




These celebrated Bitters are com- 
posed of choice Boots, Herbs, and 
Barks, among which are Gen- 
tian, Sarsaparilla, mid Cherry, 
JJandelion, Juni/ier, and other 
berries, and are so prepared as to 
retain all their medicinal qual- ities. They invariably cure or greatly relieve the following com- plaints : Dyspepsia, .Jaundice, Diver Complaint, Doss of Appe- 
tite, Headache, Itilious Attaclks, Remittent and Intermittent Le- 
vers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheuma- 
tism, Summer Complaints, Liles, 
Kidney Diseases, Female Ditli- 
eulties, Lassitude, Dow Spirits, 
General Debility, and. in fact, 
everything caused by an impure 
state of the Blood or deranged condition of Stomach, lAver, or 
Kidneys. The aged find in the 
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing 
stimulant, so desirable in their 
declining years. No one can re- 
main long unwell (unless afflicted 
with an incurable disease) after 
taking a few bottles of the (maker 
Bitters. 
Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint A I 'n. 
At their Great Medical Depot, 
PROVIDENCE, R.l. 
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE. 
1 >r '‘il*' it wholesale anti retail by 
R. H MOODY. 












thi.“ M ail Xiraot from 11,. Balm of Gilead 
Bud, with a t« \v other ingredient-, I.arh om- 1 ik• 
the Balm ut Gilead is a medicine of itself. 
I he formula of this Oil ha- been examined by some 
ot tin- most eminent phy-ieians, and pronounced b, 
them to do all it i- lecommended. 
For Sore Throat, Horseness, intiammation 
of the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera Morbus, 
Sores ot most all kinds on man or beast., and excel- 
lil,B "II otlu'r.s fur Scratches on Horses. 
WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE. 
No better medicine for Ileadach* Toothache, 
Kheumatism, Neuralgia. Pain> iu the side, Burk .1 
Stomach, than the Genuine Balm ot Gileml oil. 
“Is there no Halm in Uilemll So Physician (her 1 
Prove all things; hold fust that mhirh ‘is good'!" 
Prominent among its mam nr.-- ,?. /: / /.- \ s 
<CALPS, FPES H Cl IS, SPL'A F\ S, p pc' 
FPnSTFD LIMPS, and DlAP/l/lU A. 
I'.e -ure to buy tlie Genuine, with the mine || 
J. si e vi n', blowu in the shoulder of the botth 
■St^-l’rice '.lit cents per botth*.-ft# 
Apj.lv to S I f. VFNS i CO., Bangor, M mo 
Sold by Druggists and Apothecaries t.m'.l 
CORNETS, ALTOS, BARI 
TONES, BASSES, 
And all other Band Instrument- 
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double 
Basses, and all Orche-tral and Solo Intruments 
Splendid Large Music Boxes, 
!’rices from $':.i to 
1 >K CMS AND FI FF> for tin-Soldier- I he h.-t 
ml I I AK- tor Guitar players In fact ml musical 
instrument-, iu common u-e, ul the best material, 
imported or uianulacuu. -d, and -t re;t-onaMt pi n -. Also all t hings needed to repl ic» lost pat 
struments, \ iulm and Guitar -trine- and all Mu-n al 
Merchandise. For -ale b\ 
.1 • MAY N FS & co 
<»PP < ourt Mon-e V. < ourt St., Boston. 
-A- tti *’ 
SARSAPARILLA! 
-FOB 
PURIFYING THE BLOOD! 
1 j ,■ j Tills compound of the 
vegetable ulteruth es, Sar 
; saj.arilla, Dock, Stilliugia 
and .Mandrake with the 
^Iodides of Potassium and 
^.Iron makes a most effect 
wal cur-- ot a Series ot 
complaints which are \ cry 
1 pre\aleni and afflicting. 
It J.uritie- the blood, purge- out tin lui k.li- IiiiiiihI 
iu the system, that undermine health and settle into 
troublesome di-order-. Fruptioi.- 1 the skin ..r« 
the appearance on tin* surface ot humors that -houhl 
be exjielled from tin* blood Internal d* rangeim-nts 
are the determination ol tin -< same humors to some 
internal organ, or organs, whose act ion they derange 
and whose substance they disi u-e and destroy 
A v Kit’s Saksai*MiiLi. \ expels thes.* hiuimrs from 
tin-blood. When they are gone, the disorders they 
produce disappear, such a- t It erations 
Stomach, hit/ney.s, Langs, Frnptions and Frnptir. 
Diseases tj the skin, St. Authnoy's Iti. /,’<•- 
F.rysipelas, Pimples, Pustah Pint. Ins, P,>>F, iu 
mars, 'Fetter amt Salt. Plica m. S. old Head, Pino 
icttrm. Fleers and Sorest, Phenmutism, A tira/yia, 
Pain it. the Pant s, Sit/, anti Head, Ft >n.ih M •<////.- 
Serihty, l.cttcrerrhiea arising from interna/ n/rrro 
tion and uterine diseases. Dropsy, i)y^/npsia, Fna'i 
edition and Central Debility. \\ it It their departure 
health return.-. 
pi:hi* \ 1:1 i> tn 
Dr. J. C. AYER 4 CO., LOWELL, MASS. 
Pi’ A 'III A AN1» A.X.YI.Y"1 1« VI. ( III-. HIM S 
‘■"Id i»v all Druggist- amt Dealer- in Medu-im 
They Do Say it Beats the World. 
$5000 Gold for a Better Article 
i 
I 
An Unfailing Remedy fop 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma 
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of 
tho Throat, Chest, and Lungs, 
And all Diseases leading to Consumption. 
It is prepared from Vegetable f.xtraets ami Barks, 
ot wonderful healing properties, and tins Balsam is 
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and 
others, testimonials from whom I can furnish with 
out number. 
I.A Ii(»F, bOTTFF, 35 < FN I S 
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take S. 
that the name of F. W. kinsman is blown in tin- 
glass. 
♦^•Sample Iiottle ami Circular Free.. 
1\ Ft7. KIKlIll i.V, Proprietor. 
14i W aUT Afreet, .4ugu«t», Me, 
FOR SA1.K BY Al.l. DKl'GOISTS. lyeOWll 
Maubood: How Lost. How Restored ! i 
Just published, a m u cilitioiiid III 
MMMML <'u Iteru ell** < elekroled Fi 
on tli e radical can without medi 
taflWfliwm cine) oI’SI’K.bm v i>»i:i:iui.a or Seminal 
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal F.osses.l.Mi'mr,n<_ \, 
Mental ami Physical Incapacity, Impediments to 
Marriage, etc., also, Co-NM Mi’i ion, Fi*ii.kivsv and 
Fits, induced Ly self indulgence or sexual < xtruvu 
mice, &c. 
1’rice, in a sealed envelope, only six cents. 
The celebrated author, in this admirable Fssay, 
clearly demonstrates, trom a thirty years’ successful 
practice, that**the alarming consequences of self 
ihuse may be radically cured without the dangerous 
jse of interna! medicine or the application of t he 
iiiife, pointing out a mode of cure at once simple, certain, and etlectual, by means of which every suf 
erer, no matter what his condition mav be, may cure liuiself cheaply, privately, and radically. This Lecture should be in the hands of every 
outh and every man in the land. 
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to address, 
tost-paid, on receipt of six cents or two stamps. Address to Publishers, 
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO., 
Bowery, Slew York. 
lyv Post Office Box, 4 AS® 
yd’s Independent Liu. 
-FOR- 
BOSTON AND LOWELL. 
ABBAWGII1MTS M Till*; SKASdN OF 1S74. 
Two Steamers or the We! Four Trips per Heck. 
STK.VMKB MKAMKI! 
KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE, 
( apt. \\ m. It. K< >1 \, apt. .1. 1*. jt »I'.\ <><)N 
Will leave Bellast tor Boston every MO\l)\T 
WKD.NKSDAV, 111 I’ltMi.W and >A 11 i;i>vT 
at o’clock IV M. 
Returning, will leave Boston evt ry MONDAY TLKS1>A\. IHI Its DAT & KitlDAY at 0 1 .g p M 
FARE TO BOSTON. *2 50 
•* LOWELL, 3 65 
AH freight mu-t He accompanied hy Bill of i.mlno in duplicate. All freight hill? mu-t be paid delivery of goods. 
<11-«> t«. W 1 1,1 > Agent 
Belfast, April VU, lan. 
FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS 
SUMMEK AKHANQEMEMT. 
I Wo Trips Per Week 
run *rt:t n eh 
LEWISTON, 
CAPT. CHAS. DKER1NG 
Will hav.- Piilrn.ul v\ fi n I, 1 >t .,i >tMt- 
Tuesday & Friday Evegs at .0 o elk 
Mr oil UTivulot I xpr. 11 am t:. »i,i i;,,-. m 
uu-ncing flaj I <*il» mi 4 
m; Itorklanil, t-dim, fic.r 1 1. •• i. >. 
\S •• t llnrhor, Mi I »• .-rt MiUI.i.i .... 
and Macliiu -port 
^.turning will h-uv. Ma.hiu-port .-w: n«u «!«*« uimI I'Iiur<•«!.•* noriiiiin ui j o clut k 
touching a arriving in Portland -n,. m* ujuull\ conn* ctiny with Pullman I rani and 
morning fruin' for Bo-nui 
!•" I .• v -1 on w ill t < •i.fii i: ,r H r.. r, \J* |» 
’i’, <n*li trip li4.iu.Juin' l-.»ih t,, •>, p: 1-jih in aj diiioii to h.-r u~ n a I landing it \\ Hurhoi 
ititr which tint.- tin l,.\\ i ron w dl i, ,tvMa. i., ;.h 
| it L.'iu, in-t. id td A .Vi 
1 or Iurt In r pari iculai inquire .i p oir m 
Portland 
CYRUS STURDIVANT. 
1 dtland, M..v I- General Atfeut 
I NJ blD JL LINE ! 
S T E A M E tt 
City of Richmond I 
l*ort l.in«|. IIokIoii. I UHifutk*, l«i>«*ll 
ftulcm. !,*■*■•. Ikotcr unit llu»**rlii|i 
ftt«*uml»i»af unit Trulu «»««.* 
Im*»1i Hi** ll4M*t*»ii »\ Va.iin** ,iii«| 
«*in II It. 
V» m>l utter M«»N I» \ \ ,. ♦. *,. 
I 1 M * >1 |; i< 11 \|. \ 
uiel Kxpn rail $ 
.uni Pastern Ku.Im.ot a hr.h !. .. I* .-P uul .. 
o’clock 1’ M 
I’lhMiiin iN hy this mute u .I •. u. 
t ell o'clock 111" e I, || 
I I" < I I 'I <»l KM ll.M« >M> w ill 1. Kali! ,1 
Whurl, Portland, at lu •' urn? Kveuina »i 
:irri\ .I 'i yIn al>o 
landings ou the Ru> and Kivi •\o.--ptujg |.u» 
'• ille, arriv iiijr at Rancor at the u.-*uul hour. Jhrci^f taken at rhiout;li KaI«> t Bo-ton S\ < m ; j;. 
in..n.t amt Portland Steaim i- No I oko c ... 
h.nd 
I A RKS AS ISI'AI 
4 1 HI ft ftl l ltl)|% 4.IT, 
<«ciu*ral .4 * *-*»». Portia u 
4 1 It t ft 4 TT I ItftO* 4gnit lleira.i 





Capt. J. P. HATCH. 
Wmi' .i »•• li.t-t tV,r a-tiu. .Imlv „i, K 
• I'M d until iurt her n,,tn.-< i- u >u !, 
d;F- "'dn, -lay. Fridas and S a tarda a :.,. ►. » 
At < Mi Monday and I’hur-dus k F v, 
Al-u, \\ t-tliir da tin! >atui das t' k t >1 
lleturning hi..- ( i-tii.i ;,,r li'-'Ft -1 
U >dm -las. F ridas and -tturda, I k, i‘ v, 
'Mi Momlas ami Ihur-day it**- V M 
"‘‘■dork F M louchii..- at i-Ie-h ;. |'\ |r 
amt blOok-S die I fir.. k .1 L ,11 HI) 1, 
I "■lore basing ( a-';n, 1 a\ hb-e-.r |b: b 
la-t ->n M>ii,dj ami 1 ir-. 1 •» a \ SI ,d 
astiue i'.i 1 M 
vv* ,-i* •*' I M 'll it » l ! .1 j; Uj/ ! Pill 1 
ill tin- Week hour- at t a-tm- amt ■ hour- it I »i> 
boro’. 
1’ I’1 ■•' !-;••••• Hi a l-lli.t 
Itrook."\ ill**. I F. a.- in,; I i> 
■tu cents. 
Freight token it t ,ir r, 
lbt.lt 11 .! -a 111- I S\ b il F.I il a •. ,,a ;u v 
over until b» o'clock uu lull arris ttlol u 6 
and «la\ ■ -.1 Imili I \curo- ai 
A W AS I I d Agent. Bella a F. |{ 1*1 K A 
Me b.,i,i IlnoFI.K \ "UI.FAKl*, \g, 
tin- U \1. \V ASSM.N Agent. Ill -ok -s lb 
Steamer connect ssith b-.-ton St, amer-s Mmt 
amt but day going W- a. uml mas,- HHta* 
t heir arr.s al ci ,iii i ug la-t SI-,, lor Belt a t. 
tine wilb Steatma F> \\ i mi \\ 
belt.,-a t Is It*: 
maim; (i vnm it. ic. 
WIMTEn ARRANCFMFNTS 
ON AX1 > A 1 1 I.K Moll.las V I ram w base Belfast tor lio-t >h, Fort iaii-t, Aug-lMat u>. 
intermediate -tation- A. SI m l F Si 
F or halts ill, .function !., ss i-ton an-i Sf s i. 
a \ M 
he.xter, Bangor aii-l St. .lobn-. F M 
I rain- are dm it BeMa-r M and 7 .. F ,'i 
I I l.l.S' in 
Knox and Lincoln ILulroad 
CIl.WOEol-’ T 1 M 1 
Commoncmg MoiKluy.Aug J7 lb l 
iir Th r.ttnifi II I,!, 1 fin f n fuii’i 
l as l.’oi'ktan-i i,a Hath a; a 
all | m: SS ,i v 
;1 st dm m Boston ... 
and lo. ui c. m 
la as e Bath for fb- ldand v si ,.t c 
Arris •• at Hockluud at 114- n and >. a 
mixed train hats. ttockhihd at • :»■ si Keturu. 
least- bath at H v n alias,!;.-' ,. IF-.'kltil..- > 
t F> i- si._ 
tlv A COM.MfF- Sui-erititiarien' 
PC STPONEMENT. 
SECOND AND LAST 
ujaA mm; i lt concert 
I s Alt' ill 1 Ml 
iVlasoiur Kdii't Association 
OF NORFOLK. 
DAY POSITIVELY FIXED 
THURSDAY. I9TH NOVEMBER 
LAST CHANCK. 
Jin-' cnterpri-c i-> »• *1 h. He 
RELIEF ASHl( 1A I ii»N ol NORKii_l.lv, \ A ..i 
tier authority of tin \ ii t-’iin.i l.t ..'Jutlire t 
passed Murch >th !>. 
r.O.OOO Ticket* ti.UttO Cash Gtfts. 
$250,000 
To be Given Away’ 
oM t,i; \.\U \>H (. 11 l o|' * in 
< )\!•: i.KA \ L> ( A>11 (ill | i»1 b mh 
OM i.K.VMHAMl (.11 | jo’.tHk 
M GRAND < ASH GIFT Ol 
ON K (TRAN D CASH (,1K I OK o.onu 
ONKGRAND CASH UIH of 
ONE MtAN!) CASH GIFT (U 
la Cash (lifts of 5>lt.HMI each 1 I.**’"' 
Cash (lifts ol Too each IT « 
■4 ! Cash Gifts of ?.TU each 1»<. 
ry Cash Gifts of LTo each lb 
-‘.TO Cash (lifts ol 'do each 
f>?-H Cash Gifts ol »o each -w 11 
ixjoo Cash Gills ol lo each .o,oo-' 
1.000 ASH FRIZES aggregahne 4 To c. 
I’ll It I Ol I N K1 1 
Whole 11* k*t jjm.hi (tuartei 1 u k.-t 
Half fickets •»■(**.» I * It veu Tickets $loo 
NO INDIVIDUAL BENEFITS. 
This Concert i- strictly fur MASONIC pu 
noses, anti will he conducted u it h the same liberality, 
honestv, anti fairness w hich characterised the tir-t 
enterprise. JOI1* JL Prei I 
HENRY V. MOORE. Secretary. 
Norfolk, 
For Tickets and Circulars giving lull particulai 
apply at Branch Office of the Association, 
(Hoom ij ) A WO BroailHut t W. 
Or address MASONIC RELIEF ASSOCIATION. 
r O. Box 1417, New York CTia 
REIPOXM BliE AC4EYT9 If lITEir 
